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Abstract
The study of the renewable energy has drawn increasing attention in the recent years. 
Wave energy with its relatively high power density is a major resource that has 
remained untapped until recently. Different types of wave energy converters have 
been proposed for extracting the energy from the waves. In this thesis, a heaving 
semi-submerged buoy, moving relative to a fixed reference to drive hydraulic power 
take-off, was studied. 
To meet stringent in-service and operational requirements, the components of a wave 
energy converter (WEC) need to have high levels of reliability and availability. 
Hence, it is necessary to develop mathematical models that enable a numerical 
solution with sufficient accuracy and computational efficiency, and apply these 
models to assess the energy capture and the safety and availability of the system 
based on relevant reliability theory.  
The studied wave energy converter system consists of several subsystems, i.e., a 
floating buoy, a hydraulic pump, check valves, transmission lines, accumulators, a 
hydraulic motor and an electric generator, where energy is converted between several 
energy domains, and each belongs to a different engineering discipline. An integrated 
dynamic model in the state space form was established for this system of components. 
The dynamic characteristic of the considered wave energy converter system was 
studied, with particular reference to high frequency oscillations (HFO) of the buoy 
and the transient pressures in the pipelines. 
High frequency oscillations (HFOs), as defined in this thesis, refer to the motions of 
the buoy that oscillates at frequencies much higher than those of the incident waves. 
HFOs were observed in the time interval when no fluid was pumped or sucked 
between the hydraulic pump and accumulators. This type of motion is mainly caused 
by the fluid compressibility of the hydraulic pump. The analytical solutions of the 
oscillating frequencies, which depend on the hydraulic cylinder parameters, were 
derived in this study. The results show that the HFOs contribute significantly to the 
wear damage of the hydraulic pump, especially to the wear loss of cylinder bore. 
Because of the notable effect on the wear estimation, a dynamic wave energy 
converter model that can describe the HFOs is developed in the thesis. 
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The transient pressure in the pipeline, which accompanies any sudden change in the 
rate of fluid flow, was another detrimental load studied in the thesis. The magnitudes 
of the transient pressures can be many times larger than the normal operating 
pressure and may cause fatigue and catastrophic failures. This fact raises the question 
of how to predict and mitigate the pressure pulsations. In this study, pipeline 
dynamics were taken into account in the form of modal representations. In addition, 
to predict the opening and closing times of the valve operation, which directly affect 
the magnitude of the transient pressures, a dynamic model of the check valves is also 
introduced. By combining the subsystem models of pipelines and check valves with 
the models of other subsystems employed in the wave energy converter system, the 
transient pressures were calculated numerically. Moreover, the effect of the pipelines 
connected between the hydraulic pump and check valves on the electric power 
production is also investigated in this research work. 
The hydraulic pump, which converts the kinetic energy of the buoy into hydraulic 
energy of the working fluid, plays an important role in the proposed wave energy 
converter system. Wearing of the piston rings and cylinder bore significantly 
contribute to hydraulic pump failure. This research focuses on wear damage of the 
piston rings and cylinder bore under random sea state conditions. An abrasive wear 
model that considers the effect of the sealed pressure, lubrication condition, surface 
roughness, material properties, relative velocity and the cutting efficiency was 
developed. Based on the wear model and hypothesis of linear cumulative loss, a 
fW T  approach (wear work rate versus time duration for wear damage growth till 
failure) was provided to estimate the piston ring wear resistance. By taking into 
account the occurrence probability of each sea state, a long-term wear damage 
estimation model was finally derived and given in the thesis. Because it is very time 
consuming to calculate the wear damage by considering all of the sea states, focus 
should be on the sea states that represent the most significant contribution to wear. In 
this thesis, the relative contribution of wear for the piston ring and cylinder bore from 
different sea states was calculated. The primary sea states contributing to wear can be 
found easily from the obtained figures.  
The last topic of this research work is to construct modal bond graphs for the 
transmission lines. To model a pipeline with fluid pressures and flow rates at its two 
ends (i.e., the upstream side and downstream side) as input-output variables, four 
possible boundary conditions—pressure inputs at both ends, flow rate inputs at both 
ends and the two cases of mixed inputs—should be taken into account. The pipeline 
dynamics can be approximately modelled with modal models, which can be 
represented in the bond graph forms. To derive the modal models, two methods, 
separation of variables (SOV) and rational transfer function (RTF*) may be used. In 
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this thesis, modal bond graph representations were reviewed and new bond graph 
models were proposed for combinations of the solution methods and input-output 
configurations not yet presented in the literature, which include a bond graph for the 
two mixed input cases developed using the SOV technique and bond graphs for the 
other two cases (i.e., pressure inputs or flow rate inputs) constructed based on RTF 
solutions. It is found that the modal models derived by SOV and RTF have the same 
accuracy when the same number of modes is employed. With the developed bond 
graph models, the pipelines which are coupled with any other dynamic elements and 
systems can be modelled and analysed straightforwardly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RTF* is used herein to represent the modal approximation method developed by Hullender et al. 
(1981). The basic idea of this method is to represent the transcendental transfer functions of the 
pipeline model in the Laplace domain as finite sum approximations of low-order rational transfer 
functions. In this research, the abbreviation “RTF” is used to represent this method.  
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Nomenclature 
General Rules: 
Bold symbols denote vectors or matrices. Dots over symbols represent differentiation 
with respect to time. In the symbol list, the units of dimensionless variables are 
represented by []. 
Symbols: 
ȕ  [Pa]  bulk modulus of fluid 
9   []  position ratio of valve stem/stroke 
 t[   []  modal general coordinate of the flow rate in the pipe 
 tK   []  modal general coordinate of the pressure in the pipe  
ı  [m]  root-mean-square value of surface height 
Ȝ  []  dimensionless film thickness 
ȡ  [kg/m3] density 
Ȗ   []  ratio of specific heat 
0X   [m2/s]  kinetic viscosity of fluid 
Ȧ  [rad/s]  angular frequency 
%   [1/s]  fluid friction coefficient 
ȍ  []  open area ratio of valve 
¨  []  ring wear damage at failure 
A,B,C   []  state-space matrices  
a  [m/s]  acoustic velocity 
A   [m2]  cross sectional area 
A  [kg]  added mass coefficient at infinite frequency 
B   [N·s/m] damping coefficient 
Cd   []  discharged coefficient of the valve 
D   [m]  diameter  
E   [Pa]  Young’s modulus 
F  [N]  force 
F(x,t)  [N/m]  externally applied force on the pipeline fluid per length 
g  [m/s2]  acceleration of gravity 
G(x)  []  mode shape of flow rate 
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H(x)  []  mode shape of fluid pressure 
Hs   [m]  significant wave height 
k  [m2/N]  wear coefficient 
K  [N/m]  stiffness coefficient 
K(Ȝ)  []  modified wear factor related to Ȝ 
K0  [m2/N]  wear coefficient at boundary lubrication regime 
K(t)  [N/m]  retardation function 
L  [m]  length 
m   [kg]  mass 
N   [N]  normal load 
P   [Pa]  pressure 
Q   [m3/s]  fluid flow rate 
R   [m]  radius 
RaK   []   ratio of the stiffness coefficients 
Re   []  Reynolds number 
s   [m]  sliding distance 
S   [N/m]  hydrostatic coefficient 
SQ(x,t)   [m2/s]  volume flow into the pipe per length 
t   [s]  time 
tc    [s]   valve closure time 
tR   [m]  ring thickness 
T   [s]  time interval of operation 
Tc   []  dimensionless valve closure time 
Tf   [s]  ring life duration during steady state operation 
Tp   [s]  spectral peak wave period 
Tr    [s]  return period of the propagation wave in the pipe 
Tw    [s]  propagating time of the wave pressure in the pipe 
T   []  transfer function matrix 
u  [m/s]  fluid velocity in the pipeline 
V  [m3]  geometric volume 
w  [kg/s]  mass flow 
WeV  [m3]  wear volume loss 
W   [N/m·s] instantaneous wear work rate 
X  [m]  position coordinate 
z  []  additional state-space vector  
 
Abbreviations:  
FDM  frequency domain modification method 
FORM  first order reliability method 
HFO  high frequency oscillation 
LFO  low frequency oscillation 
ODE  ordinary differential equation 
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PTO  power take-off 
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WEC  wave energy converter 
 
Superscripts: 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background on wave energy 
Wave energy is a nonpolluting and renewable source of energy that is converted 
naturally from wind energy above the oceans. The study of wave power is said to 
have started hundreds of years ago, and the first patent was registered in 1799 (David, 
1995). As petroleum became the most important modern energy, the interest in wave 
energy utilisation faded after the First World War (Falnes, 2007). Modern research 
into exploiting energy from waves was stimulated by the oil crisis in 1973 (Salter, 
1974) and then almost ceased due to the falling oil price in the 1980s. Recently, 
because of continuously increasing energy consumption and the rising level of CO2, 
harnessing energy from waves is once again an important area of study. A detailed 
description of the historical development of wave energy can be found in the 
literature (e.g., Drew et al., 2009; Falnes, 2007; Hals, 2010; Thorpe, 1999).  
The worldwide potential of wave power resources is on the order of 1–10 TW (1 
terawatt=1012 W) (Panicker, 1976 and Thorpe, 1999), a quantity that is comparable 
to the primary world energy consumption. Although wave energy is only a small 
portion of solar and wind energy, sea waves offer the highest energy density among 
these three energy sources and are much more persistent (Falnes, 2007). Thus, there 
are good prospects for developing commercial wave-power plants, which may 
become a significant power resource for many coastal nations in the future.  
The energy of sea waves can be transformed into electrical power or used to drive 
desalination plants etc by wave energy converters (WEC). Today, the majority of 
wave converters are used to produce electricity, although some concepts for pumping 
seawater, e.g., in sea farming, have also been developed. Various types of wave 
energy converters are being investigated, but many are in the research and 
development (R&D) stage. Generally, WECs are classified into three types: point 
absorber, terminator and attenuator (Cruz, 2008). A point absorber is a device that 
possesses small physical dimensions relative to the incident wave length (e.g., a type 
supplied by Ocean Power Technology); a terminator WEC is positioned in the sea 
with its dominant direction perpendicular to the incident wave direction, and Salter’s 
Duck, developed at the University of Edinburgh, is one example of this type (Cruz, 
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2 
2008, Chapter 2). The last WEC type, an attenuator, is a device that lies parallel to 
the incident wave direction with its beam much smaller than its length. An example 
of this type of WEC is Pelamis, which is developed by Ocean Power Delivery Ltd 
(Cruz, 2008, Section 5.4).  
In this thesis, point absorbers are used to capture the energy from the sea waves. 
Compared with the other two types of absorbing devices, point absorbers possess a 
large power-to-volume ratio, which implies a large ratio of absorbed power to 
submerged buoy volume (Hals et al., accepted for publication). It is also attractive in 
terms of modelling because the scattered wave field can be neglected and forces on 
the submerged buoy are only due to the incident waves (Cruz, 2008). Moreover, due 
to its relatively small physical dimensions, wave direction is not important for this 
type of absorber.  
The point-absorbing WECs have been studied since the 1970s in Norway. Two main 
contributors are Kjell Budal and Johannes Falnes. They studied oscillating wave-
power-absorption theoretically in 1975 (Budal and Falnes, 1975) and 1978 (Falnes 
and Budal, 1978). Their proposed latching method for phase control and advocated 
reasonable small buoys are admitted and used as the basic concept for wave energy 
studies. Relevant research, including testing at the laboratory scale and under real-sea 
conditions, on this type of WEC has been carried out by many researchers (e.g., 
Evans, 1981; French and Bracewell, 1986; Pizer, 1993; Vantorre et al., 2004). 
The main mechanism that can be implemented to convert waves into mechanical 
and/or electrical energy is called a power take-off (PTO) or power conversion system. 
The three main PTOs are air turbines, direct-coupled electric generators and 
hydraulic pumps (Cruz, 2008). The hydraulic pump system is generally known as 
hydraulic power take-off and includes a hydraulic cylinder, a motor, gas 
accumulators and an electric generator. This type of PTO converts the oscillatory 
motion of the buoy into hydraulic power through the use of a hydraulic pump, which 
then drives the shaft with a hydraulic motor connected to a generator (Falcão, 2007). 
This configuration is used by many researchers for energy conversion (e.g., Bjarte-
Larsson and Falnes, 2006; Eidsmoen, 1995; Falcão, 2008; Hals et al., 2007). 
Comparing the three converters, hydraulic PTOs have some special properties such 
as the relatively smaller size, less weight and better energy storage (Mueller, 2002). 
In this thesis, an oil-hydraulic system is adopted due to the advantages mentioned 
above. 
The research in this work focused on a heaving semi-submerged sphere absorber 
moving relative to a fixed reference and equipped with hydraulic power take-off for 
energy conversion. Figure 1.1 shows a sketch diagram of this wave energy converter 
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system. During operation, the oscillating motion of this floating buoy is converted 
into the flow of a liquid (oil is used here) at high pressure through the use of a 
hydraulic cylinder. The pumped fluid then flows into a high-pressure accumulator for 
short-term energy storage. A hydraulic motor uses this high-pressure fluid from the 
high-pressure accumulator to drive a connected electric generator. Hence, this power 
conversion system includes different energy domains, such as wave energy, hydraulic 
energy, electric energy and mechanical energy. In order to reduce the complexity of 
the WEC system model, it is useful to divide the whole system into several 
subsystems: a wave-buoy, a hydraulic pump, pipelines, check valves, accumulators, a 
hydraulic motor and an electric generator. The models of these subsystems are based 
on basic physical laws in the relevant domain and are dispersed in different 
publications. Hence, developing a complete WEC model by combining the 
interactions of the subsystems with correct energy flow comes to the first objective of 
this research.  
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a wave energy converter consisting of a heaving sphere 
connected to the hydraulic power take-off. The hydraulic PTO includes a hydraulic 
pump, gas accumulators, check valves, hydraulic pipelines and a motor. An electric 
generator is connected to the hydraulic PTO. The bearings are used to restrict the 
buoy motion. The coordinate system is fixed with respect to the mean position of the 
buoy with positive X vertically upwards, and the origin is set in the plane of the 
undisturbed surface. 
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1.2. Pipeline dynamics 
Hydraulic pipelines, which are used to transport the working fluid between the 
hydraulic pump and motor, are important components in the wave energy converter 
system. These lines play a significant role in achieving the desired energy conversion 
efficiency and durability of the wave energy converter system. Because of the 
compressibility and inertia of the fluid, the fluid pressure waves propagate at the 
speed of sound, which is about a=1000 m/s for oil. For a pipeline with length Lpipe, 
the time for the pressure waves to propagate through the pipeline is Tw=Lpipe/a. 
Consequently, if the pipeline is short, e.g., Lpipe =1 m, the corresponding propagation 
time is 1 ms (one thousandth of a second). Thus, the pressure differences in the 
pipeline will disappear after 1 ms. In this case, it is reasonable to assume that the 
pipeline is a static device. However, for long pipelines, the propagation time 
introduces a time delay that may be significant if the exciting input frequency 
approaches the resonance frequency of the pipelines (Egeland and Gravdahl, 2002; 
Van Schothorst et al., 1994). With this time delay, both the pressures and fluid flows 
at the upstream side of the pipeline have to be distinguished from those at the 
downstream side.  
In addition to problems associated with the time delays, a severe problem is that the 
wave pressure may be reflected at the end of the pipeline (Pierre, 2010), which may 
cause strong pressure fluctuations in the system and increase the failure probabilities 
for both the pipelines and the system. This pressure fluctuation (in some literature, 
this induced pressure is also called water hammer pressure) can be generated by, for 
instance, sudden valve actuation or pump failure. A typical pressure wave temporal 
trace for a water hammer event resulting from a sudden valve closure is shown in Fig. 
1.2. The water hammer pressures in the pipeline are a source of noise and may 
significantly influence the reliability and performance of the system. Consequently, 
in the design of the pipeline, both normal operating pressures as well as water 
hammer pressures need to be considered.  
The power take-off system shown in Fig. 1.1 employs four self-acting check valves 
to control the fluid flow. In this system, no feedback signals are supplied. This kind 
of PTO can be considered to be a passive hydraulic power take-off (Hals et al., 2007). 
These check valves connected to the pipelines are dynamic boundaries during their 
actuation, i.e., opening or closing, and represent one of the main causes of fluid 
transients. The transient flow from one steady state to another can cause water 
hammer pressures. Depending on the time interval of the transient, pressure waves 
can easily generate enough energy to damage the system (Záruba, 1993). Estimating 
the magnitude of the water hammer pressure with reasonable accuracy by 
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incorporating the dynamic responses of the absorber is another topic examined in this 
research. 
 
Figure 1.2: Results of a water hammer experiment that are reproduced from Holmboe 
and Rouleau (1967). In this figure, the pressure response is normalised by ȡg¨u, 
where ȡ is fluid density, g is acceleration of gravity and u is the initial fluid velocity 
in the pipe. 
Iberall (1950) seems to have developed the first analytical solutions of the fluid 
dynamic behaviour in the rigid circular pipelines. Later, extensive studies have been 
done on describing the fluid pressure wave propagation of the transmission lines. 
Many scientific publications and books are available for characterising the fluid 
transients and in developing proper modelling techniques. The pressure propagation 
can be modelled by mass, momentum and energy conservation equations (Chevary 
and Mathieu, 1993). However, energy conservation is commonly neglected due to 
the rapidness of the transient phenomenon (Ghidaoui et al., 2007). By applying the 
mass and momentum balance equation, the pipeline system can be described as 
partial differential equations (PDE) in the form of the wave equation (Stecki and 
Davis, 1986). For a single line with length Lpipe and radius Rpipe as described in Fig. 
1.3, a one-dimensional wave equation of the pipeline can be expressed in terms of 
fluid pressure P and flow rate Q (Karnopp, 1975): 
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where Apipe is the cross section area of the pipe, ȡ is the fluid density, F(x,t) is any 
externally applied force per length and SQ(x,t) represents volume flow into the pipe 
per length. Finite wall stiffness can be taken into account by correcting the fluid bulk 
modulus ȕ and corresponding acoustic velocity a, as shown by Wylie et al. (1993), 
but this effect is neglected in this thesis. With the assumption of laminar flow, the 
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6 
fluid friction losses can be modelled using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (White, 
1999):    , ,fF x t Q x tU % . The friction coefficient %  depends on the fluid 
kinematic viscosity ȣ0 and the effective radius of the pipeline Rpipe and can be 
expressed as 208 pipeRX%  . 
The partial differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be formulated analytically in the 
frequency domain by applying the Laplace transform (Iberall, 1950; Karam and 
Franke, 1967; Nichols, 1962). The dissipative viscosity and heat transfer effects can 
be included directly. The pipeline model in the frequency domain, which relates the 
signals at the ends of pipelines, can handle arbitrary pipeline boundary conditions and 
is proved to be a useful tool for the analysis and design of hydraulic pipelines. 
However, for simulation in system synthesis or analysis, time domain solutions are 
often desirable. 
The method of characteristics is a simple and accurate method for transmission line 
transient analysis (Wylie et al., 1993) in the time domain and has been widely used in 
many practical applications for numerical simulation purposes (e.g., Streeter, 1971; 
Pierre, 2010). The disadvantage of this method is that it is based on a fixed 
discretisation in the time-distance plane. It is not easy to incorporate the model into a 
coupled simulation system with variable time steps (Mäkinen et al., 2000).  
To avoid the weakness of the method of characteristics, modal approximation 
methods based on the infinite product representation of a hyperbolic transfer function 
(Oldenburger and Goodson, 1964) were developed by Hullender and co-workers 
(Hullender and Healy, 1981; Hullender and Hsue, 1983; Hsue and Hullender, 1983). 
Using this model approximation technique, the transmission line dynamics can be 
characterised as a series of damped resonance modes. Each mode of the transmission 
line can be represented in a linear state space form (Yang and Tobler, 1991; Van 
Schothorst, 1997; Ayalew and Kulakowski, 2005) that can be added directly to 
Ordinary-Differential-Equation (ODE)-based simulation systems. This modal 
approximation model, in which the physical structure and parameters are preserved, 
is quite useful for modelling a complex fluid system. Moreover, compared with other 
approximate approaches, the modal method has its own advantages, such as being 
numerical stability, ease of use and high accuracy (Watton and Tadmori, 1988). 
Because of these features, the approximation model is widely used in different 
hydraulic systems, e.g., hydraulic servo-systems (Jelali and Kroll, 2003). 
Another alternative modal approach, based on normal modes in which distributed 
parameter components can be represented approximately by a finite number of 
normal modes, was introduced by Karnopp (1975) for a pipeline model with no 
friction losses. By using the separation of variables (SOV) technique, a set of 
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decoupled ordinary differential equations can be obtained for each of the normal 
modes. Each normal mode equation can be solved separately in the time domain. 
Considerable work has also been reported by Lebrun (1984, 1985) and Skarbø and 
Engja (1990), for example. 
 
Figure 1.3: Schematic of a one-dimensional fluid transmission line. The line has 
length Lpipe and radius Rpipe, and P and Q are the fluid pressure and flow rate, 
respectively. The subscripts “up” and “down” refer to the upstream and downstream 
ends.  
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Figure 1.4: Chart showing different methods for solving the transmission line 
problem. 
Other approximation methods, e.g., Viersma’s Discrete Model (Viersma, 1980) and 
Pawlik’s Discrete Model (Jelali and Kroll, 2003), may also be used to solve the 
partial differential equations of the pipelines. However, these methods are not 
discussed further in this thesis. An overview of different approaches for analysis of 
the transmission line problem is given in Fig. 1.4. Taking the complexity and 
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8 
nonlinearity of the studied wave energy converter system into account, the two 
modal models mentioned above (one developed by Hullender et al. (1983) and the 
other by Karnopp (1975)) are adopted to develop the WEC system model. In this 
research, the Hullender’s approximate model is simply represented as “RTF” 
(rational transfer function), while the modal model suggested by Karnopp is denoted 
as “SOV” (separation of variables). 
1.3. Safety assessment – wear in the WEC 
It is important that the WEC produces power and survives under extreme and 
repetitive environmental loads. Therefore, wave energy converter systems need to 
have a high level of reliability and availability to meet stringent in-service and 
operational requirements. Assessing the safety of a wave energy converter is 
essential to the design of a conversion system, which leads to the third purpose of 
this thesis.  
Large systems can fail if their components fail. The hydraulic power take-off system 
considered herein consists of a large number of basic components, such as hydraulic 
cylinders, pistons, piston rings, nonreturn check valves, hydraulic pipelines etc. The 
failure modes mainly include fatigue, wear and overload.  
Generally, the design strength of marine structures, e.g., platforms, has to fulfil the 
ultimate and fatigue criteria (Moan, 2008). The corresponding limit state criteria are 
defined by limit states for ultimate failure (ULS–ultimate limit state) and fatigue 
failure (FLS–fatigue limit state), respectively. Ultimate limit states are generally 
based on extreme load effects, while fatigue failure is mainly caused by repetitive 
loading. For the wave energy converter, another failure mode, wear, is also very 
important. The focus of this thesis is on wear loss analysis of the hydraulic pump 
used in this WEC system. 
Wear occurs when the surfaces of engineering components are loaded together and 
subjected to sliding and/or rolling (Archard, 1980). The reciprocating motion of the 
piston in the hydraulic cylinder can cause wear damage both on the piston rings, 
which are normally used for sealing the working fluid, and the cylinder bore. 
According to previous studies, wear is the prevailing failure mode of the hydraulic 
piston rings (Dahlheimer, 1972; Peterson and Winer, 1980) and cylinder bore 
(Becker and Ludema, 1999; Giorgio et al., 2007). For this wave energy converter 
system, piston rings are used in a double-acting cylinder to prevent leakage between 
the upper and lower chambers with different fluid pressures (Fig. 1.5). Contact 
surface wear loss can cause leakage, which may result in the following:  
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a. Loss in system power;  
b. Lack of control and loss of sensitivity and accuracy in response;  
c. Loss in volumetric efficiency;  
d. Resultant system malfunction. 
Therefore, it is very important to determine the wear limit state (WLS) for the WEC 
system in design. In this research, only WLS was studied for the hydraulic pump 
components. A detailed introduction of the wear in a hydraulic pump is supplied in 
Chapter 4. 
Since only few papers about the structural risk and reliability analysis for the WEC 
system have been published in the recent decades, I hope this research will increase 
knowledge of safety evaluations for WEC systems related to different sea states and 
close the gap between theory and practice by combining various science disciplines. 
The results from this research are expected to increase knowledge in both scientific 
and technical areas, and the long term aim is to enhance interdisciplinary 
collaboration. 
 
Figure 1.5: Sketch of a piston pump with sealing elements and end stoppers. The 
pump consists of a hydraulic cylinder filled with oil, a piston, a piston rod and seals. 
In the figure, PA and PB are the oil pressures of the chambers; h is the clearance 
between the ring and cylinder bore; and tR and wR are the thickness and width of the 
ring, respectively. 
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1.4. Thesis  
1.4.1. Objectives and scope of work 
Until now, the application of electricity transformed by the waves is still in the pre-
commercial stage. The development of wave energy technology, unlike other forms 
of renewable sources, has resulted in a wave energy converters which relies heavily 
on results from numerical simulations and experiments with scale models, which 
leads to the overall objectives and main scope of this research: 
x Develop a mathematical model for the wave energy converter system. The 
wave energy converter system consists of a number of subsystems: a heaving 
buoy, a hydraulic pump, hydraulic pipelines, check valves, accumulators, 
hydraulic motor and an electric generator. To obtain insight into various 
subsystems that play a role in the behaviour of the wave energy converter 
system, an integrated model is desirable. The goal is to establish a system 
model using inter-linked models of each subsystem that enable a numerical 
solution with sufficient accuracy and computational efficiency.  
x Establish an abrasive wear model for hydraulic piston rings for steady state 
operation considering the relevant parameters. Estimate the piston ring wear 
loss by incorporating the established wear model and the random dynamic 
responses of the wave energy converter system in time domain when the buoy 
is exposed to irregular incident waves. 
x Estimate the wear damage along the cylinder bore by taking bore wear into 
account the dynamic characteristics of WEC system and lubrication analysis. 
Predict the position of the cylinder bore where the maximum wear occurs. 
x Investigate the effect of fluid compressibility on the wear damage of the 
piston ring and cylinder bore. Identify design parameters to reduce the wear 
damage induced by the compressible fluid. 
x Take into account the pressure transients in the WEC system. Predict the 
pressure pulsations by incorporating random sea states. 
1.4.2. Thesis structure 
This thesis is based on articles listed in Appendix A and Chapters 2-5 which 
summarise the main aspects of the work.  
Chapter 2 presents the studied WEC system with its corresponding dynamic model. 
The modelling studies of the wave energy converter are described in Papers A and D. 
An integrated bond graph model of the WEC system is outlined in Chapter 3. 
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Bond graph models of the transmission lines are presented in Chapter 3. The chapter 
mainly focuses on how to construct modal bond graphs for pipelines using the 
separation of variables technique and method of rational transfer function. Bond 
graph representations are shown in this chapter. A detailed study is reported in Paper 
E. 
Chapter 4 addresses the wear damage of the hydraulic piston rings and cylinder bore. 
Analysis of the wear damage is one of the core issues in this PhD thesis. The long 
term wear damage to both the piston rings and cylinder bore is predicted in this part. 
Papers B and C are the relevant detailed studies. 
The conclusions and main contributions of this thesis and recommendations for 
future work are summarised in Chapter 5. The relationships among the appended 
papers are given in Fig. 1.6. 
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2. Modelling the wave energy converter 
2.1.General
The studied wave energy converter system depicted in Fig. 1.1 can be divided into 
the following subsystems: 
Buoy: Hydrodynamic theory describes the interaction between free surface waves 
and a floating buoy. The conversion of energy from the gravity waves to the 
hydraulic power take-off is governed by the interaction between the pressure acting 
on the wetted surface and the buoy motion. 
Hydraulic pump: The role of the hydraulic pump is to convert the buoy motion into 
fluid flows at high pressure. It consists of two chambers separated by a piston. The 
physical model of this device can be derived by applying the mass balance law to the 
compressible fluid in each chamber. The kinetic power is transformed to hydraulic 
power in this step. 
Hydraulic pipelines: The working fluid is transported circularly between the 
hydraulic pump and motor with pipelines. Dynamic models of pipelines are governed 
by the mass and momentum balance laws. Long pipelines will cause pressure 
propagation with time delay and strong pressure pulsations. Therefore, in this thesis, 
dynamic models of the transmission lines are included in the WEC system. 
Modelling pipelines are not mentioned in this chapter; however, a detailed 
description of the pipeline models using bond graph representations is given in 
Chapter 3. 
Check valves: The self-acting check valves can be considered to be a control 
mechanism in this wave energy converter system. They can be modelled using 
conditional statements and functions that relate pressure and flow. Dynamic check 
valve responses are taken into account in this thesis because they represent one of the 
main reasons for fluid transients.  
Hydraulic motor: The fluid pumped from the hydraulic chambers flows into the 
hydraulic motor and forces the motor shaft to rotate. The rotated shaft can drive the 
electric generator connected to the motor. The dynamic model of the hydraulic motor 
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is quite similar to the model of a hydraulic pump, i.e., both the models are governed 
by the mass balance law. The hydraulic motor converts the hydraulic power into 
mechanical power. 
Accumulators: Two gas-loaded accumulators, mounted at the upstream and 
downstream of the hydraulic motor, are employed in this WEC system for energy 
storage and to maintain a constant flow to the motor. Isentropic pressure-volume law 
is applied to approximate the relationship between the gas pressure and volume. 
Electric generator: This device is used to transform mechanical energy into electric 
energy. In this thesis, the generator is simplified as a dissipative element.  
The input-output behaviour of the components and the interconnections between 
them are shown in Fig. 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: Subsystems of a wave energy converter with interconnections. The input-
output relations between the connected subsystems are shown with single direction 
arrows. The representations of the symbols are listed in the nomenclature.  
2.2. Model of the buoy 
Wave, current and wind forces act on the buoy. Here, only the wave forces are 
considered. The oscillating buoy is modelled by assuming that the waves have small 
amplitudes, relative to both the wave length and water depth and that the motion 
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amplitudes of the buoy were also small. With these two basic assumptions, linear 
wave theory is adopted. Then the forces induced by the waves can be approximated 
as follows: 
  ( ) ( ) ( )wp exc R hsF t F t F t F t     (2.1) 
where Fwp(t) is the force due to the water pressure on the wetted surface of the buoy. 
The exciting force Fexc(t) in the linear approximation may be decomposed into two 
parts: (1) a force due to the undisturbed pressure field of the incident wave, known as 
the Froude-Krylov force, and (2) a correction force due to the diffracted wave 
(Newman, 1977). The radiation force FR(t) is a force applied to the buoy by the 
dynamic water pressure due to the waves caused by the buoy oscillation. In a regular 
wave, this force can be described with two components:  
    RF A X B XZ Z     (2.2) 
where X  and X are the acceleration and velocity of the oscillation buoy, 
respectively;  A Z and  B Z are the added mass and radiation damping coefficients 
(Faltinsen, 1990). For irregular wave cases, the radiation force must be represented in 
time domain by a convolution term to govern the fluid memory effect (Cummins, 
1962): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t
RF t A X t K t X t dW Wf
f
   ³    (2.3) 
where A is the added mass of the buoy in the limit of infinite frequency, and K(t) is 
the radiation force kernel. This method was adopted in the wave energy converter 
study by Jefferys (1980). 
The frequency-dependent added mass, radiation damping and the excitation force for 
the buoy can be calculated numerically using the software package WAMIT (2006). 
The hydrostatic force Fhs(t) in Eq. (2.1) depends on the buoy deviation X from its 
equilibrium position and can be written as Fhs=SX, where S is the hydrostatic 
coefficient. 
Detailed discussion about the linear approximation used herein can be found in 
Newman (1977), Faltinsen (1990) and Falnes (2002). In addition, only a single 
degree of freedom, i.e., heaving oscillation, is considered. For the general case of a 
freely floating rigid body, six motion modes—surge, sway, heave (translation) and 
roll, pitch and yaw (rotational)—are available. For systems with more than one 
degree of freedom, the decomposition of the wave forces can be extended using the 
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vector and matrix expressions instead of the scatter terms employed in the one-
degree-of-freedom case mentioned above (Falnes, 2002). 
The viscous forces on the buoy can in principle be estimated using the Morison 
equation (Morison et al., 1980), which represents a semiempirical relation between 
the drag force and the relative velocity between the fluid and body for the case of 
steady flow. Lopes et al. (2009) and Hals (2010) investigated the effects of viscous 
forces  on the oscillating buoy of a WEC. They found that viscous forces are small 
compared to the hydrodynamic wave forces and the damping implied by the PTO. 
Hence, the viscous forces are neglected in this research work. 
We now take into account the radiation force formulated in Eq. (2.3). Computing the 
convolution term by numerical integration directly is time consuming. To increase 
the calculation efficiency, a reasonably accurate state-space approximation model is 
desirable. Recently, considerable efforts have been made by several authors (e.g., 
Jefferys, 1984; Yu and Falnes, 1995; Kristiansen et al., 2005; Taghipour et al., 2008) 
to approximate the convolution term using a linear state space model, both for marine 
structure and wave energy converter studies. According to their results, the radiation 
force kernel K(t) can be calculated from the radiation damping coefficient B(Ȧ) as 
follows: 
  
0
2( ) ( ) cos( )K t B t dZ Z ZS
f
 ³   (2.4) 
The convolution integral can then be represented by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )t t X t z Az B   with (0)  z 0   (2.5) 
and 
  ( ) ( )
t
K t X dW W W
f
 |³ Cz(t)  (2.6) 
where > @1 2( ) ( ), ( ) , ( ) Tnt z t z t z t z " is the state vector of the radiation force 
approximation. In this thesis, realisation theory, described by Kristiansen et al. (2005) 
and Taghipour et al. (2008), is adopted to deduce the state space model, and their 
coefficients A, B and C, were calculated using the Matlab function imp2ss (2006). 
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2.3. Model of the hydraulic pump and motor 
In the present WEC system, the hydraulic cylinder together with the rod converts the 
mechanical power into fluid power. This hydraulic pump is a source of flow to the 
connected hydraulic motor, which converts fluid power into mechanical power so 
that rotation of the output shaft can take place against an opposing torque load 
(Chapple, 2003). By taking into account the fluid compressibility with an effective 
bulk modulus ȕ, the hydraulic pump/motor can be modelled by employing the mass 
balance law for a volume V, which can be expressed as follows (Egeland and 
Gravdahl, 2002): 
   in outd V w wdt U    (2.7) 
Here, win=ȡQin and wout= ȡQout are the mass flow into and out of the volume with the 
corresponding volumetric fluid flow rates Qin and Qout. 
Applying the mass balance law to the respective hydraulic pump chambers gives 
state space equations for the chamber pressures PA,cyl and PB,cyl, which are written as 
follows: 
 
 
 
, ,
, ,
( )
( )
A cyl A cyl li p
p cyl
B cyl B cyl li le p
p cyl
P Q Q A X
A L X
P Q Q Q A X
A L X
E
E DD
  
   
 
 
  (2.8)
 
where Ap is the cross-sectional area of the piston; Į is the area ratio, which equals 
(Ap-Ar)/Ap; and Ar is the cross-sectional area of the rod. The flow rates into and out of 
the respective cylinder chambers are denoted by QA,cyl and QB,cyl, while Qli and Qle 
are the internal leakage flow and external leakage flow, respectively. The half length 
of the cylinder is denoted by Lcyl. In this thesis, the piston is set in the middle of the 
cylinder when the buoy is in calm water. The buoy and piston are assumed to be one 
rigid body, which implies that the buoy motion X can be used to represent the vertical 
distance of the piston from the midpoint of the cylinder. 
The piston position and velocity are obtained from the equation of piston motion by 
adopting Newton’s second law: 
 , ,p wp p B cyl p A cyl f endM X F A P A P F FD      (2.9) 
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where Mp is the inertia of the piston, which can include the mass of the buoy 
(including the added mass), piston, rod and the fluid in the chambers. The friction 
force Ff opposes the piston velocity and can be determined from the Stribeck friction 
curve by considering the lubrication conditions (Jelali and Kroll, 2003) (see also Fig. 
4.1 in Chapter 4). The last force component considered here is Fend, a force given by 
the end stoppers when the excursion of the buoy exceeds the limit value of the 
designed cylinder dimensions. This force can be approximated by using a very stiff 
spring and has been formulated previously (see Paper A). 
The models of the hydraulic motor are quite similar to that of the hydraulic pump and 
are not given here. Detailed information can be found in Chapple (2003). 
2.4. Model of check valves 
Self-acting valves are used to control the direction of the fluid flow and can be 
considered as resistances that cause pressure drops when the fluid flows across them. 
Given the pressure drop ǻP, the fluid flow Q can usually be calculated by the orifice 
equation derived from Bernoulli’s energy equation for an incompressible flow: 
  2 signd valQ C A P PU ' '  (2.10) 
where Cd is the discharged coefficient and Aval is the cross section area of the valves. 
The formula describes the flow rate with good accuracy for turbulent flow conditions 
with a constant discharged coefficient value, which in practice, can be in the range of 
0.60–0.65 for orifices with sharp edges and 0.8–0.9 for the rounded edge sections. 
However, the square root characteristic of Eq. (2.10) may create numerical problems 
because the derivative of the flow with regard to the pressure drop is infinite when 
the pressure drop ǻP approaches zero. Given this background, Borutzky et al. (2002) 
proposed a single empirical flow formula for the valves. In their model, an 
approximate relationship between the measured discharge coefficient Cd and the 
square root of the Reynolds number given by Merritt (1967) was used to smooth the 
transition from the laminar to turbulent region. The derived flow equation is as 
follows: 
  
2
0
0
Re Re2 sign
2 2
tr tr
d val val
d val val
Q C A P A P
C D D
X XU
§ ·§ ·¨ ¸ '   '¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹
 (2.11) 
where 0X  is the kinetic fluid viscosity, Dval is the effective diameter of the valves (in 
this research, a valve with a circular cross section is assumed) and Retr is the 
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where 0X  is the kinetic fluid viscosity, Dval is the effective diameter of the valves (in 
this research, a valve with a circular cross section is assumed) and Retr is the 
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where Mp is the inertia of the piston, which can include the mass of the buoy 
(including the added mass), piston, rod and the fluid in the chambers. The friction 
force Ff opposes the piston velocity and can be determined from the Stribeck friction 
curve by considering the lubrication conditions (Jelali and Kroll, 2003) (see also Fig. 
4.1 in Chapter 4). The last force component considered here is Fend, a force given by 
the end stoppers when the excursion of the buoy exceeds the limit value of the 
designed cylinder dimensions. This force can be approximated by using a very stiff 
spring and has been formulated previously (see Paper A). 
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threshold Reynolds number to limit the laminar and transient regions. This check 
valve model can be successfully applied to the present WEC model without any 
simulation problems. The dissipative power induced by the check valves can be 
estimated. To predict the converted power of the WEC system, this model is accurate 
enough. 
However, the self-acting valves represent dynamic boundaries of the connected 
pipelines during their actuation and represent one of the main causes of rapid 
pressure transients. The pressure transient amplitude can be approximated by 
Joukowski’s expression (Wylie et al., 1993): 
 P a uU'  '  (2.12) 
where P'  is the pressure change generated by a flow velocity change, u' . 
Joukowski’s equation approximates pressure transient amplitudes for complete 
closure or opening within critical time Tr, where Tr is the return period of the 
pressure propagation within a pipeline with length Lpipe and defined as Tr=2Lpipe/a. 
However, partial valve actuations, i.e., the case when the valve closure time tc is 
larger than Tr, are also responsible for transient phenomena. Time-dependent 
pressure transient magnitudes can be calculated from valve actuation functions 
derived from geometric considerations and valve actuation time (Wood and Jones, 
1973). To illustrate this relationship, a plot of the maximum transient pressure 
amplitudes for different valve closure times is shown in Fig. 2.2. A global valve type 
with uniform stem motion was adopted to calculate the transient pressure. For 
convenience, a dimensionless time Tc, which is defined as tc/Tr, was used. The results 
plotted in the figure clearly show how the maximum transient pressure amplitude 
varies with the valve actuation. Thus, the dynamic behaviour of the check valves 
with fluid interaction is desirable for predicting the transient pressures.  
In practice, several types of check valves are available to be employed in this WEC 
model, and each of them has their own features and configurations. The dynamic 
models of the valves are different. Here, a spring-loaded valve is used as an example 
to obtain the insight of the valve performance in the WEC system. For this type of 
check valve, the valve stroke displacement xval can be governed with the model 
proposed by Johnston (1991). The model calculates the acceleration of the valve 
stroke by calculating the net forces acting upon it. This model is used to predict the 
pressure pulsations of the pipelines and is given in detail in Paper D. 
By incorporating the temporal performance of the valve stroke, a flow equation for 
the check valves can be rewritten by employing a time-dependent Aval to model the 
open area of the valve. According to the valve type, the actuation function, 
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represented as a relationship between ȍ, the ratio of open valve area to total possible 
flow area, and the stroke position ratio 9 , has different forms (Wood and Jones, 
1973). Taking the valve model into account, the flow equation can then be written as 
follows: 
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  (2.13) 
Here, xval,stop is the maximum displacement that the valve stroke reaches. 
The valve model Eq. (2.13) can capture the current valve performance, which is 
important when estimating the pressure pulsation. The transient pressure 
phenomenon is illustrated in detail when it is combined with the pipeline dynamic 
model in Chapter 3. 
 
Figure 2.2: Maximum transient pressure amplitudes verses a dimensionless valve 
closure time.  
2.5. Model of accumulators 
The hydraulic power take-off contains one high-pressure accumulator and one low-
pressure accumulator ( Fig. 1.1). Both of them are gas-compressed bladders with 
precharged pressure, and they are used to reduce pressure peaks in the system and to 
store energy. The nonlinear capacitance relationship between the compressed gas 
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pressure and the volume of each accumulator can be characterised using the ideal gas 
pressure-volume law (Tisza, 1966): 
 0 0 constantPV PV
J J    (2.14) 
In this equation, Ȗ is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure and volume 
(for air at atmospheric pressure, Ȗ§1.4).  
When the hydraulic fluid flows into or out of the accumulator, the gas is compressed 
or expanded. By integrating the hydraulic fluid rate Q with respect to time t, the gas 
volume can be obtained as follows: 
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0
t
V V Q V Qdt    ³   (2.15)
 
Here, the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid is neglected.  
The governing equations for the two accumulators can then be yielded by combining 
their physical parameters and equations (2.14) and (2.15): 
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The subscripts “HP” and “LP” represent high-pressure accumulator and low-pressure 
accumulator, respectively. 
The modelling of the hydraulic pipelines is described in detail in Chapter 3 and hence 
is not addressed here. The electric generator is simplified as a dissipative resistance 
in this project. This choice of the electric generator model does not influence the 
effects studied in this thesis. However, a detailed model of the generator can be 
added in the WEC system if it is necessary.  
2.6. Discussion of the models 
The above-mentioned models for the subsystems can be integrated into a system 
model to investigate the system dynamics. The WEC system model, which neglects 
the pipeline effects, can be found in Paper A, while the model that takes into account 
the dynamics of pipelines is developed in Paper D. To develop the model, some 
assumptions are made. Analysis of the influence of these assumptions is given below: 
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x Linear water wave theory underlies the whole hydrodynamic theory of the studied 
wave energy converter. This linear theory is only valid for a buoy operating in 
small waves with small wave height and motion amplitudes. For waves with large 
wave height, e.g., storm conditions, nonlinear water wave theory is desirable. The 
aim of this thesis is to investigate the performance of the WEC system in normal 
operating conditions and the accumulated damage for the relevant components. 
Extreme sea states are not considered herein. Therefore, linear theory, adopted 
here, is supposed to be a reasonable model for this study.  
 
x The mass of the piston-rod and hydraulic fluid in the cylinder can be neglected in 
this studied WEC case, which employs a sphere buoy with a radius of 5 m. 
Compared with the buoy mass m ( 52.7 10u kg) and its added mass at infinite 
frequency Af  (
51.35 10u kg), the mass of the piston-rod and working fluid in the 
chambers (only hundreds of kilograms) is very small and can be neglected. Hence, 
the mass Mp defined in Eq. (2.9) can be approximated as (m+ Af ) in the 
simulation model. This approximation was adopted in Papers A and D. 
 
x Fluid compressibility is modelled within the hydraulic chambers as a linear spring 
with constant bulk modulus ȕ. This bulk modulus is defined as the change in 
pressure divided by the fractional change in volume and could be a function of 
several parameters, such as the applied pressure, elastic of the cylinder tubing and 
gas entrance. However, for common pressures (P<45 MPa) and temperatures (
> @40,120 °C), one may use a mean value for this variable (Jelali and Kroll, 2003). 
In this research, the operation conditions are within these boundaries. Thus, the 
bulk modulus is taken as a constant value 91 10u Pa, a value which is commonly 
suggested for the hydraulic system (Totten, 2000). 
 
x The entropy of the gas in the accumulators is to be constant for this simulation 
model. In reality, the gas entropy changes due to heat transfer. Such changes are 
likely to be significant over time intervals longer than a few hours. In a short time 
period, e.g., the 3000-second simulation time period in the studied case, it is 
reasonable to consider that gas compression and expansion inside the accumulator 
is approximately isentropic.  
 
x The hydraulic cylinder tubing is assumed to be rigid. In this WEC system, the 
hydraulic tubing can be considered as a fluid capacitor. The deformation of the 
hydraulic tubing describes a relationship between a pressure and the integral of a 
flow rate, which may contribute to the compliance coefficient. For a thin-walled 
hydraulic tubing with constant cross sectional area At, this relationship can be 
written as follows (Karnopp et al., 2006): 
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where ǻP and ǻV are the changes in fluid pressure and volume, respectively. The 
thickness of the tube is denoted as tt, and Et is the Young’s modulus, D0 is the 
nominal diameter and V0 is the initial volume of the tube. 
The changes of the force ǻF applied on the piston and its corresponding 
displacement ǻX are as follows: 
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Combining Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) yields the following: 
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In Eq. (2.19), an equivalent stiffness coefficient Kt caused by the deformation of 
hydraulic tubing can be obtained as follows: 
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 (2.20) 
Another equivalent stiffness caused by the fluid compressibility Kfluid in this 
hydraulic tubing can be written as follows ( Eq. (21) in Paper A):  
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The ratio between the two induced stiffness coefficients Kfluid and Kt, denoted as 
RaK, can now be expressed as follows: 
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For hydraulic tubing with 0 10
t
D
t
 , i.e., a limit value for the thin-walled tubing, 
and 112.1 10tE  u  Pa, the value of RaK is about 5%. This value is even smaller for 
thick-walled tubing.  
Thus, the total equivalent stiffness K can be written as: 
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Compared with the compressibility of the working fluid in the hydraulic chambers, 
the elasticity of the hydraulic tubing can be neglected. This procedure can also be 
followed to illustrate the reasons to neglect the elasticity of the accumulator tube 
and the compressibility of the working fluid within the accumulators. 
It is important to realise that no system can be modelled exactly (Karnopp et al., 
2006). A good model should be as simple as possible (that is efficient) and provide 
results relevant for power capture and integrity assessment with satisfactory accuracy. 
To estimate the converted electric power and wear damage of the piston ring and 
cylinder bore, the established system model with the above assumptions can provide 
simulation results with satisfactory accuracy. The wear damage is described in detail 
in Chapter 4. 
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3. Bond graph model of transmission lines 
3.1.General
3.1.1.BondgraphmodelofWEC
A bond graph is a graphical representation of a physical dynamic system, which is 
introduced by Henry M. Paynter, professor at MIT & UT Austin. It is a 
multidisciplinary and unified approach for modelling of multi-energy domain 
systems. The main applications of bond graphs are to physical systems in which 
power and energy interactions are important. These multi-energy domain interactions 
are characteristic of wave energy converter system and therefore, well suited for 
bond graph modelling (Engja and Hals, 2007). 
Bond graph modelling of a wave energy converter with different hydraulic power 
take-off has been investigated by several researchers (Marré, 2006; Engja and Hals, 
2007; Hals, 2010; Yang et al., 2009). The construction procedure is not included in 
this thesis. An introduction to bond graph modelling vocabulary can be found in the 
textbook by Karnopp et al. (2006). Following the rule of bond graph language, the 
governing equations given in Chapter 2 can be represented in the bond graph form 
(Paper F).  
In the aforementioned studies, the pipelines employed in the WEC system were 
either neglected or included as an equivalent dissipative component. The transient 
flow problems in the pipeline have not yet been included in the WEC bond graph 
models. In the following, the bond graph representation will be used in the discussion 
of the fluid dynamic behaviour of hydraulic pipelines. 
3.1.2.Bondgraphmodelofpipelines
The one-dimensional distributed parameter model of the transmission line, shown 
schematically in Fig. 1.3, has four possible sets of boundary conditions: a symmetric 
boundary condition with (I) pressure inputs [Pup, Pdown] or (II) flow rate inputs [Qup, 
Qdown] and mixed boundary conditions with (III) [Pup, Qdown] or (IV) [Pdown, Qup] as 
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inputs. Here, we adopt the name admittance model for configuration (I) and 
impedance model for configuration (II) and refer to these as symmetric boundary 
conditions. The words mixed or hybrid may be used to refer to configurations (III) 
and (IV) (Fig. 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.1: The diagram shows solution methods used to establish bond graph 
representations for a hydraulic transmission line that are divided between the four 
different causal inputs (left column).  
By taking advantage of the bond graph approach (Karnopp et al., 2006), Margolis 
and Yang (1985) developed modal bond graph representations for the transmission 
lines using the rational transfer function (RTF). In their study, the mixed causality 
configurations with [Pup, Qdown] or [Pdown, Qup] as inputs were considered. Karnopp 
(1975) introduced the bond graph representation using the separation of variables 
technique for a pipeline with no friction loss and with corresponding symmetric 
conditions, and later, Lebrun (1984) made a model by considering the same 
configuration case with linear friction assumption. Although considerable effort has 
been devoted to construct the model bond graphs for the distributed pipelines, the 
bond graph representations for the symmetric inputs using the RTF model and mixed 
boundaries based on SOV have not been developed. These model graphs were 
developed by the author and co-workers of this study (Paper E). Figure 3.1 shows 
which solutions have been represented earlier and which are investigated in this 
thesis. In the following sections, an overview of establishing bond graph models 
using RTF and SOV, will be given. All four input-output configurations are 
mentioned. The result of this research work is eight bond graph structures. 
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3.2. Bond graph representations using SOV 
The partial differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be combined in two ways to 
form a forced wave equation. With suitable second derivations for time t and space x, 
pressure or flow can be eliminated: 
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To yield normal mode representation in bond graph form, the separation of variables 
technique is used. This method begins by temporarily setting the boundary inputs to 
zero and assuming that the variables P(x,t) or Q(x,t) can be separated into a product 
of two functions: one is x dependent, and one is t dependent: 
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where Și(t) and ȟi(t) represent modal general coordinates of the pressure P and flow 
rate Q, respectively; Hi(x) and Gi(x) are the mode shapes for the pressure P and flow 
rate Q, respectively. 
The boundary conditions compatible with the input causalities are the following: 
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For the symmetric input conditions, the mode shapes Hi(x) or Gi(x) can be obtained 
by solving Eq. (3.1) or Eq. (3.2) with the corresponding spatial boundary conditions 
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of Eq. (3.5) or (3.6). The mode shapes Hi(x) or Gi(x) are cosines with arbitrary 
amplitudes which are normally set to unity: 
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The corresponding resonant frequencies are the following: 
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Because the mode shape functions are orthogonal, a set of decoupled ordinary 
differential equations can then be obtained for each normal mode. These ODEs can 
be represented elegantly in the bond graph forms. For the model with fluid pressure 
P as input and flow rate Q as output, the bond graph model is given in Fig. 3.2, while 
for the case with flow rate Q as input and fluid pressure P as output, the modal bond 
graph is shown in Fig. 3.3. The inertial, capacitance and resistance parameters for 
each mode are supplied by Karnopp (1975) and Lebrun (1984). 
The mixed configuration condition with [Pup, Qdown] as input is more complex than 
the cases with symmetric input conditions because of the mixed output variables, i.e., 
the normal mode equations for both the pressure P and flow rate Q must be 
determined. However, the basic idea for obtaining the modal bond graph is similar to 
that for the symmetric input cases. The mode shapes Hi(x) are sinusoidal functions: 
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For Gi(x), the expressions are cosines: 
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The above two equations (3.10) and (3.11) imply that the ith mode shape of the 
pressure P and flow rate Q have different forms. However, the corresponding 
resonant frequencies are the same and can be expressed as follows: 
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Using the orthogonality property of the mode shape, two sets of bilaterally decoupled 
ODEs—one is relevant to Și(t), and the other is relevant to ȟi(t)—can be obtained for 
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each of the normal modes Hi(x) and Gi(x), respectively. The bond graph model for 
the ith mode is shown in Fig. 3.4. A detailed derivation for constructing the bond 
graph forms and the elements coefficients is given in Paper E. 
For the mixed configuration with [Qup, Pdown] as input, the corresponding bond graph 
can be obtained by simply interchanging the 0- and 1- junctions along with the I, C 
and R elements of Fig. 3.4. The bond graph representation for this case is also 
reported in Paper E. 
The above analysis shows that the boundary conditions play a dominant role in the 
construction of the bond graphs. These input variables with different combinations 
can affect the mode shape and its resonant frequencies. In particular, attention should 
be paid to when considering the stability of the system, i.e., as the exciting force 
frequency approaches the mode frequency of the pipeline.  
The pipe models shown in Figs. 3.2–3.4 contain an infinite number of frequencies, 
which is clearly impractical in a computer simulation. The models have to be 
truncated after a finite number of modes. For a coupled system, the frequency band 
of interest is assumed to be known. The pipe models should contain all modes up to 
the maximum frequency of interest. From a safety point of view, a few extra modes 
may also be included (Skarbø and Engja, 1990). By observing that the truncated 
modes with resonant frequencies that greatly exceed the interest frequency are 
stiffness- or inertia-controlled, the contribution to the output made by these high 
frequency modes can be taken into account as residual I or C elements. The residual 
coefficient matrix can be found in Lebrun (1984) for the symmetric input 
configurations, and for the mixed input case, they are reported in Paper E. Because 
this modification method is based on the frequency domain, in this research, it is 
defined as the frequency domain modification (FDM) method. 
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Figure 3.2: Bond graph representation determined using SOV when pressure inputs 
are considered with n modes (Reproduced from Lebrun (1984)). Here I, C, R, 0, 1 
and TF are standard bond graph elements (e.g., Karnopp et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 3.3: Bond graph representation found using SOV when flow rate inputs are 
considered with n modes (Reproduced from Lebrun (1984)).  
 
Figure 3.4: The bond graph representation of the ith mode for the pipeline with [Pup, 
Qdown] as inputs (Paper E).  
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3.3. Bond graph representations using RTF 
The one dimensional partial differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) have analytical 
solutions in the Laplace domain, which can be expressed in a two-port matrix form. 
The input-output boundary conditions determine the form of the transfer matrix T, 
which can be found in Goodson and Leonard (1972). The transfer matrix includes 
hyperbolic functions, which can be represented as finite-sum approximations of low-
order polynomial functions, i.e., i
i
 ¦T T . The transmission line model can then be 
approximated as follows: 
 
, PP
i
,
up iup up
i idown idown down
PP Q
PP Q
ª ºª º ª º  « »« » « »« »¬ ¼ ¬ ¼¬ ¼¦ ¦T  (3.13) 
 
, QQ
i
,
up iup up
i idown idown down
QQ P
QQ P
ª ºª º ª º  « »« » « »« »¬ ¼ ¬ ¼¬ ¼¦ ¦T  (3.14) 
 
, PQ
i
,
down idown up
i iup up i down
PP P
Q Q Q
ª ºª º ª º  « »« » « »« »¬ ¼ ¬ ¼¬ ¼¦ ¦T  (3.15) 
For a linear friction model, the representations of transfer functions TiPP, TiQQ and 
TiPQ have been derived by Van Schothorst (1997), Ayalew and Kulakowski (2005), 
and Yang and Tobler (1991), respectively. Because the approximation pipeline 
model of the causal configuration with [Pdown, Qup] as input is quite similar to the 
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With the suggested bond graph structures shown in Fig. 3.5, by applying the bond 
graph algebra, one can derive the state space equations for each mode of the pipeline 
using the physical state variables. The modal parameters and modulus used in the 
bond graph can be obtained by comparing the derived modal state space equations 
with the modal transfer functions in Eq. (3.15), respectively. The procedure for 
obtaining the relevant unknown parameters in Fig. 3.5 was described by Margolis 
and Yang (1985). 
The basic ideas for constructing the modal bond graphs using RTF for the symmetric 
boundary conditions are the same as those for the mixed configuration. However, to 
calculate the unknown parameters, instead of using the modal transfer functions TiPP 
or TiQQ, the state space equations for each pipeline modes, which have been derived 
by Van Schothorst (1997) and Ayalew and Kulakowski (2005), were applied. By 
comparing the two sets of state space equations (one set of state space equations is 
derived according to the suggested bond graph structure, while the other is obtained 
using RTF), the modal parameters and modulus can be obtained (Paper E). 
With the derived bond graph model, the pipeline dynamics can be characterised 
approximately using a finite number of modes. The effect of the truncated modes, the 
same problem encountered using SOV, needs to be resolved. For the RTF method, 
studies have primarily focused on recovering the accuracy of steady state behaviour. 
The nonzero contribution to the steady state gain of theoretical model delivered by 
the truncated modes has been considered by many authors. One way of eliminating 
this contribution is to modify the approximate model to satisfy the steady state 
condition of the exact model (Hullender et al., 1983; Yang and Tobler, 1991; Van 
Schothorst, 1997). Based on this idea, steady state modifications are required for the 
line models when the input variables are [Pup, Qdown], [Pdown, Qup] or [Qup, Qdown]. For 
the configuration with [Pup, Pdown] as input, a first-order mode, whose gain is exactly 
equal to the theoretical model, is included in the approximation model (Ayalew and 
Kulakowski, 2005), which implies that no steady state corrections are necessary for 
this approximate dynamic model. The steady state correction on the modal bond 
graph for the causal input [Pup, Qdown] or [Pdown, Qup] was performed in Margolis and 
Yang (1985), and for the line model with [Qup, Qdown] as input, the bond graph model 
with steady state correction was investigated in Paper E. This modification method 
focuses on recovering the accuracy of the pipeline behaviour at steady state 
conditions and is denoted as the steady state correction (SSC) method in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.5: A bond graph representation of the ith mode for the pipeline with Pup and 
Qdown as inputs derived using the RTF (Reproduced from Margolis and Yang (1985)). 
 
Figure 3.6: A suggested bond graph representation of the ith mode for the pipeline 
with Qup and Qdown as inputs using RTF (Paper E). 
 
 
Figure 3.7: A suggested bond graph representation of the ith mode for the pipeline 
with Pup and Pdown as inputs using RTF (Paper E). 
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3.4. Discussion of the models 
Bond graph representations of distributed-parameter pipelines, which use a finite 
number of modes, were introduced in the preceding sections. Two alternative 
approaches, SOV and RTF, were employed in constructing the models. By applying 
the two approaches, the modal bond graphs were developed for all four possible sets 
of boundary input conditions, i.e., [Pup, Pdown], [Qup, Qdown], [Pup, Qdown] and [Pdown, 
Qup]. These models can be coupled easily with bond graph models of attached 
dynamic systems. Thus, difficulties arising in the modelling and analysis of fluid 
systems with various dynamic terminations can be eliminated. Because of these 
advantages, the pipeline model in the bond graph form is a preferred approach by 
many researchers (e.g., Lebrun, 1985; Skarbø and Engja, 1990; Aesoy and Engja, 
1996) for constructing their dynamic models.  
A general overview of the bond graph models developed by SOV and RTF is 
reported in Paper E. It is important to note that the transient properties can be 
preserved well, i.e., when the same finite number of modes are applied for both types 
of methods. Errors may appear by considering the effect of the truncated infinite high 
frequency modes. The contribution of these truncated modes to the pipeline model is 
relatively larger for the mixed input conditions than for the symmetric ones because 
of the magnitude of the gain for each mode. As shown by Yang and Tobler (1991), 
the magnitude of the gain for the ith mode at steady state condition with mixed input 
conditions is proportional to 1/i, while for the symmetric case, an amplification factor 
1/i2 controls the decreasing rate of the gain magnitude (Van Schothorst, 1997; 
Ayalew and Kulakowski, 2005). Thus, the converging velocity of the magnitude of 
the transfer function is much slower for the mixed input boundary conditions, i.e., 
larger errors will occur when adopting the same number of normal modes without 
modification for the truncated modes.  
To correct or reduce the effect of the truncated modes on the pipeline behaviour, two 
methods, FDM and SSC, have been described in the literature. Although both of 
them can give reasonable corrected results for the simulation model, there are still 
some differences. The FDM method begins by ignoring the inertial and dissipative 
terms if the modes are stiffness-controlled or by neglecting the capacitive and 
dissipative elements when the modes are inertia-controlled. This method cannot 
provide an exact solution for the steady state behaviour; however, the transient 
behaviour affected by the high frequency modes can be described well. In contrast, 
SSC describes identical behaviour for the pipeline at its steady state condition; 
nevertheless, the effect of the truncated modes on the dynamic responses is neglected.  
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In addition, for the four input-output configurations, according to FDM, each of them 
needs a modification unless one can include all the modes in the pipeline model, 
which is not possible. Based on the SSC definition, if the gain of the approximate 
model equals the gain of the exact model at the steady state condition, no correction 
is desirable. Therefore, for the configuration with [Pup, Pdown], no steady state 
correction is necessary to offset the error of truncation to a finite number of modes.  
These contributions of the truncated high frequency modes are very small, and for 
most engineering cases, the approximation modal models give satisfactory results. In 
Paper E, a pipeline blocked at one end with a pressure step applied at the other end is 
considered. The comparison of the pressure transient response at the blocked side 
was established by adopting the bond graph models, as shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. 
The simulation results show that, for this case, the bond graph model with the FDM 
correction method can yield satisfactory accuracy with fewer modes than the bond 
graph model developed by Margolis and Yang (1985) with SSC.  
Finally, the modal bond graphs mentioned in this chapter were developed based on 
the linear friction assumption and are applicable for the pipelines with small 
dissipative number Dn, which can be written as 02
pipe
n
pipe
L
D
aR
X (Goodson and Leonard, 
1972). For large values of Dn, a dissipative friction model can provide more accurate 
results. However, the basic character of the two sets of models, the linear friction 
models and the dissipative friction models, is similar. Moreover, a linear friction 
pipeline model is much easier to establish and simulate. Consequently, the linear 
friction model is still widely adopted by many engineers and designers.  
3.5. Model application 
With the developed modal bond graphs for the pipelines considering the four 
possible sets of input-output configurations, the pipeline dynamics can be 
investigated with different coupled systems. For the proposed wave energy converter, 
pipelines are used to transport the working fluids and connect different components. 
Various input boundary conditions are included in the system (Fig. 2.1). Fortunately, 
bond graphs have a distinct advantage in that the subsystem can be constructed 
independently and stored in the computer files. These subsystem models can be 
assembled into a total coupled system without any difficulties and be used again and 
again. Thus, to develop the WEC bond graph model including the pipeline dynamics, 
the only thing needed to do is to choose the right pipeline model based on the 
causality requirement and place it in its proper position.  
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A bond graph model of the studied WEC (Fig. 1.1) that combines the modal bond 
graphs of the pipelines is given in Fig. 3.8. The corresponding interpretation of bond 
graph elements can be found from Table 3.1. This model can be implemented using 
software 20-sim, a modern modelling and simulation program that runs in Microsoft 
Windows.  
By using this bond graph model, transient pressures induced by the pipelines and 
valve actuation can be predicted numerically by incorporating the interactions of 
other components. The numerical solution results lay a foundation for assessing the 
safety of the WEC system. Moreover, because the dynamic WEC system can be 
modelled by a set of first order ODEs, instead of using the model bond graph, one 
can also choose to solve these state space equations using the ODE solver package in 
Matlab (2006). 
 
Figure 3.8: A bond graph representation for the studied wave energy converter shown 
in Fig. 1.1. 
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Table 3.1: Interpretation of the bond graph elements of the WEC system, as shown in 
Fig. 3.8. 
Element Interpretation 
MSe Input wave exciting force 
MR1 Radiation damping force 
I1 Inertia forces, m+AĞ of the buoy 
C1 Restoring force of the buoy 
C2 Upper cylinder chamber volume-pressure relation 
C3 Lower cylinder chamber volume-pressure relation 
C4 Compressed gas compliance in the high-pressure accumulator 
C5 Compressed gas compliance in the low-pressure accumulator 
C6 Volume-pressure relation of the inlet flow chamber of the motor 
C7 Volume-pressure relation of the outlet flow chamber of the motor 
MR2 Friction force in the hydraulic pump 
MR3 End stopper force applied on the piston 
MR4 Fluid leakage in the hydraulic motor 
I2 Shaft inertia 
Rg Dissipative force of the generator 
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4. Wear damage of the piston ring and cylinder 
bore 
4.1.Overview
Reciprocating engines are widely used in the modern industry. Over the years, one 
particular problem has prompted extensive development efforts, namely, fluid 
leakage between the piston and cylinder bore. This problem occurs in many types of 
machinery, such as hydraulic pumps, hydraulic motors and combustion engines. 
Initially, manufactures made an effort to manufacture the piston-cylinder assembly 
with a very narrow gap. This kind of sealing method has low efficiency, and the gap 
cannot be reduced without any limitation due to the requirement of a high degree of 
surface smoothness and small assembly tolerance. An effective way to solve this 
problem is to employ a separate element, i.e., a piston ring, to conform to the surface 
of the cylinder bore and thus prevent fluid leakage. This development can increase 
the effective pressure on the piston. In addition, because the piston is not required to 
seal off the fluid any more, the size of the piston can be smaller, which makes it 
possible to reduce the weight of the pump. Due to these advantages, various piston 
rings, as a new sealing concept, have developed rapidly since 1774 (Sätra, 2005), the 
year the piston ring was first used in a steam engine.  
A common feature of the piston rings used for linear motion is that they operate 
against a reciprocating counter, and thus, they have to be optimised in terms of 
sealing ability, low friction and small wear damage. These tribological behaviour in 
the contacts formed by piston rings and cylinder bore has attracted significant 
attention over several decades. Recent studies include numerical modelling (e.g., 
Priest et al., 1999; Akalin and Newaz, 2001), miniaturised experiment (e.g., 
Papadopoulos et al., 2007; Sjödin and Olofsson, 2004) and full-scale testing (e.g., 
Douglas et al., 2006; Sätra, 2005).  
Wear is a material removal procedure and can lead to changes in the surface quality 
of the contact surfaces. The most intensive wear on a piston ring and cylinder bore 
normally occurs in the breaking-in stage, during which the peaks of the surfaces are 
worn off by the counter surface (Hu et al., 1991; Priest and Taylor, 2000; Sjödin, and 
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Olofsson, 2003) and finally achieve an optimum mating of surfaces to control 
leakage (Peterson and Winer, 1980). After a “breaking-in” period of continuous 
operation, the wear of a piston ring and cylinder bore reaches a steady state. The 
wear rate, a parameter defined as material loss per second, of the respective counter 
surface in steady state is normally only a fraction of the level experienced in the 
breaking-in period (Andersson et al., 2002). However, this low wear rate can 
gradually change the surface quality and finally induce seal failure. Furthermore, 
compared with the steady state period (normally can last for years), the duration of 
the breaking-in stage is very small, say tens of hours. Therefore, for long-term wear 
damage analysis, a description of wear in the steady state period is necessary. 
Several wear mechanisms, such as adhesion, abrasion, corrosion, surface fatigue and 
impact wear, contribute to the wear of piston rings and cylinder bore (Peterson and 
Winer, 1980; Becker and Ludema, 1999; Tung and Huang, 2007). Fully modelling 
the wear phenomenon is a very complex procedure due to the incorporation of 
several technical disciplines and hundreds of related variables (Ludema, 1996). 
Although considerable efforts have focused on developing theories and deterministic 
models (as Meng and Ludema (1995) mentioned, nearly 200 wear equations have 
been published in the literature), there is still no way to predict the tribological 
performance for the two loaded pairs with confidence or certainty (Williams, 1999). 
Consequently, to predict the wear damage of piston rings and a cylinder bore, 
researchers should focus on the important wear mechanisms that contribute most to 
the damage. According to the material properties and operating conditions, different 
wear types would be identified as the main wear mechanism. For the piston assembly 
used in the reciprocating engines, some researchers, such as Ting and Mayer (1974) 
and Sätra (2005), believed that adhesion wear was the dominant wear type in the 
system. However, because the abrasives between the contact surfaces that move 
relative to each other are obviously harmful, and abrasive wear could be magnitudes 
greater than that experienced with adhesion wear, especially when the loaded pairs 
work in the unclean oils, abrasive wear has been considered to be the main wear 
mechanism by several authors (King and Lancaster, 1980; Burr, 1982; Prehn et al., 
2005; Tung and Huang, 2007). 
The most commonly used model for wear on sliding contact surfaces is usually 
interpreted in terms of the following equation: 
 WeV kNs  (4.1) 
where WeV is the wear volume loss, N is the normal load, s is the sliding distance 
and k is the wear coefficient. This equation is the well-known “Archard” (Archard 
and Hirst, 1956) or “Rabinowicz” (Rabinowicz et al., 1961) relation. Although the 
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Olofsson, 2003) and finally achieve an optimum mating of surfaces to control 
leakage (Peterson and Winer, 1980). After a “breaking-in” period of continuous 
operation, the wear of a piston ring and cylinder bore reaches a steady state. The 
wear rate, a parameter defined as material loss per second, of the respective counter 
surface in steady state is normally only a fraction of the level experienced in the 
breaking-in period (Andersson et al., 2002). However, this low wear rate can 
gradually change the surface quality and finally induce seal failure. Furthermore, 
compared with the steady state period (normally can last for years), the duration of 
the breaking-in stage is very small, say tens of hours. Therefore, for long-term wear 
damage analysis, a description of wear in the steady state period is necessary. 
Several wear mechanisms, such as adhesion, abrasion, corrosion, surface fatigue and 
impact wear, contribute to the wear of piston rings and cylinder bore (Peterson and 
Winer, 1980; Becker and Ludema, 1999; Tung and Huang, 2007). Fully modelling 
the wear phenomenon is a very complex procedure due to the incorporation of 
several technical disciplines and hundreds of related variables (Ludema, 1996). 
Although considerable efforts have focused on developing theories and deterministic 
models (as Meng and Ludema (1995) mentioned, nearly 200 wear equations have 
been published in the literature), there is still no way to predict the tribological 
performance for the two loaded pairs with confidence or certainty (Williams, 1999). 
Consequently, to predict the wear damage of piston rings and a cylinder bore, 
researchers should focus on the important wear mechanisms that contribute most to 
the damage. According to the material properties and operating conditions, different 
wear types would be identified as the main wear mechanism. For the piston assembly 
used in the reciprocating engines, some researchers, such as Ting and Mayer (1974) 
and Sätra (2005), believed that adhesion wear was the dominant wear type in the 
system. However, because the abrasives between the contact surfaces that move 
relative to each other are obviously harmful, and abrasive wear could be magnitudes 
greater than that experienced with adhesion wear, especially when the loaded pairs 
work in the unclean oils, abrasive wear has been considered to be the main wear 
mechanism by several authors (King and Lancaster, 1980; Burr, 1982; Prehn et al., 
2005; Tung and Huang, 2007). 
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wear coefficient was initially intended to represent the probability of forming an 
adhesive wear particle, it could also be used to model other types of wear, such as 
abrasion and corrosion (Rabinowicz, 1995). This flexibility allows this law to be 
used widely as a quantitative formula in different domains. Often, an adoption of 
Archard’s law depends on experimental or real measurements of the wear coefficient, 
k, which is the most critical term in Archard’s equation.  
For the hydraulic pump, the working fluids (oil or water) are also used as lubricants. 
A lubricant can reduce friction and wear, and provide satisfactory life for the tribo-
pairs. The tribological performance of the piston assembly can only be fully 
understood when both lubrication and wear are considered in combination. The 
characteristics of a liquid lubricant can be described by the Stribeck curve. This 
curve was initially formulated by Stribeck for journal bearing, with the friction 
coefficient set against the Hersey number, a dimensionless parameter that describes 
the relationship among the lubricant viscosity, relative surface velocity and the 
normal load (Hamrock et al., 2004). Later, instead of using the Hersey number, some 
authors (e.g., Hutchings, 1992; Neale, 1995; Bayer, 2004) introduced another 
dimensionless parameter Ȝ, the ratio between the minimum lubricant film thickness h 
( Fig. 1.5) and the composite surface roughness ı, i.e., the root-mean-square value of 
the variation of surface height (Thomas, 1999), to represent the abscissa variable in 
the Stribeck curve. The parameter Ȝ, which includes the surface roughness, can depict 
the evolutions of the friction coefficient and wear damage quite well.  
High Ȝ values are usually related to fluid film lubrication, where the lubricating 
surfaces are totally separated by the lubricant, and as mentioned by Bayer (2004), 
wear is small and limited by fatigue mechanisms associated with pressure transmitted 
through the fluid. As Ȝ decreases, mixed lubrication occurs. In this regime, contacts 
between the asperities are expected to occur; then, wear takes place due to physical 
interaction of both solid surfaces. When the Ȝ value is small enough, say unity, the 
oil film thickness is very small, not fluid anymore and is related to the boundary 
lubrication regime, where significant wear is likely to be located. The occurrence of 
lubrication regimes is related to the motion type of the two lubricating surfaces 
(Bayer, 2004). For a sliding contact, the Ȝ values 1 and 3 are assumed as the 
transition points to limit the regimes. It is widely assumed that the wear rate is 
constant under the boundary lubrication condition and decreases linearly as 
lubrication conditions change from boundary to hydrodynamic (Visscher, et al., 
1998); the wear loss in the hydrodynamic lubrication region is assumed to be 
negligible. The lubrication regimes are indicated in Fig. 4.1 and can be inferred from 
the friction and wear behaviour of the sliding pairs.  
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The lubricant film thickness h between the piston ring and cylinder bore can be 
obtained by either numerically solving Reynolds equation (e.g., Akalin and Newaz, 
2001; Nikas, 2003; Salant, 2007), a simplified form of Navier-Stokes equation with 
relevant assumptions, or by using an empirical formula, which has been derived by 
Hamrock et al. (2004). Generally speaking, the numerical model can yield more 
accurate results than the empirical model. Nevertheless, it is much more complicated 
and time consuming. Compared with the numerical model, the empirical model can 
provide satisfactory results for most cases and has been widely adopted by 
researchers and engineers because of its simplicity. In this thesis, the empirical model 
was adopted to calculate the lubrication film thickness between the piston ring and 
cylinder bore. 
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the relations among the wear, friction and 
lubrication regimes for sliding pairs as functions of the value Ȝ.  
Normally, the wear coefficient k can vary significantly from a very high value under 
aggressive conditions to very low values in more benign circumstances. To 
sufficiently address the wear, comprehensive programs have been implemented to 
investigate the relationship between wear damage and its relevant variables. Taking 
the abrasive wear as example, studies by different authors show that several possible 
factors can affect the wear coefficient k: the abrasive particle concentration and size 
(Hokkirigawa and Kato, 1988; Williams and Hyncica, 1992), the ratio of particle 
hardness to the hardness of the wearing surface (Rabinowicz et al., 1961; Kramer, 
1986), the roughness of the contact surfaces (Patir and Cheng, 1978 and 1979), the 
oil conditions (Truhan et al., 2005), the motion type of the abrasive particles (Fang et 
al., 2004) and the lubrication conditions (Visscher et al., 1998; Bayer, 2004). Based 
on previous studies, Yang and Moan (2011) developed an abrasive wear model for 
the piston ring and cylinder bore during steady-state operation by considering the 
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effects mentioned in publications. This proposed model, in fact, is a generalisation of 
the Rabinowicz approach to account for the abrasive wear mechanism. However, 
instead of using a simple wear coefficient in the Rabinowicz’s model, the wear 
coefficient herein is a function of several relevant variables which can represent the 
wear development of the piston ring and cylinder bore in detail. By incorporating the 
established wear model and the dynamic WEC model, the wear loss of the piston 
ring and cylinder bore has been estimated numerically (Papers B and C).  
4.2. The wear model for the piston ring and cylinder bore 
The wear analysis was determined for a hydraulic piston assembly used in the wave 
energy converter system (Fig. 1.5). A piston ring with a thickness tR and a width wR 
slides along the cylinder bore longitudinally with speed  X t . The piston ring has a 
symmetric outer crowning with a radius half the inner cylinder bore diameter D. 
Different types of piston rings could be used in this hydraulic pump; they could be 
made of elastomers (Müller and Nau, 1998) or steel (Sätra, 2005). In this thesis, 
elastomer and steel rings were considered in Paper C and Paper B, respectively. To 
derive the wear model, a uniform pressure distribution along the interface of the ring 
and cylinder bore was assumed. This uniform pressure P(t) can be considered to be 
the average pressure generated by the hydrodynamic action of the lubricant on the 
ring face. Moreover, the pressure P(t) is assumed to be approximated using the 
sealed pressure (Ting and Mayer, 1974; Nikas, 2003), the larger pressure of PA and 
PB, as marked in Fig. 1.5. With these assumptions, the total normal load N of Eq. (4.1) 
on the contact region can be written as follows: 
     > @max ,R R A BN t Dt P t Dt P PS S   (4.2) 
With these basic assumptions and dimensional parameters, the wear models of the 
piston ring and cylinder bore can be derived, as shown in the following section. 
4.2.1. The wear damage of the piston ring  
A piston ring wear model has been developed in Paper C. Abrasive wear is 
considered to be the main wear mechanism. The wear model starts with a 
quantitative wear expression for an individual abrasive particle in the form of a core 
cutting along an abraded surface, and ends with a formula that includes the effects of 
lubrication, load, material properties and surface roughness (see Eq. (21) in Paper C). 
The proposed novel wear model is a generalisation of the Rabinowicz’s relation, but 
it considers more variables. One can choose some or all of the affected variables 
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when adopting this model. The model can be simplified back to the form of Eq. (4.1) 
when all the effects are assumed to be addressed with wear coefficient k. This model 
is reported in Paper C.  
To estimate the piston ring wear damage during the steady state period, two 
independent parameters are used to characterise the wear procedure: (1) the 
dimensional wear coefficient Ksum with units m2/N and (2) the instantaneous wear 
work rate  W t  (Delaune, 2000), which is the product of the contact pressure P(t) 
and piston velocity  X t . By assuming that Ksum is independent of time, the ring’s 
life duration Tf during the steady state operation period at one wear work rate value 
W can be expressed as follows: 
 
1f
f
sum
d
T W
K
   (see also Eq. (25) in Paper C)  (4.3) 
where df is the limit wear depth loss of the ring. 
The relationship between Tf and W in Eq. (4.3) can be plotted in a log-log diagram, 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. For various materials under different operation conditions, this 
curve can be established by laboratory experiments. The design check for the piston 
ring wear is based on the resistance defined by the fW T  curve and the hypothesis 
of linear cumulative damage. 
 log fT
 log W
 log fiT
 log iW
 log f sumd K  
Figure 4.2: Log-log plot of the wear work rate W and ring life duration Tf. 
Taking W  as a random variable with its probability function ( )Wf W  , the normalised 
accumulative ring wear damage dR in time period T can be obtained: 
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  ( )sumR W
f
K Td f W WdW
d
 ³       (4.4) 
The long-term piston ring wear damage, taking into account different sea states 
described with probability density function , ( , )s PH T s Pf h t  , can then be expressed as 
follows: 
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s P s p
p s
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p s
sum
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f T H W
sum
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   (4.5) 
where Hs and Tp are the significant wave height and spectral peak wave periods, 
respectively. The term 
,
( , )
s p
s pW H T
f W h t   is the probability density function of W  
conditioned upon the sea state parameters Hs and Tp, and E[•] represents the mean 
value of the related stochastic variable. 
Then, the failure function of the piston ring due to wear damage during time interval 
T under steady state operation condition can be written as follows: 
   ( ) 0Rg T d T ' d   (4.6) 
where g(T) is the limit state equation, ǻ is the characterised ring wear damage at 
failure. Normally, a seal is said to fail when the leakage rate past the seal exceeds an 
acceptable design value. In this work, the leakage rate is assumed to remain 
reasonably constant before the quantity of surface wear reaches ǻ. At the point of 
complete wear (ǻ=dR(T)), the seal fails and there is a sudden increase in leakage. The 
value of ǻ depends on the consequences of failure and access for inspection and can 
vary between 0 and 1. 
In this work, the relative frequency of the various sea states reflected in the 
probability density function , ( , )s PH T s Pf h t  was approximated by using an appropriate 
scatter diagram (Gao, 2008). The wear prediction model Eq. (4.5) with an integral 
form can be discretized as a summation form which was reported in Paper C (Eq. 
(34)). The mean value of W  under corresponding sea state was calculated 
numerically by solving the dynamic WEC model described in the preceding chapter. 
Long-term wear damage can be calculated by summing the short-term wear damage 
multiplied by the occurrence probability of each sea state during the long-term period 
of interest. Finally, the relative contribution of wear damage from different sea states 
was obtained (Fig. 13 in Paper C). 
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4.2.2. The wear damage of cylinder bore 
When the piston-bore interface is considered to be a tribological system, the cylinder 
bore wear is more important than the ring wear because replacing the cylinder bore is 
much more expensive than replacing the ring (Arnold et al., 1960). However, 
because the cylinder normally possesses a relatively large diameter, e.g., tens of 
centimetres, and the diameter deformation due to the wear loss is very small, it is 
difficult to measure and detect the small changes. As a result, engines were generally 
operated for an extended period before measurements were taken. The postponed 
detection could increase the uncertainty for maintaining the cylinder assembly. 
Determining the postponed period may be a problem for engineers. Consequently, a 
wear model, which has the ability to describe the cumulative damage during 
operation, could be helpful for inspecting and repairing the hydraulic cylinder bore 
component. 
Unlike the wear of the piston ring, which is a continuous material loss procedure 
during operation, the wear of the cylinder bore at position X (Fig. 4.3) only occurs 
when the ring slides through it, which can be considered a discretised procedure. To 
model the wear damage of the bore, one has to sum all the contributions made by 
each piston ring crossing. The distributed wear model along the cylinder bore is not 
only a function of time but also a function of space position X. Archard’s equation 
(see Eq. (4.1)) is adopted here. To account for the lubrication effects, the wear 
coefficient k is modified using a factor K(Ȝ). The values of Ȝ can be calculated by 
adopting the empirical formula given by Hamrock et al. (2004). The lubrication 
effect on wear is depicted in Fig. 4.1. If the linear damage rule is applicable, the 
cumulative cylinder bore wear depth dc(X) in the radial direction of the cylinder for a 
reciprocating motion during a time interval T with n(X) crossings can be expressed as 
follows: 
  0( ) ( ) ( )c Rd X K P X n X t   (4.7) 
where K0 is the wear factor in the boundary lubrication regime and is assumed to be a 
time-independent constant and  P X  is the average effective pressure, which is 
defined as follows: 
  
( )
1
( ) ( )
( )
( )
n X
i i
i
K P X
P X
n X
O
  
¦
  (4.8) 
A detailed derivation of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) is reported in Paper B.  
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Equation (4.7) provides an expression for the wear damage of any segment of the 
cylinder bore as it slides by the ring during operation. The product of n(X) and tR is 
considered to be an equivalent sliding distance. The modified factor K(Ȝ), which 
indicates the effects of the surface roughness and lubrication, is considered in terms 
of the average effective pressure ( )P X . For the hydraulic pump used in the wave 
energy converter, the bore wear distribution can be estimated numerically based on 
the system simulation results when the buoy was exposed to irregular incident waves.  
Modelling the long-term wear damage is similar to that of the ring wear. By invoking 
the rule of total probability, the accumulative bore wear damage can be obtained by 
summing the short-term wear damage multiplied by the occurrence probability of 
each sea state, which is expressed mathematically as follows: 
   ,( ) ( , ) ,s p
p s
c H T s P c s p s p
T H
d X f h t d X h t dh dt ³ ³   (4.9) 
The wear model Eq. (4.9) provides a way to predict the cylinder bore wear loss by 
incorporating the randomness of the incident waves. The sea state that contributes 
most to the bore wear damage can be determined using a contour plot, which could 
be useful for designing and planning inspection of the hydraulic cylinders. 
Replacing or repairing a cylinder is generally carried out when the maximum wear of 
its internal surface approaches a specified limit, i.e., dc,max. The position of the bore 
where the maximum wear occurs should be determined or estimated. Different 
parameters affect the position with maximum wear. One important issue is the 
dynamic characteristics of the wave energy converter system, which will be 
illustrated in the following section.  
 
Figure 4.3: A sketch of the motion of the piston ring along the cylinder bore. The 
origin is set at the middle point of the cylinder bore. 
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4.3. The effect of the dynamic characteristics of WEC on 
wear estimation 
In the example wave energy converter system studied in this work (Fig. 1.1), a 
floating buoy drives the piston, and its oscillating motion is converted into the flow 
of a liquid at high pressure. The randomness of the wave motion is reflected in the 
dynamic responses of the WEC system. Compared with the cyclic piston motion with 
constant amplitude in the traditional engines (e.g., internal combustion engines), the 
randomness of wave-induced motions increases the uncertainties and difficulties in 
predicting the wear damage of the piston ring and cylinder bore in the hydraulic 
system adopted in this WEC. In addition, because of the nonlinearities of the wave 
energy converter characteristics, the dynamic responses of both the piston motion 
and the pressure variation in the cylinder are, in principle, non-Gaussian (Yang et al., 
2009). These facts make it difficult to estimate the wear damage of the piston ring 
and cylinder bore in the frequency domain and time-domain simulation methods 
need to be applied.  
For the studied WEC system, the piston motion mainly includes two parts (Paper A). 
One part occurs when the incident wave force is sufficient to pump the fluid from the 
hydraulic cylinder into the HP accumulator. During this period, the single direction 
valves are open and the wave energy is converted into electric energy. It is found that 
this type of motion oscillates at or below the incident wave frequency (Yang et al., 
2009) and is defined as low frequency oscillation (LFO) in this research.  
The other part is related to the case with insufficient incident wave force. During this 
time interval, no fluid is pumped or sucked between the hydraulic pump and 
accumulators, i.e., the valves are closed. The buoy and piston will oscillate with 
small amplitudes. The oscillating frequency of this motion can be calculated by 
considering the fluid compressibility of the hydraulic pump to be a very stiff spring. 
Because this oscillating frequency is much higher than that of the incident waves, its 
corresponding motion is denoted as high frequency oscillation (HFO) in this work. A 
simulation sample for the buoy-ring motion in the time interval 1125<t<1225 s is 
given in Fig. 4.4. 
As reported in Paper A, the HFOs are mainly caused by the compressibility of 
working fluid in the hydraulic chambers, and they do not contribute to electric power 
production. Hence, the effect of fluid compressibility on energy absorption is 
negligible. However, the HFOs cannot be neglected in the study of wear damage for 
the reasons given below. 
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Figure 4.4: Upper plot: Time variation for the buoy-ring excursion X(t) for a semi-
submerged sphere with a radius 5 m. The sea state is defined by Hs = 4.25 m and TP = 
9.5 s. Compressible fluid in the hydraulic pump is considered. Both the low 
frequency oscillation (LFO) and high frequency oscillation (HFO) are shown in the 
figure. The crossings at X= -0.02 m are represented as red dots. Lower plot: Buoy-
ring excursion and ring crossings for a shorter time interval to display the HFO 
observed in the upper plot clearly. 
Archard’s equation indicates that the wear volume loss is proportional to the sliding 
distance. The HFOs can increase the sliding distance of the piston ring, which leads 
to increased ring wear as the result. For the wear of the cylinder bore, as shown in Eq. 
(4.7), the sliding distance at piston position X is determined by the crossing number 
n(X) and ring thickness tR. Simulation results in Paper A show that n(X) can increase 
significantly around the midpoint of the cylinder because of HFOs (Fig. 4.4), which, 
as a result, leads to an increased bore wear loss around this domain.  
In addition to the increase of sliding distance, HFOs can cause poor lubrication 
between the contact surfaces of the piston ring and cylinder bore. At the contact area, 
the lubricating oil is squeezed out when the relevant velocity is small or vanishing, 
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which results in surface-to-surface contact, which is normally related to the boundary 
lubrication regime. Because a low amplitude motion, such as HFOs, does not permit 
the contact area to be re-lubricated, serious wear may occur on both the piston ring 
and cylinder bore (Fig. 4.1).  
To summarise, the HFOs play a dominant role in estimating the wear damage of the 
piston ring and cylinder bore. In the design of the piston assembly for a wave energy 
converter system, both the LFOs and HFOs need to be considered. The dynamic 
responses of the WEC system, including the buoy motion, are reported in Paper A. 
The effect of the fluid compressibility and its induced high frequency buoy motion to 
the wear damage of the piston ring and cylinder bore is investigated in Papers A and 
B. By accounting for the contribution of the HFOs, long-term wear damage is 
reported in Paper C for the piston ring and Paper B for the cylinder bore. 
4.4. Reduction of wear damage 
The progressive damage and material loss of the piston ring and cylinder bore can 
ultimately result in poor performance and low energy conversion efficiency. The 
failure of the ring-bore assembly can have economic consequences that include not 
only the cost of replacement but also the expense involved in lost production. Hence, 
it is important to consider means of reducing the wear in the design of the hydraulic 
pump. To achieve this target, two main ways are envisaged: 
1. Try to reduce the wear coefficient k as much as possible. 
This study usually belongs to the discipline of tribology. The substantial and 
comprehensive studies on wear with both theory and experiments in the past years 
are highly beneficial to understanding the material loss in reciprocating engines. 
These existing studies can be combined and utilised immediately in the wear 
damage analysis for the ring-bore pairs adopted in the WEC system. Based on 
previous studies in the field of tribology, some recommendations for reducing the 
wear coefficient include the following:  
a) Keep the lubricant as clean as possible. Both the piston ring and cylinder bore 
benefit from changing the oil periodically and using oil filters;  
b) Based on the working environment, choose materials for the ring and cylinder 
bore that are sufficiently wear resistant;  
c) Use a coating to protect the contact surfaces; 
d) Reduce the roughness of the surfaces.  
2. Reduce the wear damage by choosing proper WEC parameters. 
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Except for the wear coefficient k, the wear volume loss of the studied ring-bore 
surfaces is also proportional to the sealed pressure in the cylinder and the buoy 
motion. The dynamic responses of the buoy motion and pressure variation in the 
cylinder are determined by the designed parameters of the WEC system and the 
operating environment. Minimising the wear damage by combining the dynamic 
characteristics of the WEC is a focus of this research. According to this study, this 
combination can be achieved in the following ways: 
a) Choose an appropriate cylinder size. For the studied WEC system, the cylinder 
size can affect the sealed pressure and oscillating frequencies of the HFOs. It is 
found that there exists an optimum cylinder size that leads to minimum wear 
damage on the ring-bore pairs of the hydraulic pump in each sea state. By 
combing the probability of occurrence of each sea state, the wear losses for 
different types of hydraulic pumps can be calculated. An optimum pump size 
with minimum long-term wear damage can then be determined. A detailed 
analysis of this aspect is reported in Paper A. 
b) The wear damage of the piston ring is directly related to the instantaneous wear 
work rate W , which is the product of the sealed pressure and ring velocity. For 
the proposed WEC system, the produced electric power depends on the product 
of the pressure difference across the piston and the buoy velocity. The similarity 
between W and the produced electric power implies that there is a proportional 
relationship between the power conversion of the WEC and the ring wear 
damage. Thus, smaller buoys that convert less power also have less wear 
damage. From this point of view, a compact array of small buoys is 
advantageous over a single large buoy. This issue is described in detail in Paper 
C. 
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5. Conclusions 
5.1. General 
This thesis deals with the dynamic responses of a floating heaving-buoy that is 
equipped with hydraulic power take-off and time-domain wear damage analysis of 
the piston ring and cylinder bore in the hydraulic pump. The research work covers 
three main topics, namely: 
First, a complete nonlinear mathematical model of a wave energy converter system, 
which consists of an absorber, a hydraulic pump, check valves, transmission lines, 
accumulators, a hydraulic motor and an electric generator, is developed in a state 
space form. The dynamic model, which spans several energy domains, where each 
domain belongs to different disciplines, can be solved numerically using the ODE 
solver package in Matlab. This topic is mainly addressed in Papers A and D. 
In particular, to take advantage of bond graphs, which are graphical representations 
of the energy storage, dissipation and transfer among the interacting dynamic 
systems, modal bond graphs of the transmission lines are generated using the 
separation of variables technique and rational transfer function for all four possible 
input-output configurations. The bond graph models of the pipelines can be saved in 
the bond graph library, a virtual space in a computer that contains the modular bond 
graphs of different subsystems and be used multiple times for different coupled 
systems. 
Finally, time-domain wear damage analysis of the piston ring and cylinder bore is 
performed based on the established wear model and relevant dynamic responses of 
the wave energy converter system. The long-term wear damage prediction is 
calculated by summing the short-term wear damage in each sea state and its 
occurrence probability, which is given in the form of a wave scatter diagram. The 
contribution of the wear damage from each sea state is finally obtained (Papers B and 
C). For the wear damage analysis, the effect of fluid compressibility and its induced 
high frequency oscillation is taken into account. 
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Based on the results and observations, the main contributions of the research work in 
this thesis and further recommendations for future work in these areas are presented 
as follows: 
5.2. Summary of main contributions 
The main contributions in this thesis, include: 
1. Developed an integrated dynamic model for a wave energy converter system using 
inter-linked models of the related subsystems. 
2. Investigated the effect of the fluid compressibility in the hydraulic pump and 
displayed the induced high frequency oscillations of the floating buoy in time 
series and corresponding power spectra.  
3. Established an abrasive wear model for a reciprocating piston ring in a hydraulic 
pump by considering the effects of sealed pressure, relative velocity, material 
properties, time-varying environmental conditions and lubrication. 
4. Derived a wear resistance curve fW T  (wear work rate versus time duration for 
wear damage growth till failure) in log-log coordinates for the wear loss of a 
piston ring during the steady state operation period with the assumption of linear 
cumulative damage. 
5. Developed a long-term piston ring wear damage expression by incorporating the 
wave scatter diagram based on the defined fW T  curve. Calculated the 
contribution of the ring wear damage from each sea state in the time-domain. 
6. Established a numerical wear model for the cylinder bore that accounts for the 
interactive dynamics, lubrication and wear and supplied a computing procedure 
for the time-domain bore wear estimation. 
7. Estimated the wear damage along the cylinder bore based on time domain 
simulations and predicted the position of the bore at which the maximum 
accumulated wear would occur. 
8. Demonstrated the long-term wear damage distribution of the cylinder bore by 
combining the occurrence probability of different sea states and supplied a contour 
plot that represents the relative contributions of bore wear damage from each sea 
state. 
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9. Emphasised the importance of the fluid compressibility in the hydraulic pump to 
the wear volume loss of the piston ring and cylinder bore and showed the wear 
difference when two dynamic wave energy converter models were adopted: one 
with incompressible fluid and the other with compressible fluid in the hydraulic 
pump.  
10.Proposed possible ways to reduce the wear losses for the piston ring and cylinder 
bore based on the dynamic characteristics of the studied wave energy converter. 
11.Investigated the effect of long transmission lines on the performance of the wave 
energy converter and predicted the transient pressure pulsations caused by the 
activity of the check valves and end stoppers. 
12.Constructed bond graph models for the hydraulic pipelines for two physically 
realisable input-output causality relationships, i.e., upstream pressure and 
downstream flow rate as inputs and upstream flow rate and downstream pressure 
as inputs, using the separation of variables technique. 
13.Developed modal bond graph representations of fluid transmission lines for the 
two input-output configurations, i.e., upstream and downstream pressures as 
inputs, upstream and downstream flow rates as inputs, using the method of 
rational transfer function. 
5.3. Recommendations for future work 
In the future, further development of the methodology and application of the 
approach established in this thesis is envisaged: 
1. This thesis mainly focused on a heaving buoy equipped with a passive hydraulic 
power take-off. No control strategies, e.g., latching control or clutching control, 
have been attempted. Although this so called passive power take-off mechanism 
can attain a considerable amount of extracted power, the absorption ability of the 
WEC can be enhanced by applying control methods. The developed dynamic 
model should be extended to a model for a WEC system including proper control 
strategy. The stability of the system with corresponding control feedback signals 
could be studied further. 
2. Linear wave theory was adopted in this simulation model. This theory is proved to 
be valid for incident waves with small wave heights and for buoy motion with 
small amplitudes. For extreme operation conditions, i.e., severe sea states with 
large wave heights, nonlinear effects should be considered, which is a topic for 
future study. 
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3. The electric generator in the developed WEC model was simplified as a linear 
resistance. This modelling choice did not influence the effects studied in this 
research. However, to obtain insight into the electric generator, which plays a role 
in the behaviour of the wave energy converter system, a detailed generator model, 
which can be directly added to the established ODE-based WEC model, is 
desirable. 
4. Validation by laboratory test or real measurements should be carried out for the 
presented simulation results and observed phenomena in this research. 
5. To predict piston ring wear resistance using the fW T  curve, the wear coefficient 
is assumed to be time-independent. The damage obtained with this assumption is 
the average wear loss within a time period. In practice, wear is a random process. 
Extending the wear model to include the time-dependent wear coefficient could be 
a challenging and interesting future work. 
6. The piston ring failure probability was calculated with methods such as 
FORM/SORM or Monte Carlo simulation by applying the failure functions given 
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11.Developing a methodology to assess the availability and reliability of the 
integrated system and providing quantitative safety measures for the studied wave 
energy converter system should also be studied. 
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The present paper deals with a mathematical model of a heaving-buoy Wave Energy Converter (WEC)
equipped with high-pressure hydraulic power take-off machinery for energy conversion. This model is
based on linear hydrodynamic theory, and a hybrid frequency–time domain model is used to study the
dynamics of the heaving-body exposed to an irregular incident wave. For the power take-off system,
end-stop devices are provided to protect the hydraulic machinery when the buoy is exposed to severe
sea states. The model also takes into account the lubricated friction force and pressure drops of oriﬁce
ﬂow through the valves in the hydraulic system. All the forces mentioned in the hydraulic power take-
off machinery have non-linear features. A complete non-linear state space model for the WEC system is
presented in this study.
The WEC system was numerically simulated for different cylinder lengths under a ﬁxed volume. The
effect of ﬂuid compressibility in the cylinder has been investigated in the mathematical model. High
frequency oscillations (HFOs) caused by the compressibility of the ﬂuid are displayed in the time series
and in corresponding power spectra, and variation is shown for different cylinder sizes. Piston ring and
cylinder bore wear damage is estimated by using Archard’s equation on the basis of the simulation
results. A comparison of these results with a performance of an identical WEC system which neglects
ﬂuid compressibility has been done in this work. It shows that although the spectral power is small,
HFO can make a large contribution to both the ring and cylinder bore wear. For the purpose of wear
prediction, oscillations at or below the wave frequency and HFO may be equally important.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Wave energy is a non-polluting and renewable source of
energy, created by the natural conversion of part of the wind
blowing over the oceans. Among several possible methods of
capturing wave energy, point absorbers have been used for this
purpose, i.e., bodies with very small extension compared to the
wavelength (Falnes, Chapter 6, 2002). Point-absorbing Wave
Energy Converters (WECs) have been studied since the late
1970s, including testing on the laboratory scale and under real-
sea conditions. Evans (1978) obtained a solution for hydrody-
namic coefﬁcients based on the linear water wave theory for an
oscillating water column (OWC) device by assuming small
dimensions compared with the wavelength. Budal and Falnes
(1982) described a spherical buoy only performing a heaving
oscillation relative to a strut joined to an anchor on the sea bed. In
their paper, the latching method for phase control was supplied
with the buoy. Compared to other types of absorbers, the point
absorbers possess a large power-to-volume ratio implying a large
ratio of absorbed power to the submerged buoy volume. They are
also attractive in terms of easy modelling because the scattered
wave ﬁeld can be neglected and forces on the body are only due to
incident waves. A series of studies by Falnes and Budal (1978),
Evans (1981), French and Bracewell (1986), Pizer (1993), Vantorre
et al. (2004), Babarit et al. (2004) and others have been carried out
on these devices both in regular and irregular waves.
The main mechanism that can be implemented to convert
wave into mechanical and/or electrical energy is called a power
take-off (PTO). The hydraulic PTO used here is a type that converts
the oscillating motion of the body into hydraulic power by the use
of hydraulic rams which then drive the shaft with a hydraulic
motor connected to a generator, a conﬁguration that is used by
many researchers. Eidsmoen (1995) presented a tight-moored
heaving-buoy WEC, with high-pressure hydraulic machinery for
energy production. In his model, a linear friction force and a non-
linear end-stop device were included. An estimate of the year-
average power production was computed both with and without
a control method for the time domain. Bjarte-Larsson and Falnes
(2006) tested a heaving ﬂoating buoy with a hydraulic power
take-off exposed to sinusoidal incident waves in a wave channel.
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Experimental results showed that the hydraulic power capture
can be signiﬁcantly increased by use of the latching control. Hals
et al. (2007) used a hybrid frequency–time domain model and
studied the dynamics of a two-body WEC with hydraulic power
take-off. In their work (Hals et al., 2007), two kinds of hydraulic
power take-offs were mentioned: a passive hydraulic system and
a hydraulic system with latching control implemented by the use
of shut-off valves. Flow losses in the hydraulic power take-off
were also considered in the mathematical model. The most
common characteristic of the three research studies mentioned
above was the use of a one-way hydraulic ram which fed high
pressure (HP) ﬂuid to a hydraulic motor. Falc~ao (2007) used a
two-way hydraulic ram to connect the oscillating body. In his
paper, a time-domain analysis was presented to evaluate the
performance of a buoy oscillating in heave with a hydraulic power
take-off in irregular waves without phase control, and the size of
the accumulators was also considered. In any case, the power loss
in the hydraulic circuit was not mentioned. Later, Falc~ao (2008)
expanded this work to consider also a phase-control method
where control valves were opened only after the pressure had
built up to a chosen threshold value.
The hydraulic cylinder is full of liquid (water or oil) that is
slightly compressible. The compressibility of the ﬂuid can cause
pressure ﬂuctuations during operation. Lopes et al. (2009) in their
work considered the compressibility of the media (air) inside the
chamber in their mathematical model for an OWC and gave an
analysis of pressure variations during latched intervals. Detailed
analysis of liquid compressibility in the hydraulic servo-systems
is referred by Jelali and Kroll (2003). From the previous research,
we can see that ﬂuid compressibility usually introduces high
frequency oscillation (HFO). This kind of oscillation makes a
contribution to the piston and cylinder bore wear.
The wear of the piston ring and cylinder bore has been studied
for many years within engine and motor systems (Peterson and
Winer, 1980). Archard’s wear law (Archard and Hirst, 1956) is
commonly used in this domain. For such systems, the cyclic
sliding velocity of the piston causes the ﬁlm thickness to be cyclic,
thus producing a squeeze ﬁlm action. The ﬁlm thickness varies
through the engine cycle (Ting and Mayer, 1974; Priest et al.,
1999). In these cases, the minimum ﬁlm thickness occurs at or
near the top or bottom dead centre of the cylinder bore (In a
reciprocating engine, the dead centre is the maximum (top dead
centre) or minimum (bottom dead centre) position of the piston
(Giorgio et al., 2007)). It can be determined by transient ﬁlm
analysis. Due to the reduced lubrication, the wear damage on the
cylinder bore becomes most severe in the region near the top or
Nomenclature
a piston area ratio
b bulk modulus
s parameter for viscous friction
Z kinematic viscosity of the oil
g ratio of speciﬁc heat
r oil density
o angular frequency
om angular speed of the shaft
t torque acted on the shaft
AN added mass at inﬁnite frequency
A cross area
A,B,C state-space matrices
B damping coefﬁcient
c discharge coefﬁcient
cs Stribeck velocity
cturb discharge coefﬁcient for turbulent ﬂow
Cend, Dendforce parameters of end-stop device
D inner diameter of cylinder
Dm motor displacement
F force
h wear depth
_h wear rate
Hs signiﬁcant wave height
HFO high frequency oscillation
HP high pressure
J shaft inertia moment
k wear coefﬁcient
K stiffness
K(t) retardation function
L cylinder half length
LP low pressure
m buoy mass
N normal force
P ﬂuid pressure
q ﬂow rate
Q ﬂuid volume
R resistance
Rt Reynolds number
s sliding distance
S hydrostatic stiffness
tR the height of ring
Tp spectral peak wave period
v velocity
V geometric volume
WEC Wave Energy Converter
WeV wear volume
X position coordinate
z additional state-space vector
Subscripts
0 initial or default value
A, B upper, lower chambers
b cylinder bore
c Coulomb friction
d diving chamber
end end-stop
exc excitation force
ext external force
f friction
g generator
hs hydrostatic
m hydraulic machinery force
min minimum value
n natural frequency
net net ﬂow
p piston
r rod
R radiation
s Stribeck friction
sum summary
turb turbulent ﬂow
v viscous friction
val valve
wp water pressure
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et al. (2007) used a hybrid frequency–time domain model and
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take-off. In their work (Hals et al., 2007), two kinds of hydraulic
power take-offs were mentioned: a passive hydraulic system and
a hydraulic system with latching control implemented by the use
of shut-off valves. Flow losses in the hydraulic power take-off
were also considered in the mathematical model. The most
common characteristic of the three research studies mentioned
above was the use of a one-way hydraulic ram which fed high
pressure (HP) ﬂuid to a hydraulic motor. Falc~ao (2007) used a
two-way hydraulic ram to connect the oscillating body. In his
paper, a time-domain analysis was presented to evaluate the
performance of a buoy oscillating in heave with a hydraulic power
take-off in irregular waves without phase control, and the size of
the accumulators was also considered. In any case, the power loss
in the hydraulic circuit was not mentioned. Later, Falc~ao (2008)
expanded this work to consider also a phase-control method
where control valves were opened only after the pressure had
built up to a chosen threshold value.
The hydraulic cylinder is full of liquid (water or oil) that is
slightly compressible. The compressibility of the ﬂuid can cause
pressure ﬂuctuations during operation. Lopes et al. (2009) in their
work considered the compressibility of the media (air) inside the
chamber in their mathematical model for an OWC and gave an
analysis of pressure variations during latched intervals. Detailed
analysis of liquid compressibility in the hydraulic servo-systems
is referred by Jelali and Kroll (2003). From the previous research,
we can see that ﬂuid compressibility usually introduces high
frequency oscillation (HFO). This kind of oscillation makes a
contribution to the piston and cylinder bore wear.
The wear of the piston ring and cylinder bore has been studied
for many years within engine and motor systems (Peterson and
Winer, 1980). Archard’s wear law (Archard and Hirst, 1956) is
commonly used in this domain. For such systems, the cyclic
sliding velocity of the piston causes the ﬁlm thickness to be cyclic,
thus producing a squeeze ﬁlm action. The ﬁlm thickness varies
through the engine cycle (Ting and Mayer, 1974; Priest et al.,
1999). In these cases, the minimum ﬁlm thickness occurs at or
near the top or bottom dead centre of the cylinder bore (In a
reciprocating engine, the dead centre is the maximum (top dead
centre) or minimum (bottom dead centre) position of the piston
(Giorgio et al., 2007)). It can be determined by transient ﬁlm
analysis. Due to the reduced lubrication, the wear damage on the
cylinder bore becomes most severe in the region near the top or
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Experimental results showed that the hydraulic power capture
can be signiﬁcantly increased by use of the latching control. Hals
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Experimental results showed that the hydraulic power capture
can be signiﬁcantly increased by use of the latching control. Hals
et al. (2007) used a hybrid frequency–time domain model and
studied the dynamics of a two-body WEC with hydraulic power
take-off. In their work (Hals et al., 2007), two kinds of hydraulic
power take-offs were mentioned: a passive hydraulic system and
a hydraulic system with latching control implemented by the use
of shut-off valves. Flow losses in the hydraulic power take-off
were also considered in the mathematical model. The most
common characteristic of the three research studies mentioned
above was the use of a one-way hydraulic ram which fed high
pressure (HP) ﬂuid to a hydraulic motor. Falc~ao (2007) used a
two-way hydraulic ram to connect the oscillating body. In his
paper, a time-domain analysis was presented to evaluate the
performance of a buoy oscillating in heave with a hydraulic power
take-off in irregular waves without phase control, and the size of
the accumulators was also considered. In any case, the power loss
in the hydraulic circuit was not mentioned. Later, Falc~ao (2008)
expanded this work to consider also a phase-control method
where control valves were opened only after the pressure had
built up to a chosen threshold value.
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chamber in their mathematical model for an OWC and gave an
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we can see that ﬂuid compressibility usually introduces high
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1999). In these cases, the minimum ﬁlm thickness occurs at or
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reciprocating engine, the dead centre is the maximum (top dead
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(Giorgio et al., 2007)). It can be determined by transient ﬁlm
analysis. Due to the reduced lubrication, the wear damage on the
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bottom dead centre (Giorgio et al., 2007). For the case of WEC
system studied in the present work, the excitation and dynamic
responses are irregular, which lead to uncertainties in the wear
prediction. Compared with the wear modelling in the traditional
engine and motor system, analysis of the characteristic dynamics
is a key issue for wear prediction in the hydraulic power take-off
system.
This paper addresses the case of a ﬂoating body oscillating in
heave only. The motion of the body drives a two-way hydraulic
ram connected to a hydraulic motor and generator. A simpliﬁed
diagram of this body with a ﬁxed reference and its connection
to the hydraulic cylinder is shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder is
connected to a high-pressure hydraulic system, and the
oscillating motion of the body is converted into the ﬂow of oil
at high pressure by the hydraulic system. In the hydraulic circuit,
there is a hydraulic motor which drives an electric generator,
and a gas accumulator system is used to reduce pressure peaks
in the system and to store energy. Fig. 2 shows this kind of power
take-off system.
Random irregular waves are considered in this work, char-
acterized by the signiﬁcant wave height Hs and the peak period Tp,
and deep water is assumed. A hybrid frequency–time domain
model is used to study the dynamics of this WEC with a hydraulic
power take-off. The governing equations for a ﬂoating body which
is exposed to irregular waves, as well as for the power take-off
hydraulic circuit, are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted
to the hydraulic natural frequency of the cylinder when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil. The piston
is considered to be massless with ﬂuid springs connected to each
side. Simulation results for various cylinder sizes with irregular
wave excitation are presented. Section 4 gives an analysis of the
wear damage on the piston ring and cylinder bore. Finally, the
effect of HFO on the wear of piston ring and cylinder bore is
discussed based on the numerical results.
2. Non-linear dynamic model for the WEC system
We consider a WEC in the form of a heaving buoy (single
degree of freedom), moving relative to a ﬁxed reference (the
coordinate is ﬁxed with respective to mean position of the buoy
with positive X vertically upwards, and the origin is set in the
plane of the undisturbed surface, see Fig. 1). The ﬁxed reference
could be any offshore structure ﬁxed to the sea bed. This structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this paper, we do not consider how such a
ﬁxed structure will be constructed. The design of systems
providing force reference for WECs, be it ﬁxed or moving, is a
task on its own.
The governing equation for the ﬂoating buoy oscillations can
be written as
m €X ¼ FwpðtÞþFextðtÞ ð1Þ
where m is the mass of the buoy, €X is the acceleration, Fext is the
external force applied on the buoy and Fwp is the force induced by
the water pressure on the submerged body surface.
Since we are studying a small and axisymmetric device it is not
necessary to consider the direction of the waves. If the amplitudes
of the waves and body motions are small (giving a linear system
from the viewpoint of wave hydrodynamics), the force Fwp can be
written as follows (Faltinsen, 1990):
FwpðtÞ ¼ FexcðtÞþFRðtÞþFhsðtÞ ð2Þ
where Fexc(t) is the force produced by incident waves when the
buoy is restrained from oscillation (excitation force), Fhs(t) is the
hydrostatic force (it is assumed to be 0 when X¼0) and FR(t) is
the hydrodynamic force due to the body oscillation which is given
by Cummins (1962) as
FRðtÞ ¼ A1 €X ðtÞ
Zt
1
KðttÞ _X ðtÞ dt ð3Þ
Here, _X is the vertical velocity of the buoy, AN is the added mass
of the buoy in the limit of inﬁnite frequency and K(t) is the
radiation force kernel which represents the memory effect of the
body motion and can be calculated from radiation damping
coefﬁcient B(o) by (Falnes, 2002)
KðtÞ ¼ 2
p
Z 1
0
BðoÞ cosðotÞ do ð4Þ
With the assumption of linearity, the convolution integral in
Eq. (3) can be approximated by a state-space model (Taghipour
et al., 2008):
_zðtÞ ¼ AzðtÞþB _X ðtÞ with zð0Þ ¼ 0 ð5Þ
and
Zt
1
KðttÞ _X ðtÞ dt CzðtÞ ð6Þ
where zðtÞ ¼ z1ðtÞ, z2ðtÞ; . . ., znðtÞ½ T is the state vector of the
radiation force approximation.
In the case studied, frequency-dependent radiation damping
and the excitation force for the buoy are calculated numerically
by using the software package WAMIT, which is a commercially
available program package developed by WAMIT Inc. (WAMIT,
2006). The radiation force kernel function K(t) is approximated by
a sixth-order state-space model which yields a satisfactory result
as shown in Fig. 3.
TheWEC is equipped with a hydraulic machinery which, as shown
in Fig. 2, consists of an axial hydraulic pump with the piston rod
connected to the heaving buoy, four check valves, low- and high-
pressure accumulators and pipes. The pressure difference across the
A
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MWL
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of Wave Energy Converter consisting of a heaving
sphere connected to the hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder is rigidly attached to a
frame which is ﬁxed to the sea bed.
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bottom dead centre (Giorgio et al., 2007). For the case of WEC
system studied in the present work, the excitation and dynamic
responses are irregular, which lead to uncertainties in the wear
prediction. Compared with the wear modelling in the traditional
engine and motor system, analysis of the characteristic dynamics
is a key issue for wear prediction in the hydraulic power take-off
system.
This paper addresses the case of a ﬂoating body oscillating in
heave only. The motion of the body drives a two-way hydraulic
ram connected to a hydraulic motor and generator. A simpliﬁed
diagram of this body with a ﬁxed reference and its connection
to the hydraulic cylinder is shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder is
connected to a high-pressure hydraulic system, and the
oscillating motion of the body is converted into the ﬂow of oil
at high pressure by the hydraulic system. In the hydraulic circuit,
there is a hydraulic motor which drives an electric generator,
and a gas accumulator system is used to reduce pressure peaks
in the system and to store energy. Fig. 2 shows this kind of power
take-off system.
Random irregular waves are considered in this work, char-
acterized by the signiﬁcant wave height Hs and the peak period Tp,
and deep water is assumed. A hybrid frequency–time domain
model is used to study the dynamics of this WEC with a hydraulic
power take-off. The governing equations for a ﬂoating body which
is exposed to irregular waves, as well as for the power take-off
hydraulic circuit, are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted
to the hydraulic natural frequency of the cylinder when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil. The piston
is considered to be massless with ﬂuid springs connected to each
side. Simulation results for various cylinder sizes with irregular
wave excitation are presented. Section 4 gives an analysis of the
wear damage on the piston ring and cylinder bore. Finally, the
effect of HFO on the wear of piston ring and cylinder bore is
discussed based on the numerical results.
2. Non-linear dynamic model for the WEC system
We consider a WEC in the form of a heaving buoy (single
degree of freedom), moving relative to a ﬁxed reference (the
coordinate is ﬁxed with respective to mean position of the buoy
with positive X vertically upwards, and the origin is set in the
plane of the undisturbed surface, see Fig. 1). The ﬁxed reference
could be any offshore structure ﬁxed to the sea bed. This structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this paper, we do not consider how such a
ﬁxed structure will be constructed. The design of systems
providing force reference for WECs, be it ﬁxed or moving, is a
task on its own.
The governing equation for the ﬂoating buoy oscillations can
be written as
m €X ¼ FwpðtÞþFextðtÞ ð1Þ
where m is the mass of the buoy, €X is the acceleration, Fext is the
external force applied on the buoy and Fwp is the force induced by
the water pressure on the submerged body surface.
Since we are studying a small and axisymmetric device it is not
necessary to consider the direction of the waves. If the amplitudes
of the waves and body motions are small (giving a linear system
from the viewpoint of wave hydrodynamics), the force Fwp can be
written as follows (Faltinsen, 1990):
FwpðtÞ ¼ FexcðtÞþFRðtÞþFhsðtÞ ð2Þ
where Fexc(t) is the force produced by incident waves when the
buoy is restrained from oscillation (excitation force), Fhs(t) is the
hydrostatic force (it is assumed to be 0 when X¼0) and FR(t) is
the hydrodynamic force due to the body oscillation which is given
by Cummins (1962) as
FRðtÞ ¼ A1 €X ðtÞ
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Here, _X is the vertical velocity of the buoy, AN is the added mass
of the buoy in the limit of inﬁnite frequency and K(t) is the
radiation force kernel which represents the memory effect of the
body motion and can be calculated from radiation damping
coefﬁcient B(o) by (Falnes, 2002)
KðtÞ ¼ 2
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With the assumption of linearity, the convolution integral in
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and
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where zðtÞ ¼ z1ðtÞ, z2ðtÞ; . . ., znðtÞ½ T is the state vector of the
radiation force approximation.
In the case studied, frequency-dependent radiation damping
and the excitation force for the buoy are calculated numerically
by using the software package WAMIT, which is a commercially
available program package developed by WAMIT Inc. (WAMIT,
2006). The radiation force kernel function K(t) is approximated by
a sixth-order state-space model which yields a satisfactory result
as shown in Fig. 3.
TheWEC is equipped with a hydraulic machinery which, as shown
in Fig. 2, consists of an axial hydraulic pump with the piston rod
connected to the heaving buoy, four check valves, low- and high-
pressure accumulators and pipes. The pressure difference across the
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of Wave Energy Converter consisting of a heaving
sphere connected to the hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder is rigidly attached to a
frame which is ﬁxed to the sea bed.
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bottom dead centre (Giorgio et al., 2007). For the case of WEC
system studied in the present work, the excitation and dynamic
responses are irregular, which lead to uncertainties in the wear
prediction. Compared with the wear modelling in the traditional
engine and motor system, analysis of the characteristic dynamics
is a key issue for wear prediction in the hydraulic power take-off
system.
This paper addresses the case of a ﬂoating body oscillating in
heave only. The motion of the body drives a two-way hydraulic
ram connected to a hydraulic motor and generator. A simpliﬁed
diagram of this body with a ﬁxed reference and its connection
to the hydraulic cylinder is shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder is
connected to a high-pressure hydraulic system, and the
oscillating motion of the body is converted into the ﬂow of oil
at high pressure by the hydraulic system. In the hydraulic circuit,
there is a hydraulic motor which drives an electric generator,
and a gas accumulator system is used to reduce pressure peaks
in the system and to store energy. Fig. 2 shows this kind of power
take-off system.
Random irregular waves are considered in this work, char-
acterized by the signiﬁcant wave height Hs and the peak period Tp,
and deep water is assumed. A hybrid frequency–time domain
model is used to study the dynamics of this WEC with a hydraulic
power take-off. The governing equations for a ﬂoating body which
is exposed to irregular waves, as well as for the power take-off
hydraulic circuit, are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted
to the hydraulic natural frequency of the cylinder when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil. The piston
is considered to be massless with ﬂuid springs connected to each
side. Simulation results for various cylinder sizes with irregular
wave excitation are presented. Section 4 gives an analysis of the
wear damage on the piston ring and cylinder bore. Finally, the
effect of HFO on the wear of piston ring and cylinder bore is
discussed based on the numerical results.
2. Non-linear dynamic model for the WEC system
We consider a WEC in the form of a heaving buoy (single
degree of freedom), moving relative to a ﬁxed reference (the
coordinate is ﬁxed with respective to mean position of the buoy
with positive X vertically upwards, and the origin is set in the
plane of the undisturbed surface, see Fig. 1). The ﬁxed reference
could be any offshore structure ﬁxed to the sea bed. This structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this paper, we do not consider how such a
ﬁxed structure will be constructed. The design of systems
providing force reference for WECs, be it ﬁxed or moving, is a
task on its own.
The governing equation for the ﬂoating buoy oscillations can
be written as
m €X ¼ FwpðtÞþFextðtÞ ð1Þ
where m is the mass of the buoy, €X is the acceleration, Fext is the
external force applied on the buoy and Fwp is the force induced by
the water pressure on the submerged body surface.
Since we are studying a small and axisymmetric device it is not
necessary to consider the direction of the waves. If the amplitudes
of the waves and body motions are small (giving a linear system
from the viewpoint of wave hydrodynamics), the force Fwp can be
written as follows (Faltinsen, 1990):
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Here, _X is the vertical velocity of the buoy, AN is the added mass
of the buoy in the limit of inﬁnite frequency and K(t) is the
radiation force kernel which represents the memory effect of the
body motion and can be calculated from radiation damping
coefﬁcient B(o) by (Falnes, 2002)
KðtÞ ¼ 2
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With the assumption of linearity, the convolution integral in
Eq. (3) can be approximated by a state-space model (Taghipour
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and
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where zðtÞ ¼ z1ðtÞ, z2ðtÞ; . . ., znðtÞ½ T is the state vector of the
radiation force approximation.
In the case studied, frequency-dependent radiation damping
and the excitation force for the buoy are calculated numerically
by using the software package WAMIT, which is a commercially
available program package developed by WAMIT Inc. (WAMIT,
2006). The radiation force kernel function K(t) is approximated by
a sixth-order state-space model which yields a satisfactory result
as shown in Fig. 3.
TheWEC is equipped with a hydraulic machinery which, as shown
in Fig. 2, consists of an axial hydraulic pump with the piston rod
connected to the heaving buoy, four check valves, low- and high-
pressure accumulators and pipes. The pressure difference across the
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bottom dead centre (Giorgio et al., 2007). For the case of WEC
system studied in the present work, the excitation and dynamic
responses are irregular, which lead to uncertainties in the wear
prediction. Compared with the wear modelling in the traditional
engine and motor system, analysis of the characteristic dynamics
is a key issue for wear prediction in the hydraulic power take-off
system.
This paper addresses the case of a ﬂoating body oscillating in
heave only. The motion of the body drives a two-way hydraulic
ram connected to a hydraulic motor and generator. A simpliﬁed
diagram of this body with a ﬁxed reference and its connection
to the hydraulic cylinder is shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder is
connected to a high-pressure hydraulic system, and the
oscillating motion of the body is converted into the ﬂow of oil
at high pressure by the hydraulic system. In the hydraulic circuit,
there is a hydraulic motor which drives an electric generator,
and a gas accumulator system is used to reduce pressure peaks
in the system and to store energy. Fig. 2 shows this kind of power
take-off system.
Random irregular waves are considered in this work, char-
acterized by the signiﬁcant wave height Hs and the peak period Tp,
and deep water is assumed. A hybrid frequency–time domain
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Zt
1
KðttÞ _X ðtÞ dt ð3Þ
Here, _X is the vertical velocity of the buoy, AN is the added mass
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radiation force kernel which represents the memory effect of the
body motion and can be calculated from radiation damping
coefﬁcient B(o) by (Falnes, 2002)
KðtÞ ¼ 2
p
Z 1
0
BðoÞ cosðotÞ do ð4Þ
With the assumption of linearity, the convolution integral in
Eq. (3) can be approximated by a state-space model (Taghipour
et al., 2008):
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and
Zt
1
KðttÞ _X ðtÞ dt CzðtÞ ð6Þ
where zðtÞ ¼ z1ðtÞ, z2ðtÞ; . . ., znðtÞ½ T is the state vector of the
radiation force approximation.
In the case studied, frequency-dependent radiation damping
and the excitation force for the buoy are calculated numerically
by using the software package WAMIT, which is a commercially
available program package developed by WAMIT Inc. (WAMIT,
2006). The radiation force kernel function K(t) is approximated by
a sixth-order state-space model which yields a satisfactory result
as shown in Fig. 3.
TheWEC is equipped with a hydraulic machinery which, as shown
in Fig. 2, consists of an axial hydraulic pump with the piston rod
connected to the heaving buoy, four check valves, low- and high-
pressure accumulators and pipes. The pressure difference across the
A
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Point absorber
Fixed frame
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X
O Y
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of Wave Energy Converter consisting of a heaving
sphere connected to the hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder is rigidly attached to a
frame which is ﬁxed to the sea bed.
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piston produces a load force Fm(t), which is taken to be positive when
it is acting on the body in the negative X-direction (Fig. 4):
FmðtÞ ¼ PAApaPBAp ð7Þ
Here PA and PB are the oil pressure of the upper and lower cylinder
chambers, respectively; Ap is the piston area of the chamber, a is the
piston area ratio which equals (ApAr)/Ap and Ar is the cross section
area of the rod.
The oil in this system is slightly compressible and the
pressure in the ﬂuid will increase when the oil is compressed.
A bulk modulus b is deﬁned by the following relation
(Thoma, 1970):
dP
b
¼dV
V
ð8Þ
For mineral oils, and for common pressures (Po450 bar) and
temperatures ([40, 120] 1C), the value of the bulk modulus is
about 1.4109 Pa (Jelali and Kroll, 2003).
The equation for the chamber pressure can then be derived
from the continuity of the mass equation (Egeland and Gravdahl,
2002):
_PA ¼ b
qA _V A
VA
_PB ¼ b
qB _V B
VB
ð9Þ
where qA and qB are the net ﬂow rates into and out of the upper and
lower chambers, respectively. They are taken to be positive when
the oil ﬂows into the chambers; VA and VB are the volumes of the
upper and lower chambers which can be written as
VA ¼ VA0xpAP
VB ¼ VB0þxpaAP ð10Þ
where xp is the vertical distance of the piston from the midpoint of
the cylinder (we assume the piston is in the middle of the cylinder at
X¼0), VA0 and VB0 are the ﬂuid volumes for the upper and lower
chambers with the piston at the origin location, respectively. In this
paper, the piston and buoy are assumed as one rigid body, i.e., X¼xp.
In the following, the buoy position X is used to represent the piston
excursion instead of xp.
The time derivatives of Eq. (10) are given by
_V A ¼AP _X
_VB ¼ APa _X ð11Þ
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the passive hydraulic system. The system consists of a hydraulic cylinder, gas accumulators (HP and LP), check valves (A1, A2, B1 and B2), a
motor and a generator. When the piston is moving upwards, the ﬂow follows the direction indicated by the red empty arrows. When the piston is moving downwards, the
ﬂow follows the direction of the green ﬁlled arrows.
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Fig. 3. The impulse response function K(t) for the radiation force (line) and its
state-space approximation (symbols).
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paper, the piston and buoy are assumed as one rigid body, i.e., X¼xp.
In the following, the buoy position X is used to represent the piston
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piston produces a load force Fm(t), which is taken to be positive when
it is acting on the body in the negative X-direction (Fig. 4):
FmðtÞ ¼ PAApaPBAp ð7Þ
Here PA and PB are the oil pressure of the upper and lower cylinder
chambers, respectively; Ap is the piston area of the chamber, a is the
piston area ratio which equals (ApAr)/Ap and Ar is the cross section
area of the rod.
The oil in this system is slightly compressible and the
pressure in the ﬂuid will increase when the oil is compressed.
A bulk modulus b is deﬁned by the following relation
(Thoma, 1970):
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For mineral oils, and for common pressures (Po450 bar) and
temperatures ([40, 120] 1C), the value of the bulk modulus is
about 1.4109 Pa (Jelali and Kroll, 2003).
The equation for the chamber pressure can then be derived
from the continuity of the mass equation (Egeland and Gravdahl,
2002):
_PA ¼ b
qA _V A
VA
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ð9Þ
where qA and qB are the net ﬂow rates into and out of the upper and
lower chambers, respectively. They are taken to be positive when
the oil ﬂows into the chambers; VA and VB are the volumes of the
upper and lower chambers which can be written as
VA ¼ VA0xpAP
VB ¼ VB0þxpaAP ð10Þ
where xp is the vertical distance of the piston from the midpoint of
the cylinder (we assume the piston is in the middle of the cylinder at
X¼0), VA0 and VB0 are the ﬂuid volumes for the upper and lower
chambers with the piston at the origin location, respectively. In this
paper, the piston and buoy are assumed as one rigid body, i.e., X¼xp.
In the following, the buoy position X is used to represent the piston
excursion instead of xp.
The time derivatives of Eq. (10) are given by
_V A ¼AP _X
_VB ¼ APa _X ð11Þ
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piston produces a load force Fm(t), which is taken to be positive when
it is acting on the body in the negative X-direction (Fig. 4):
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Here PA and PB are the oil pressure of the upper and lower cylinder
chambers, respectively; Ap is the piston area of the chamber, a is the
piston area ratio which equals (ApAr)/Ap and Ar is the cross section
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For mineral oils, and for common pressures (Po450 bar) and
temperatures ([40, 120] 1C), the value of the bulk modulus is
about 1.4109 Pa (Jelali and Kroll, 2003).
The equation for the chamber pressure can then be derived
from the continuity of the mass equation (Egeland and Gravdahl,
2002):
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qA _V A
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_PB ¼ b
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ð9Þ
where qA and qB are the net ﬂow rates into and out of the upper and
lower chambers, respectively. They are taken to be positive when
the oil ﬂows into the chambers; VA and VB are the volumes of the
upper and lower chambers which can be written as
VA ¼ VA0xpAP
VB ¼ VB0þxpaAP ð10Þ
where xp is the vertical distance of the piston from the midpoint of
the cylinder (we assume the piston is in the middle of the cylinder at
X¼0), VA0 and VB0 are the ﬂuid volumes for the upper and lower
chambers with the piston at the origin location, respectively. In this
paper, the piston and buoy are assumed as one rigid body, i.e., X¼xp.
In the following, the buoy position X is used to represent the piston
excursion instead of xp.
The time derivatives of Eq. (10) are given by
_V A ¼AP _X
_VB ¼ APa _X ð11Þ
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Combining Eqs. (9–11), the ﬁnal derivative equations for the
chambers are
_PA ¼
b
ðVA0APXÞ
ðqAþAP _X Þ
_PB ¼
b
ðVA0þaAPXÞ
ðqBaAP _X Þ ð12Þ
For simpliﬁcation, the piston leakage and external rod leakage
are neglected in Eq. (12).
The friction force Ff (Fig. 4) between the cylinder and the
piston is simulated as a function of relative velocity, which is
referred to as the Stribeck friction curve (Jelali and Kroll, 2003):
Ff ð _X Þ ¼ Fvð _X ÞþFcð _X ÞþFsð _X Þ
¼ s _Xþsignð _X Þ Fc0þFs0 exp 
9 _X9
cs
 ! !
ð13Þ
The three characteristic parts of this force are viscous friction
Fv, Stribeck friction Fs and Coulomb friction Fc. The parameter s
regards viscous friction, Fc0 is the parameter for Coulomb friction,
and Fs0 and cs are the Stribeck friction and Stribeck velocity,
respectively.
For the hydraulic system, it is necessary to include a
deceleration cushion at the end of the stroke to prevent damage
to the cylinder housing. This function is carried out by an end-
stop device (Fig. 4). This device gently dissipates kinetic energy,
thus reducing the possibility of mechanical damage to the
cylinder. The force from the end-stop device in our model follows
an approximate function as (Eidsmoen, 1995)
FendðtÞ ¼Dend exp CendðXðtÞXendÞð Þþexp CendðXðtÞþXendÞð Þð Þ _X ðtÞ
ð14Þ
where Dend40 and Cend40. When the piston position deviates
more than Xend from the midpoint of cylinder this force will stop
the motion quickly, and the WEC will lose most of its kinetic
energy. Here, the parameter Xend is not the maximum excursion,
but gives the excursion when the end-stop force becomes
dominating.
The equation of the buoy motion may now be written as
follows, with Fext(t)¼Fm(t)Ff(t)Fend(t):
ðmþA1Þ €X ðtÞ ¼ FexcðtÞCUzðtÞþFhsðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞ ð15Þ
The hydrostatic force, in a linearized version, is Fhs(t)¼SX(t),
where S is the hydrostatic stiffness of the buoy.
The WEC system also includes a high-pressure (HP) accu-
mulator, a low-pressure (LP) accumulator and a hydraulic
motor. The check valves prevent liquid from leaving the HP
accumulator at E and from entering the LP accumulator at D. In
this way, when the piston is moving upwards, the ﬂuid ﬂow
follows the direction of the red empty arrows, otherwise it
follows the green ﬁlled arrows, as shown in Fig. 2. Compared to
the compressibility of gas in the accumulators, the hydraulic
ﬂuid compressibility is considered to be negligible. It com-
presses gas in the HP and LP accumulators and the volume of the
compressed gas determines the pressure in the accumulators.
Here, assuming that the peaks in the ﬂow into or out of the
accumulator are of short duration, the gas does not have time to
Fig. 4. Sketch of the piston pump with sealing elements and end stoppers. It consists of a hydraulic cylinder ﬁlled with oil, a piston, a piston rod and seals. In the ﬁgure,
qA and qB are the ﬂow rate into and out of the cylinder chambers (positive ﬂow into the chamber and negative ﬂow out of the chamber), PA and PB are the oil pressures of the
chambers, Ap is the area of the piston, and Ff is the friction force. tR and wR are the thickness and width of the ring, respectively.
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stop device (Fig. 4). This device gently dissipates kinetic energy,
thus reducing the possibility of mechanical damage to the
cylinder. The force from the end-stop device in our model follows
an approximate function as (Eidsmoen, 1995)
FendðtÞ ¼Dend exp CendðXðtÞXendÞð Þþexp CendðXðtÞþXendÞð Þð Þ _X ðtÞ
ð14Þ
where Dend40 and Cend40. When the piston position deviates
more than Xend from the midpoint of cylinder this force will stop
the motion quickly, and the WEC will lose most of its kinetic
energy. Here, the parameter Xend is not the maximum excursion,
but gives the excursion when the end-stop force becomes
dominating.
The equation of the buoy motion may now be written as
follows, with Fext(t)¼Fm(t)Ff(t)Fend(t):
ðmþA1Þ €X ðtÞ ¼ FexcðtÞCUzðtÞþFhsðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞ ð15Þ
The hydrostatic force, in a linearized version, is Fhs(t)¼SX(t),
where S is the hydrostatic stiffness of the buoy.
The WEC system also includes a high-pressure (HP) accu-
mulator, a low-pressure (LP) accumulator and a hydraulic
motor. The check valves prevent liquid from leaving the HP
accumulator at E and from entering the LP accumulator at D. In
this way, when the piston is moving upwards, the ﬂuid ﬂow
follows the direction of the red empty arrows, otherwise it
follows the green ﬁlled arrows, as shown in Fig. 2. Compared to
the compressibility of gas in the accumulators, the hydraulic
ﬂuid compressibility is considered to be negligible. It com-
presses gas in the HP and LP accumulators and the volume of the
compressed gas determines the pressure in the accumulators.
Here, assuming that the peaks in the ﬂow into or out of the
accumulator are of short duration, the gas does not have time to
Fig. 4. Sketch of the piston pump with sealing elements and end stoppers. It consists of a hydraulic cylinder ﬁlled with oil, a piston, a piston rod and seals. In the ﬁgure,
qA and qB are the ﬂow rate into and out of the cylinder chambers (positive ﬂow into the chamber and negative ﬂow out of the chamber), PA and PB are the oil pressures of the
chambers, Ap is the area of the piston, and Ff is the friction force. tR and wR are the thickness and width of the ring, respectively.
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exchange much heat with its surroundings. Therefore, the
isentropic pressure–volume law
PVg ¼ P0V0g ¼ constant ð16Þ
is a good approximation (Karnopp et al., 2006). In this equation,
g is the ratio of the speciﬁc heats at constant pressure and
volume (for air at atmospheric pressure, gE1.4). P and V are the
instantaneous pressure and volume of the gas, and P0 and V0 are
the values at the initial time. The gas volume V can be calculated
by
V ¼ V0Q ¼ V0
Z t
0
q dt ð17Þ
Here Q and q denote the net liquid volume and ﬂow rate into
the accumulator, respectively. The relationship between the two
variables is _Q ¼ q.
Applying Eqs. (16) and (17), the non-linear capacitance
relation between P and V of each accumulators now becomes
PHP ¼ ðP0_HPVg0_HPÞ=ðV0_HPQHPÞg
PLP ¼ ðP0_LPVg0_LPÞ=ðV0_LPQLPÞg ð18Þ
The subscripts HP and LP represent the high pressure
accumulator and low pressure accumulator, respectively.
The last component in the WEC system is the hydraulic motor.
During its operation, it will be driven by the pressure difference
between the HP accumulator PHP and LP accumulator PLP with
angular speed om. The shaft is connected to an electrical
generator, which is represented simply as a linear resistor in this
study. (To achieve such a response in reality, the generator would
have to be controlled to behave like such a resistor. This
modelling choice does not inﬂuence the effects studied in this
paper.) The state equation concerning the coupling between the
motor and generator is
Jm _om ¼DmðPHPPLPÞRgomtl ð19Þ
where Jm is the shaft inertia moment, Dm is the motor
displacement, Rg is the resistance coefﬁcient of the generator
and tl is the equivalent torque loss of the motor which includes
leakage, friction and pressure losses.
If the state variables are deﬁned as
y1 ¼ X, y2 ¼ _X , y3 ¼ zðtÞ, y4 ¼ PA, y5 ¼ PB, y6 ¼om,
y7 ¼QHP , y8 ¼QLP ð20Þ
then the complete non-linear state space model for the WEC
system can be written as
_y1 ¼ y2
_y2 ¼
1
mþA1
ðFexcðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞSy1CUy3Þ
_y3 ¼ AUy3þBUy2
_y4 ¼
b
VA0Apy1
ðqA1þqA2þApy2Þ
_y5 ¼
b
VB0aApy1
ðqB1þqB2aApy2Þ
_y6 ¼
1
Jm
ððPHPPLPÞDmRgy6tlÞ
_y7 ¼qA1qB1qm
y8 ¼ qA1þqB1þqm ð21Þ
Here, the variables qA1, qB1, qA2 and qB2 are the ﬂows through the
check valves as shown in Fig. 2.
The empirical ﬂow formula proposed by Borutzky et al. (2002)
is used for the valves in this paper. The ﬂow equations for the
check valves with diameter of Dval can be expressed as
qA1 ¼ cturbAval
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Here, cturb is the discharge coefﬁcient for the turbulent ﬂow, Aval is
the cross section area of the valve, Z is the kinematic viscosity of
the liquid, r is the density of the ﬂuid and Rt is the Reynolds
number at which the linear characteristic intersects with the
constant value of cturb.
In Eq. (21), qm is the ﬂuid ﬂow rate into the diving chambers
of the hydraulic motor. It depends on the shaft angular velocity
om. In the linear wave theory, the excitation force Fexc(t) can be
obtained by linear superposition. The forces Fm(t), Ff(t) and Fend(t)
are described by Eqs. (7), (13) and (14), respectively. Finally, the
accumulator pressures PHP and PLP can be obtained by using
Eq. (18) with parameters of the respective accumulators.
From Eq. (21), we can see that the power-take off system of the
WECs is strongly non-linear, so a frequency domain analysis is not
applicable. The model can be dealt with by a time domain analysis.
Note that a number of assumptions that are typically satisﬁed
in this studied case have been made for the derivation of this non-
linear model:
 The internal leakage of the cylinder is neglected.
 The masses of the piston and the piston rod, in addition to the
ﬂuid in the cylinder and pipeline, are not considered.
 The cylinder walls, accumulator walls, piston and rod are rigid.
 The relation between the density and pressure is linear when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil.
 Possible dynamic behaviour of the pressure in the pipelines
between the valves and the cylinder is assumed to be negligible.
The neglected effects can, however, be added if they appear to
be essential for special purposes.
3. Natural frequency of the hydraulic system
The hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder chamber is compressible and
can thus be considered to be a very stiff spring. The stiffness of the
spring is a function of the ﬂuid bulk modulus b, piston area Ap,
piston area ratio a and chamber volume V. For the cylinder with two
chambers full of ﬂuid, the ﬂuid spring stiffness Kﬂuid is based on the
two hydraulic springs connected in series and can be calculated as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
2
VA
þ ðaAPÞ
2
VB
 !
ð23Þ
Suppose that the piston in the cylinder is situated in the mid-
position at the initial time, then
VA0 ¼ APL
VB0 ¼ aAPL ð24Þ
where L is the half length of the cylinder.
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exchange much heat with its surroundings. Therefore, the
isentropic pressure–volume law
PVg ¼ P0V0g ¼ constant ð16Þ
is a good approximation (Karnopp et al., 2006). In this equation,
g is the ratio of the speciﬁc heats at constant pressure and
volume (for air at atmospheric pressure, gE1.4). P and V are the
instantaneous pressure and volume of the gas, and P0 and V0 are
the values at the initial time. The gas volume V can be calculated
by
V ¼ V0Q ¼ V0
Z t
0
q dt ð17Þ
Here Q and q denote the net liquid volume and ﬂow rate into
the accumulator, respectively. The relationship between the two
variables is _Q ¼ q.
Applying Eqs. (16) and (17), the non-linear capacitance
relation between P and V of each accumulators now becomes
PHP ¼ ðP0_HPVg0_HPÞ=ðV0_HPQHPÞg
PLP ¼ ðP0_LPVg0_LPÞ=ðV0_LPQLPÞg ð18Þ
The subscripts HP and LP represent the high pressure
accumulator and low pressure accumulator, respectively.
The last component in the WEC system is the hydraulic motor.
During its operation, it will be driven by the pressure difference
between the HP accumulator PHP and LP accumulator PLP with
angular speed om. The shaft is connected to an electrical
generator, which is represented simply as a linear resistor in this
study. (To achieve such a response in reality, the generator would
have to be controlled to behave like such a resistor. This
modelling choice does not inﬂuence the effects studied in this
paper.) The state equation concerning the coupling between the
motor and generator is
Jm _om ¼DmðPHPPLPÞRgomtl ð19Þ
where Jm is the shaft inertia moment, Dm is the motor
displacement, Rg is the resistance coefﬁcient of the generator
and tl is the equivalent torque loss of the motor which includes
leakage, friction and pressure losses.
If the state variables are deﬁned as
y1 ¼ X, y2 ¼ _X , y3 ¼ zðtÞ, y4 ¼ PA, y5 ¼ PB, y6 ¼om,
y7 ¼QHP , y8 ¼QLP ð20Þ
then the complete non-linear state space model for the WEC
system can be written as
_y1 ¼ y2
_y2 ¼
1
mþA1
ðFexcðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞSy1CUy3Þ
_y3 ¼ AUy3þBUy2
_y4 ¼
b
VA0Apy1
ðqA1þqA2þApy2Þ
_y5 ¼
b
VB0aApy1
ðqB1þqB2aApy2Þ
_y6 ¼
1
Jm
ððPHPPLPÞDmRgy6tlÞ
_y7 ¼qA1qB1qm
y8 ¼ qA1þqB1þqm ð21Þ
Here, the variables qA1, qB1, qA2 and qB2 are the ﬂows through the
check valves as shown in Fig. 2.
The empirical ﬂow formula proposed by Borutzky et al. (2002)
is used for the valves in this paper. The ﬂow equations for the
check valves with diameter of Dval can be expressed as
qA1 ¼ cturbAval
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Here, cturb is the discharge coefﬁcient for the turbulent ﬂow, Aval is
the cross section area of the valve, Z is the kinematic viscosity of
the liquid, r is the density of the ﬂuid and Rt is the Reynolds
number at which the linear characteristic intersects with the
constant value of cturb.
In Eq. (21), qm is the ﬂuid ﬂow rate into the diving chambers
of the hydraulic motor. It depends on the shaft angular velocity
om. In the linear wave theory, the excitation force Fexc(t) can be
obtained by linear superposition. The forces Fm(t), Ff(t) and Fend(t)
are described by Eqs. (7), (13) and (14), respectively. Finally, the
accumulator pressures PHP and PLP can be obtained by using
Eq. (18) with parameters of the respective accumulators.
From Eq. (21), we can see that the power-take off system of the
WECs is strongly non-linear, so a frequency domain analysis is not
applicable. The model can be dealt with by a time domain analysis.
Note that a number of assumptions that are typically satisﬁed
in this studied case have been made for the derivation of this non-
linear model:
 The internal leakage of the cylinder is neglected.
 The masses of the piston and the piston rod, in addition to the
ﬂuid in the cylinder and pipeline, are not considered.
 The cylinder walls, accumulator walls, piston and rod are rigid.
 The relation between the density and pressure is linear when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil.
 Possible dynamic behaviour of the pressure in the pipelines
between the valves and the cylinder is assumed to be negligible.
The neglected effects can, however, be added if they appear to
be essential for special purposes.
3. Natural frequency of the hydraulic system
The hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder chamber is compressible and
can thus be considered to be a very stiff spring. The stiffness of the
spring is a function of the ﬂuid bulk modulus b, piston area Ap,
piston area ratio a and chamber volume V. For the cylinder with two
chambers full of ﬂuid, the ﬂuid spring stiffness Kﬂuid is based on the
two hydraulic springs connected in series and can be calculated as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
2
VA
þ ðaAPÞ
2
VB
 !
ð23Þ
Suppose that the piston in the cylinder is situated in the mid-
position at the initial time, then
VA0 ¼ APL
VB0 ¼ aAPL ð24Þ
where L is the half length of the cylinder.
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exchange much heat with its surroundings. Therefore, the
isentropic pressure–volume law
PVg ¼ P0V0g ¼ constant ð16Þ
is a good approximation (Karnopp et al., 2006). In this equation,
g is the ratio of the speciﬁc heats at constant pressure and
volume (for air at atmospheric pressure, gE1.4). P and V are the
instantaneous pressure and volume of the gas, and P0 and V0 are
the values at the initial time. The gas volume V can be calculated
by
V ¼ V0Q ¼ V0
Z t
0
q dt ð17Þ
Here Q and q denote the net liquid volume and ﬂow rate into
the accumulator, respectively. The relationship between the two
variables is _Q ¼ q.
Applying Eqs. (16) and (17), the non-linear capacitance
relation between P and V of each accumulators now becomes
PHP ¼ ðP0_HPVg0_HPÞ=ðV0_HPQHPÞg
PLP ¼ ðP0_LPVg0_LPÞ=ðV0_LPQLPÞg ð18Þ
The subscripts HP and LP represent the high pressure
accumulator and low pressure accumulator, respectively.
The last component in the WEC system is the hydraulic motor.
During its operation, it will be driven by the pressure difference
between the HP accumulator PHP and LP accumulator PLP with
angular speed om. The shaft is connected to an electrical
generator, which is represented simply as a linear resistor in this
study. (To achieve such a response in reality, the generator would
have to be controlled to behave like such a resistor. This
modelling choice does not inﬂuence the effects studied in this
paper.) The state equation concerning the coupling between the
motor and generator is
Jm _om ¼DmðPHPPLPÞRgomtl ð19Þ
where Jm is the shaft inertia moment, Dm is the motor
displacement, Rg is the resistance coefﬁcient of the generator
and tl is the equivalent torque loss of the motor which includes
leakage, friction and pressure losses.
If the state variables are deﬁned as
y1 ¼ X, y2 ¼ _X , y3 ¼ zðtÞ, y4 ¼ PA, y5 ¼ PB, y6 ¼om,
y7 ¼QHP , y8 ¼QLP ð20Þ
then the complete non-linear state space model for the WEC
system can be written as
_y1 ¼ y2
_y2 ¼
1
mþA1
ðFexcðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞSy1CUy3Þ
_y3 ¼ AUy3þBUy2
_y4 ¼
b
VA0Apy1
ðqA1þqA2þApy2Þ
_y5 ¼
b
VB0aApy1
ðqB1þqB2aApy2Þ
_y6 ¼
1
Jm
ððPHPPLPÞDmRgy6tlÞ
_y7 ¼qA1qB1qm
y8 ¼ qA1þqB1þqm ð21Þ
Here, the variables qA1, qB1, qA2 and qB2 are the ﬂows through the
check valves as shown in Fig. 2.
The empirical ﬂow formula proposed by Borutzky et al. (2002)
is used for the valves in this paper. The ﬂow equations for the
check valves with diameter of Dval can be expressed as
qA1 ¼ cturbAval
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Here, cturb is the discharge coefﬁcient for the turbulent ﬂow, Aval is
the cross section area of the valve, Z is the kinematic viscosity of
the liquid, r is the density of the ﬂuid and Rt is the Reynolds
number at which the linear characteristic intersects with the
constant value of cturb.
In Eq. (21), qm is the ﬂuid ﬂow rate into the diving chambers
of the hydraulic motor. It depends on the shaft angular velocity
om. In the linear wave theory, the excitation force Fexc(t) can be
obtained by linear superposition. The forces Fm(t), Ff(t) and Fend(t)
are described by Eqs. (7), (13) and (14), respectively. Finally, the
accumulator pressures PHP and PLP can be obtained by using
Eq. (18) with parameters of the respective accumulators.
From Eq. (21), we can see that the power-take off system of the
WECs is strongly non-linear, so a frequency domain analysis is not
applicable. The model can be dealt with by a time domain analysis.
Note that a number of assumptions that are typically satisﬁed
in this studied case have been made for the derivation of this non-
linear model:
 The internal leakage of the cylinder is neglected.
 The masses of the piston and the piston rod, in addition to the
ﬂuid in the cylinder and pipeline, are not considered.
 The cylinder walls, accumulator walls, piston and rod are rigid.
 The relation between the density and pressure is linear when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil.
 Possible dynamic behaviour of the pressure in the pipelines
between the valves and the cylinder is assumed to be negligible.
The neglected effects can, however, be added if they appear to
be essential for special purposes.
3. Natural frequency of the hydraulic system
The hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder chamber is compressible and
can thus be considered to be a very stiff spring. The stiffness of the
spring is a function of the ﬂuid bulk modulus b, piston area Ap,
piston area ratio a and chamber volume V. For the cylinder with two
chambers full of ﬂuid, the ﬂuid spring stiffness Kﬂuid is based on the
two hydraulic springs connected in series and can be calculated as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
2
VA
þ ðaAPÞ
2
VB
 !
ð23Þ
Suppose that the piston in the cylinder is situated in the mid-
position at the initial time, then
VA0 ¼ APL
VB0 ¼ aAPL ð24Þ
where L is the half length of the cylinder.
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exchange much heat with its surroundings. Therefore, the
isentropic pressure–volume law
PVg ¼ P0V0g ¼ constant ð16Þ
is a good approximation (Karnopp et al., 2006). In this equation,
g is the ratio of the speciﬁc heats at constant pressure and
volume (for air at atmospheric pressure, gE1.4). P and V are the
instantaneous pressure and volume of the gas, and P0 and V0 are
the values at the initial time. The gas volume V can be calculated
by
V ¼ V0Q ¼ V0
Z t
0
q dt ð17Þ
Here Q and q denote the net liquid volume and ﬂow rate into
the accumulator, respectively. The relationship between the two
variables is _Q ¼ q.
Applying Eqs. (16) and (17), the non-linear capacitance
relation between P and V of each accumulators now becomes
PHP ¼ ðP0_HPVg0_HPÞ=ðV0_HPQHPÞg
PLP ¼ ðP0_LPVg0_LPÞ=ðV0_LPQLPÞg ð18Þ
The subscripts HP and LP represent the high pressure
accumulator and low pressure accumulator, respectively.
The last component in the WEC system is the hydraulic motor.
During its operation, it will be driven by the pressure difference
between the HP accumulator PHP and LP accumulator PLP with
angular speed om. The shaft is connected to an electrical
generator, which is represented simply as a linear resistor in this
study. (To achieve such a response in reality, the generator would
have to be controlled to behave like such a resistor. This
modelling choice does not inﬂuence the effects studied in this
paper.) The state equation concerning the coupling between the
motor and generator is
Jm _om ¼DmðPHPPLPÞRgomtl ð19Þ
where Jm is the shaft inertia moment, Dm is the motor
displacement, Rg is the resistance coefﬁcient of the generator
and tl is the equivalent torque loss of the motor which includes
leakage, friction and pressure losses.
If the state variables are deﬁned as
y1 ¼ X, y2 ¼ _X , y3 ¼ zðtÞ, y4 ¼ PA, y5 ¼ PB, y6 ¼om,
y7 ¼QHP , y8 ¼QLP ð20Þ
then the complete non-linear state space model for the WEC
system can be written as
_y1 ¼ y2
_y2 ¼
1
mþA1
ðFexcðtÞFmðtÞFf ðtÞFendðtÞSy1CUy3Þ
_y3 ¼ AUy3þBUy2
_y4 ¼
b
VA0Apy1
ðqA1þqA2þApy2Þ
_y5 ¼
b
VB0aApy1
ðqB1þqB2aApy2Þ
_y6 ¼
1
Jm
ððPHPPLPÞDmRgy6tlÞ
_y7 ¼qA1qB1qm
y8 ¼ qA1þqB1þqm ð21Þ
Here, the variables qA1, qB1, qA2 and qB2 are the ﬂows through the
check valves as shown in Fig. 2.
The empirical ﬂow formula proposed by Borutzky et al. (2002)
is used for the valves in this paper. The ﬂow equations for the
check valves with diameter of Dval can be expressed as
qA1 ¼ cturbAval
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A
ð22Þ
qB1 ¼ cturbAval
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Here, cturb is the discharge coefﬁcient for the turbulent ﬂow, Aval is
the cross section area of the valve, Z is the kinematic viscosity of
the liquid, r is the density of the ﬂuid and Rt is the Reynolds
number at which the linear characteristic intersects with the
constant value of cturb.
In Eq. (21), qm is the ﬂuid ﬂow rate into the diving chambers
of the hydraulic motor. It depends on the shaft angular velocity
om. In the linear wave theory, the excitation force Fexc(t) can be
obtained by linear superposition. The forces Fm(t), Ff(t) and Fend(t)
are described by Eqs. (7), (13) and (14), respectively. Finally, the
accumulator pressures PHP and PLP can be obtained by using
Eq. (18) with parameters of the respective accumulators.
From Eq. (21), we can see that the power-take off system of the
WECs is strongly non-linear, so a frequency domain analysis is not
applicable. The model can be dealt with by a time domain analysis.
Note that a number of assumptions that are typically satisﬁed
in this studied case have been made for the derivation of this non-
linear model:
 The internal leakage of the cylinder is neglected.
 The masses of the piston and the piston rod, in addition to the
ﬂuid in the cylinder and pipeline, are not considered.
 The cylinder walls, accumulator walls, piston and rod are rigid.
 The relation between the density and pressure is linear when
considering the compressibility of the hydraulic oil.
 Possible dynamic behaviour of the pressure in the pipelines
between the valves and the cylinder is assumed to be negligible.
The neglected effects can, however, be added if they appear to
be essential for special purposes.
3. Natural frequency of the hydraulic system
The hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder chamber is compressible and
can thus be considered to be a very stiff spring. The stiffness of the
spring is a function of the ﬂuid bulk modulus b, piston area Ap,
piston area ratio a and chamber volume V. For the cylinder with two
chambers full of ﬂuid, the ﬂuid spring stiffness Kﬂuid is based on the
two hydraulic springs connected in series and can be calculated as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
2
VA
þ ðaAPÞ
2
VB
 !
ð23Þ
Suppose that the piston in the cylinder is situated in the mid-
position at the initial time, then
VA0 ¼ APL
VB0 ¼ aAPL ð24Þ
where L is the half length of the cylinder.
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Substituting Eqs. (10, 24) into Eq. (23), the ﬂuid spring stiffness
can now be described as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
LX þ
aAP
LþX
 
ð25Þ
Eq. (25) demonstrates that ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of
the cylinder geometry. If the geometric parameters are known,
then Kﬂuid is a non-linear function of piston position X. Fig. 5
shows how the ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of X for an
asymmetric pump, i.e. aa1. The stiffness is much larger when the
cylinder is near to being fully retracted than when it is near to
being fully extended. Note that if a¼1, then Kﬂuid is an even
function of X and symmetric about X¼0.
Minimum stiffness will occur at the position
Xmin ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p ð1þaÞ
2ð1aÞ L ð26Þ
The above calculation assumes rigid hydraulic tubing between
the control valve and the cylinder. Hence, the stiffness is only
related to the hydraulic stiffness.
We again consider the buoy oscillating in heave and driving a
hydraulic cylinder that pumps HP oil into a hydraulic circuit. The
single direction valves work in such a way that liquid is pumped
from the cylinder into the HP accumulator when the pressure in
the cylinder is larger than that in the HP accumulator (max[PA,
PB]4PHP), and is sucked from the LP accumulator into the
opposite side of the cylinder with a positive pressure difference
between them (min[PA, PB]oPLP). If this is not the case, then there
will be no ﬂow pumped or sucked. Due to the compressibility of
the oil, the velocity of the body is not zero at this moment. For the
sake of simplicity, if we neglect the mass of the piston/rod and the
ﬂuid in the chambers, the natural frequency of the buoy at this
position X is
on ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðKfluidþSÞ
ðmþA1Þ
s
ð27Þ
Since Kﬂuid is a function of the piston position X, the natural
frequency on is also dependent on X. The minimum natural
frequency can therefore be described by combining Eqs. (25–27).
In order to depict the characteristic of on, we ﬁx the cylinder
volume V and piston area ratio a. Since the piston area Ap and the
cylinder half length L now are related through Ap¼V/(2L), the
stiffness Kﬂuid is only a function of one variable L (or Ap). According
to Eqs. (25) and (27), the natural frequency on will be changed
with the cylinder length. Table 1 gives the cylinder geometric
parameters as the half length L and inner diameters D. The
minimum natural frequency omin and corresponding piston
position Xmin for different cylinder lengths are also shown in
this table.
At the piston position X with no ﬂuid pumped or sucked, the
buoy tends to oscillate at the frequency given by Eq. (27), in
combination with variations associated with a change in excita-
tion and radiation forces. Compared with the incident wave, the
frequencies of this oscillation are much higher (see Table 1). In
this paper, we consider it as HFO. This type of cyclical motion
was numerically tested for a semi-submerged sphere with a
radius of r¼5 m, a mass of m¼2.7105 kg and an added mass at
inﬁnite frequency AN¼1.35105 kg, which is equal to half the
mass of the sphere. To conduct simulations of irregular waves,
Table 1
The minimum ﬂuid stiffness Kmin and natural frequency omin corresponding to the piston position Xmin with different cylinder parameters. The cylinder volume is ﬁxed at
0.1005 m3. L is the half length and D is the inner diameter of the cylinder, respectively.
L (m) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
D (m) 0.2530 0.2066 0.1789 0.1600 0.1461 0.1352 0.1265
Xmin (m) 0.0718 0.1077 0.1436 0.1795 0.2154 0.2513 0.2872
Kmin (1e7 N/m) 8.7513 3.8895 2.1878 1.4002 0.9724 0.7144 0.5470
omin (rad/s) 14.77 9.90 7.48 6.04 5.10 4.43 3.93
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Fig. 6. Excitation force on the heaving sphere produced by incident waves in a sea state with Hs¼4.25 m and Tp¼9.5 s.
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Fig. 5. Fluid stiffness as a function of piston position. The bulk modulus is taken as
1.4e9 Pa, the cylinder length is 5 m, the inner diameter of the cylinder D is 0.16 m
and the area ratio a is 0.75. The solid red dot represents the piston position at
which minimum ﬂuid stiffness occurs.
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Substituting Eqs. (10, 24) into Eq. (23), the ﬂuid spring stiffness
can now be described as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
LX þ
aAP
LþX
 
ð25Þ
Eq. (25) demonstrates that ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of
the cylinder geometry. If the geometric parameters are known,
then Kﬂuid is a non-linear function of piston position X. Fig. 5
shows how the ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of X for an
asymmetric pump, i.e. aa1. The stiffness is much larger when the
cylinder is near to being fully retracted than when it is near to
being fully extended. Note that if a¼1, then Kﬂuid is an even
function of X and symmetric about X¼0.
Minimum stiffness will occur at the position
Xmin ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p ð1þaÞ
2ð1aÞ L ð26Þ
The above calculation assumes rigid hydraulic tubing between
the control valve and the cylinder. Hence, the stiffness is only
related to the hydraulic stiffness.
We again consider the buoy oscillating in heave and driving a
hydraulic cylinder that pumps HP oil into a hydraulic circuit. The
single direction valves work in such a way that liquid is pumped
from the cylinder into the HP accumulator when the pressure in
the cylinder is larger than that in the HP accumulator (max[PA,
PB]4PHP), and is sucked from the LP accumulator into the
opposite side of the cylinder with a positive pressure difference
between them (min[PA, PB]oPLP). If this is not the case, then there
will be no ﬂow pumped or sucked. Due to the compressibility of
the oil, the velocity of the body is not zero at this moment. For the
sake of simplicity, if we neglect the mass of the piston/rod and the
ﬂuid in the chambers, the natural frequency of the buoy at this
position X is
on ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðKfluidþSÞ
ðmþA1Þ
s
ð27Þ
Since Kﬂuid is a function of the piston position X, the natural
frequency on is also dependent on X. The minimum natural
frequency can therefore be described by combining Eqs. (25–27).
In order to depict the characteristic of on, we ﬁx the cylinder
volume V and piston area ratio a. Since the piston area Ap and the
cylinder half length L now are related through Ap¼V/(2L), the
stiffness Kﬂuid is only a function of one variable L (or Ap). According
to Eqs. (25) and (27), the natural frequency on will be changed
with the cylinder length. Table 1 gives the cylinder geometric
parameters as the half length L and inner diameters D. The
minimum natural frequency omin and corresponding piston
position Xmin for different cylinder lengths are also shown in
this table.
At the piston position X with no ﬂuid pumped or sucked, the
buoy tends to oscillate at the frequency given by Eq. (27), in
combination with variations associated with a change in excita-
tion and radiation forces. Compared with the incident wave, the
frequencies of this oscillation are much higher (see Table 1). In
this paper, we consider it as HFO. This type of cyclical motion
was numerically tested for a semi-submerged sphere with a
radius of r¼5 m, a mass of m¼2.7105 kg and an added mass at
inﬁnite frequency AN¼1.35105 kg, which is equal to half the
mass of the sphere. To conduct simulations of irregular waves,
Table 1
The minimum ﬂuid stiffness Kmin and natural frequency omin corresponding to the piston position Xmin with different cylinder parameters. The cylinder volume is ﬁxed at
0.1005 m3. L is the half length and D is the inner diameter of the cylinder, respectively.
L (m) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
D (m) 0.2530 0.2066 0.1789 0.1600 0.1461 0.1352 0.1265
Xmin (m) 0.0718 0.1077 0.1436 0.1795 0.2154 0.2513 0.2872
Kmin (1e7 N/m) 8.7513 3.8895 2.1878 1.4002 0.9724 0.7144 0.5470
omin (rad/s) 14.77 9.90 7.48 6.04 5.10 4.43 3.93
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Fig. 6. Excitation force on the heaving sphere produced by incident waves in a sea state with Hs¼4.25 m and Tp¼9.5 s.
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Fig. 5. Fluid stiffness as a function of piston position. The bulk modulus is taken as
1.4e9 Pa, the cylinder length is 5 m, the inner diameter of the cylinder D is 0.16 m
and the area ratio a is 0.75. The solid red dot represents the piston position at
which minimum ﬂuid stiffness occurs.
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Substituting Eqs. (10, 24) into Eq. (23), the ﬂuid spring stiffness
can now be described as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
LX þ
aAP
LþX
 
ð25Þ
Eq. (25) demonstrates that ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of
the cylinder geometry. If the geometric parameters are known,
then Kﬂuid is a non-linear function of piston position X. Fig. 5
shows how the ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of X for an
asymmetric pump, i.e. aa1. The stiffness is much larger when the
cylinder is near to being fully retracted than when it is near to
being fully extended. Note that if a¼1, then Kﬂuid is an even
function of X and symmetric about X¼0.
Minimum stiffness will occur at the position
Xmin ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p ð1þaÞ
2ð1aÞ L ð26Þ
The above calculation assumes rigid hydraulic tubing between
the control valve and the cylinder. Hence, the stiffness is only
related to the hydraulic stiffness.
We again consider the buoy oscillating in heave and driving a
hydraulic cylinder that pumps HP oil into a hydraulic circuit. The
single direction valves work in such a way that liquid is pumped
from the cylinder into the HP accumulator when the pressure in
the cylinder is larger than that in the HP accumulator (max[PA,
PB]4PHP), and is sucked from the LP accumulator into the
opposite side of the cylinder with a positive pressure difference
between them (min[PA, PB]oPLP). If this is not the case, then there
will be no ﬂow pumped or sucked. Due to the compressibility of
the oil, the velocity of the body is not zero at this moment. For the
sake of simplicity, if we neglect the mass of the piston/rod and the
ﬂuid in the chambers, the natural frequency of the buoy at this
position X is
on ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðKfluidþSÞ
ðmþA1Þ
s
ð27Þ
Since Kﬂuid is a function of the piston position X, the natural
frequency on is also dependent on X. The minimum natural
frequency can therefore be described by combining Eqs. (25–27).
In order to depict the characteristic of on, we ﬁx the cylinder
volume V and piston area ratio a. Since the piston area Ap and the
cylinder half length L now are related through Ap¼V/(2L), the
stiffness Kﬂuid is only a function of one variable L (or Ap). According
to Eqs. (25) and (27), the natural frequency on will be changed
with the cylinder length. Table 1 gives the cylinder geometric
parameters as the half length L and inner diameters D. The
minimum natural frequency omin and corresponding piston
position Xmin for different cylinder lengths are also shown in
this table.
At the piston position X with no ﬂuid pumped or sucked, the
buoy tends to oscillate at the frequency given by Eq. (27), in
combination with variations associated with a change in excita-
tion and radiation forces. Compared with the incident wave, the
frequencies of this oscillation are much higher (see Table 1). In
this paper, we consider it as HFO. This type of cyclical motion
was numerically tested for a semi-submerged sphere with a
radius of r¼5 m, a mass of m¼2.7105 kg and an added mass at
inﬁnite frequency AN¼1.35105 kg, which is equal to half the
mass of the sphere. To conduct simulations of irregular waves,
Table 1
The minimum ﬂuid stiffness Kmin and natural frequency omin corresponding to the piston position Xmin with different cylinder parameters. The cylinder volume is ﬁxed at
0.1005 m3. L is the half length and D is the inner diameter of the cylinder, respectively.
L (m) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
D (m) 0.2530 0.2066 0.1789 0.1600 0.1461 0.1352 0.1265
Xmin (m) 0.0718 0.1077 0.1436 0.1795 0.2154 0.2513 0.2872
Kmin (1e7 N/m) 8.7513 3.8895 2.1878 1.4002 0.9724 0.7144 0.5470
omin (rad/s) 14.77 9.90 7.48 6.04 5.10 4.43 3.93
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Fig. 6. Excitation force on the heaving sphere produced by incident waves in a sea state with Hs¼4.25 m and Tp¼9.5 s.
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Fig. 5. Fluid stiffness as a function of piston position. The bulk modulus is taken as
1.4e9 Pa, the cylinder length is 5 m, the inner diameter of the cylinder D is 0.16 m
and the area ratio a is 0.75. The solid red dot represents the piston position at
which minimum ﬂuid stiffness occurs.
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Substituting Eqs. (10, 24) into Eq. (23), the ﬂuid spring stiffness
can now be described as
Kfluid ¼ b
AP
LX þ
aAP
LþX
 
ð25Þ
Eq. (25) demonstrates that ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of
the cylinder geometry. If the geometric parameters are known,
then Kﬂuid is a non-linear function of piston position X. Fig. 5
shows how the ﬂuid stiffness changes as a function of X for an
asymmetric pump, i.e. aa1. The stiffness is much larger when the
cylinder is near to being fully retracted than when it is near to
being fully extended. Note that if a¼1, then Kﬂuid is an even
function of X and symmetric about X¼0.
Minimum stiffness will occur at the position
Xmin ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p ð1þaÞ
2ð1aÞ L ð26Þ
The above calculation assumes rigid hydraulic tubing between
the control valve and the cylinder. Hence, the stiffness is only
related to the hydraulic stiffness.
We again consider the buoy oscillating in heave and driving a
hydraulic cylinder that pumps HP oil into a hydraulic circuit. The
single direction valves work in such a way that liquid is pumped
from the cylinder into the HP accumulator when the pressure in
the cylinder is larger than that in the HP accumulator (max[PA,
PB]4PHP), and is sucked from the LP accumulator into the
opposite side of the cylinder with a positive pressure difference
between them (min[PA, PB]oPLP). If this is not the case, then there
will be no ﬂow pumped or sucked. Due to the compressibility of
the oil, the velocity of the body is not zero at this moment. For the
sake of simplicity, if we neglect the mass of the piston/rod and the
ﬂuid in the chambers, the natural frequency of the buoy at this
position X is
on ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðKfluidþSÞ
ðmþA1Þ
s
ð27Þ
Since Kﬂuid is a function of the piston position X, the natural
frequency on is also dependent on X. The minimum natural
frequency can therefore be described by combining Eqs. (25–27).
In order to depict the characteristic of on, we ﬁx the cylinder
volume V and piston area ratio a. Since the piston area Ap and the
cylinder half length L now are related through Ap¼V/(2L), the
stiffness Kﬂuid is only a function of one variable L (or Ap). According
to Eqs. (25) and (27), the natural frequency on will be changed
with the cylinder length. Table 1 gives the cylinder geometric
parameters as the half length L and inner diameters D. The
minimum natural frequency omin and corresponding piston
position Xmin for different cylinder lengths are also shown in
this table.
At the piston position X with no ﬂuid pumped or sucked, the
buoy tends to oscillate at the frequency given by Eq. (27), in
combination with variations associated with a change in excita-
tion and radiation forces. Compared with the incident wave, the
frequencies of this oscillation are much higher (see Table 1). In
this paper, we consider it as HFO. This type of cyclical motion
was numerically tested for a semi-submerged sphere with a
radius of r¼5 m, a mass of m¼2.7105 kg and an added mass at
inﬁnite frequency AN¼1.35105 kg, which is equal to half the
mass of the sphere. To conduct simulations of irregular waves,
Table 1
The minimum ﬂuid stiffness Kmin and natural frequency omin corresponding to the piston position Xmin with different cylinder parameters. The cylinder volume is ﬁxed at
0.1005 m3. L is the half length and D is the inner diameter of the cylinder, respectively.
L (m) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
D (m) 0.2530 0.2066 0.1789 0.1600 0.1461 0.1352 0.1265
Xmin (m) 0.0718 0.1077 0.1436 0.1795 0.2154 0.2513 0.2872
Kmin (1e7 N/m) 8.7513 3.8895 2.1878 1.4002 0.9724 0.7144 0.5470
omin (rad/s) 14.77 9.90 7.48 6.04 5.10 4.43 3.93
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Fig. 6. Excitation force on the heaving sphere produced by incident waves in a sea state with Hs¼4.25 m and Tp¼9.5 s.
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Fig. 5. Fluid stiffness as a function of piston position. The bulk modulus is taken as
1.4e9 Pa, the cylinder length is 5 m, the inner diameter of the cylinder D is 0.16 m
and the area ratio a is 0.75. The solid red dot represents the piston position at
which minimum ﬂuid stiffness occurs.
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Bretschneider spectrum (e.g. Michel, 1999) is used. This spectrum
was discretized into 225 equally spaced (Do¼0.01 rad/s) sinu-
soidal harmonics in the range between 0.25ror2.5 rad/s. The
random phase angles are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2p
and constant with time. The state-space Eq. (21) was numerically
integrated in the time domain with a total simulation time of
1500 s. For Hs¼4.25 m, Tp¼9.5 s, Fig. 6 gives the time variation of
the excitation force Fexc(t) produced by incident waves in the
interval 1050rtr1250 s. For a cylinder type with L¼2.5 m and
D¼0.16 m, Fig. 7a–e shows the buoy excursion X(t) and velocity
_X ðtÞ in the same time interval. These simulation results of Fig. 7a
and b are obtained by integrating the dynamic equations without
considering the compressibility of the oil in the cylinder as done
by Falc~ao (2007). From the two ﬁgures, we can see that at some
time, when the excitation force Fexc(t) on the buoy is insufﬁcient
and no ﬂuid is pumped into the accumulators, the buoy will
remain stationary (ﬂat line in Fig. 7a). This time period is
called blocked period and denoted by Tblock. Fig. 7c and d gives
the corresponding buoy excursion and velocity by considering the
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Bretschneider spectrum (e.g. Michel, 1999) is used. This spectrum
was discretized into 225 equally spaced (Do¼0.01 rad/s) sinu-
soidal harmonics in the range between 0.25ror2.5 rad/s. The
random phase angles are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2p
and constant with time. The state-space Eq. (21) was numerically
integrated in the time domain with a total simulation time of
1500 s. For Hs¼4.25 m, Tp¼9.5 s, Fig. 6 gives the time variation of
the excitation force Fexc(t) produced by incident waves in the
interval 1050rtr1250 s. For a cylinder type with L¼2.5 m and
D¼0.16 m, Fig. 7a–e shows the buoy excursion X(t) and velocity
_X ðtÞ in the same time interval. These simulation results of Fig. 7a
and b are obtained by integrating the dynamic equations without
considering the compressibility of the oil in the cylinder as done
by Falc~ao (2007). From the two ﬁgures, we can see that at some
time, when the excitation force Fexc(t) on the buoy is insufﬁcient
and no ﬂuid is pumped into the accumulators, the buoy will
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can see that the reciprocating motion of the buoy as shown in
Fig. 7c mainly includes two parts: one occurs when the hydraulic
ﬂuid pumped or sucked from the cylinder, i.e., max[PA, PB]4PHP or
min[PA, PB]oPLP. It is the useful motion for energy absorption. The
motion amplitudes are consistent with the results shown in
Fig. 7a. It is found that this type of motion oscillates at or below
the incident wave frequency (see Yang et al., 2009). In this paper,
we deﬁne this motion as wave and lower frequency motion,
which is used to distinguish the HFO; the other one is the HFO
with relatively small amplitudes. This kind of motion is due to the
compressibility of the ﬂuid in the cylinder and occurs during the
blocked period Tblock (compared with the motionless part shown
in Fig. 7a). In these time intervals, as mentioned above, the buoy
can be considered as a simple mechanical oscillator in the form of
a mass–spring–damper system. Compared with the mass of
inertia (m+AN) and the stiffness (Kﬂuid+S), the dissipating
friction force Ff and the hydrodynamic damping force are very
low at high frequencies. Therefore, the oscillations are lightly
damped out which can be seen in Fig. 7c and e. In this paper, the
damping of the system due to leakage past the piston and
hydrodynamic viscous losses have not been taken into account
and are expected to give an increased damping of the HFOs.
It is not expected, however, that this would undermine the
importance of the observed effect.
Let us reconsider the HFO shown in Fig. 7c; this process can
be considered as a stiffness-controlled dynamic problem due to
the high natural frequency compared to the frequency of
excitation force. Fig. 7e is a locally enlarged ﬁgure for a time
interval including a blocked period Tblock and HFO is clearly
shown. By ﬁltering out the low frequencies of the motion before
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Fig. 8 shows the power
spectrum density for this high frequency motion (The time
series used for the Fourier Transformation was taken from an
interval between 500 and 1500 s). From the ﬁgure, we can see
that the frequencies reside beyond the minimum natural
frequency omin¼6.04 rad/s (shown in Table 1), which seems
reasonable for this system. Due to the variation in ﬂuid stiffness
according to piston position X, the natural frequencies at which
the buoy oscillates will be above omin, which can be easily seen
in Fig. 8.
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Figs. 9(a–c) and 10(a–b) show corresponding curves of X(t)
and _X ðtÞ for smaller (L¼1.5 m) and larger (L¼4 m) half cylinder
lengths for an identical ﬂoating buoy with the force shown in
Fig. 6. In the case of the former, the ﬂuid ﬂow is blocked for a much
larger period of time, and the oscillating frequency in this time
interval is much higher. (This HFO is not quite clear in the position
response shown in Fig. 9a. Here we supply a corresponding
velocity response in Fig. 9b and a detailed position response for a
certain time interval shown in Fig. 9c, which serve our purpose
better.) The reason for this is that the cylinder with smaller length
has a relatively larger cross section area, i.e., the force Fm(t) deﬁned
in Eq. (7), is larger (with the same pressure input) which will resist
the buoy motion. On the contrary, in the case of L¼4 m, the
characteristic dynamics will be changed in the opposite direction.
We can follow the same way to analyze the problem.
Table 1 gives the minimum ﬂuid stiffness for the various types
of cylinders and shows that stiffness due to ﬂuid compressibility
is decreasing with L, i.e., the oscillating frequency varies with the
cylinder length. Figs. 7c, 9c and 10a show these oscillations in the
time domain for different cylinder types. The oscillating frequen-
cies of HFOs are consistent with the previous analysis. Compared
to the restoring coefﬁcient S (for a sphere a radius of r¼5 m,
SE7.9105 N/m) of the spherical buoy, the ﬂuid stiffness Kﬂuid
has a relative large value (Fig. 5). For this reason, the body
oscillates at a much higher frequency during the time period Tblock
than otherwise. This characteristic can be easily seen in Figs. 7, 9
and 10. Figs. 11 and 12 give the analysis of the power spectrum
for the high frequency motion with L¼1.5 and 4.0 m, respectively.
The minimum frequencies omin for these sizes of the cylinder
are presented in Table 1, and shown in Figs. 8, 11 and 12 as solid
red dots.
4. Wear damage analysis for the piston ring and cylinder bore
From the analysis in the previous section, HFO with small
amplitudes (Figs. 7c, 9a and 10a) occurs due to the compressibility
of the oil in the cylinder. This type of motion can have an adverse
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Figs. 9(a–c) and 10(a–b) show corresponding curves of X(t)
and _X ðtÞ for smaller (L¼1.5 m) and larger (L¼4 m) half cylinder
lengths for an identical ﬂoating buoy with the force shown in
Fig. 6. In the case of the former, the ﬂuid ﬂow is blocked for a much
larger period of time, and the oscillating frequency in this time
interval is much higher. (This HFO is not quite clear in the position
response shown in Fig. 9a. Here we supply a corresponding
velocity response in Fig. 9b and a detailed position response for a
certain time interval shown in Fig. 9c, which serve our purpose
better.) The reason for this is that the cylinder with smaller length
has a relatively larger cross section area, i.e., the force Fm(t) deﬁned
in Eq. (7), is larger (with the same pressure input) which will resist
the buoy motion. On the contrary, in the case of L¼4 m, the
characteristic dynamics will be changed in the opposite direction.
We can follow the same way to analyze the problem.
Table 1 gives the minimum ﬂuid stiffness for the various types
of cylinders and shows that stiffness due to ﬂuid compressibility
is decreasing with L, i.e., the oscillating frequency varies with the
cylinder length. Figs. 7c, 9c and 10a show these oscillations in the
time domain for different cylinder types. The oscillating frequen-
cies of HFOs are consistent with the previous analysis. Compared
to the restoring coefﬁcient S (for a sphere a radius of r¼5 m,
SE7.9105 N/m) of the spherical buoy, the ﬂuid stiffness Kﬂuid
has a relative large value (Fig. 5). For this reason, the body
oscillates at a much higher frequency during the time period Tblock
than otherwise. This characteristic can be easily seen in Figs. 7, 9
and 10. Figs. 11 and 12 give the analysis of the power spectrum
for the high frequency motion with L¼1.5 and 4.0 m, respectively.
The minimum frequencies omin for these sizes of the cylinder
are presented in Table 1, and shown in Figs. 8, 11 and 12 as solid
red dots.
4. Wear damage analysis for the piston ring and cylinder bore
From the analysis in the previous section, HFO with small
amplitudes (Figs. 7c, 9a and 10a) occurs due to the compressibility
of the oil in the cylinder. This type of motion can have an adverse
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effect on the surface damage between the two contacting surfaces in
the piston and cylinder system. At the contact areas, the lubricating
oil will be squeezed out when the velocity is small or vanishing,
resulting in surface-to-surface contact. Because a low amplitude
motion does not permit the contact area to be re-lubricated, serious
wear may occur for both the piston ring and cylinder bore. This
progressive damage and material loss can have economic conse-
quences which involve not only the costs of replacement but also the
expenses involved in machine downtime and lost production. As a
result, the design of pump is a highly important task for this WEC
system, and it is necessary to make a detailed analysis of the wear
under HFOs.
Several wear mechanisms contribute to the wear progression of
a reciprocating hydraulic system. Different types of wear, such as
adhesion, abrasion, corrosion, surface fatigue and impact wear,
have been reported in the piston ring and cylinder bore system
(Peterson and Winer, 1980). As reviewed by Becker and Ludema
(1999), the three most important wear mechanisms mentioned
over the years are corrosion, abrasion and adhesion. Corrosion is
common when the components exposed to a variety of process
ﬂuids or other products that are chemically active. Abrasion results
from the cutting and plowing action of hard particles. Adhesion is
usually described as occurring when the oil ﬁlm between the ring
and the bore is so thin that surface contact occurs. Generally,
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corrosion can be reduced by the choice of material for various
hydraulic ﬂuids (Mu¨ller and Nau, 1998). Adhesion is common
during the running-in period because of the surface roughness of
both contact surfaces. Once running-in is complete, the system
would attain a steady state and abrasive wear is generally
considered to be a dominant wear mechanism for the reciprocating
hydraulic system (Tung and Huang, 2004). Whatever the main
wear mechanisms are for a speciﬁc piston ring and cylinder bore
system, the total wear loss for both the ring and bore is the sum
of the contributions from each mechanism that is observed.
Detailed analysis of the piston ring and cylinder bore wear can
be seen from Yang and Moan (submitted for publication).
The most commonly used model for wear on sliding contact
surfaces states that the wear volume loss WeV is proportional to
the normal load N and the sliding distance s, according to
WeV ¼ kNs ð28Þ
where k is the wear coefﬁcient. This model is often referred to as
Archard’s wear law (Archard and Hirst, 1956). The wear
coefﬁcient, k, is a function of the interacting materials, their
surface topography, the lubricant and operating conditions. For
lubricated tribo-pairs (here are the piston ring and cylinder bore),
the wear volume loss also depends on the lubrication regime and
surface roughness as described by the Stribeck curve, which is
deﬁned by a dimensionless ﬁlm thickness l (the ratio between the
oil ﬁlm thickness and the composite surface roughness). Assum-
ing a pressure P(t) uniformly distributed along the interface with
area A, the total normal load N on the contact region is
NðtÞ ¼ PðtÞA ð29Þ
Combining Eqs. (28) and (29), the wear depth h can be written as
h¼ k PðtÞ s ð30Þ
For the cylinder bore, the sliding distance sb can be calculated
considering that during one ring crossing any segment of the bore
is slid by a distance equal to the ring thickness, tR (Fig. 4). If we
assume that there is a linear damage accrual rule, the total wear
depth hb(X) of the cylinder bore at position X for a reciprocating
motion during a time interval T with n(X) crossings can be
expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼
XnðXÞ
i ¼ 1
kiðXÞPiðXÞtR ð31Þ
For a ﬂat faced ring (Fig. 4), the contact pressure P(t) between the
ring and the bore can be approximated by using the sealed
pressure Pcyl (Nikas, 2003). This sealed pressure is assumed to be
the larger of PA and PB. Therefore
PðtÞ  Pcyl ¼max PA, PB
  ð32Þ
Since our system has only been deﬁned on a conceptional level
(the material, lubricant and operational conditions are unknown),
we assume that the wear coefﬁcient k is independent of time t.
Eq. (31) can then be expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞtRnðXÞPðXÞ ð33Þ
where PðXÞ is the average pressure at piston position X.
Eq. (33) shows that the cylinder bore wear depth is propor-
tional to the crossing times n(X). We again study the simulation
results obtained in Section 3. Using the buoy excursion X(t), which
neglects the HFO shown in Fig. 7a, a sample of the ring crossings
at the level of X¼0.02 is given in Fig. 13a. Fig. 13b shows the
corresponding ring crossings at the same level for simulation
results including the HFO (Fig. 7c). Fig. 13c is a detailed plot of the
crossings in a time interval with HFOs. It is easy to ﬁnd that the
crossing number n(0.02) is much larger in Fig. 13b than in
Fig. 13a. Introducing the crossing rate k(X) which is deﬁned as the
ratio of the crossing numbers n(X) to the corresponding time
interval T, Eq. (33) can be rewritten as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtRT ð34Þ
Therefore, the cylinder bore wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be
expressed as
_hbðXÞ ¼
hb Xð Þ
T
¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtR ð35Þ
The values of k(X) along the cylinder bore are given in Fig. 14
for the two cases; one neglects the ﬂuid compressibility and only
considers low frequency motion, the other includes the effect of
the oil compressibility and the induced HFO. Generally speaking,
the crossing rates along the cylinder bore are larger when
considering the ﬂuid compressibility than with the assumption
of incompressible oil, but the difference is small far from the
cylinder midpoint. On the contrary, a large difference is observed
around the midpoint of the cylinder (X¼0), which indicates that
most of the HFOs occur in this region.
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ing a pressure P(t) uniformly distributed along the interface with
area A, the total normal load N on the contact region is
NðtÞ ¼ PðtÞA ð29Þ
Combining Eqs. (28) and (29), the wear depth h can be written as
h¼ k PðtÞ s ð30Þ
For the cylinder bore, the sliding distance sb can be calculated
considering that during one ring crossing any segment of the bore
is slid by a distance equal to the ring thickness, tR (Fig. 4). If we
assume that there is a linear damage accrual rule, the total wear
depth hb(X) of the cylinder bore at position X for a reciprocating
motion during a time interval T with n(X) crossings can be
expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼
XnðXÞ
i ¼ 1
kiðXÞPiðXÞtR ð31Þ
For a ﬂat faced ring (Fig. 4), the contact pressure P(t) between the
ring and the bore can be approximated by using the sealed
pressure Pcyl (Nikas, 2003). This sealed pressure is assumed to be
the larger of PA and PB. Therefore
PðtÞ  Pcyl ¼max PA, PB
  ð32Þ
Since our system has only been deﬁned on a conceptional level
(the material, lubricant and operational conditions are unknown),
we assume that the wear coefﬁcient k is independent of time t.
Eq. (31) can then be expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞtRnðXÞPðXÞ ð33Þ
where PðXÞ is the average pressure at piston position X.
Eq. (33) shows that the cylinder bore wear depth is propor-
tional to the crossing times n(X). We again study the simulation
results obtained in Section 3. Using the buoy excursion X(t), which
neglects the HFO shown in Fig. 7a, a sample of the ring crossings
at the level of X¼0.02 is given in Fig. 13a. Fig. 13b shows the
corresponding ring crossings at the same level for simulation
results including the HFO (Fig. 7c). Fig. 13c is a detailed plot of the
crossings in a time interval with HFOs. It is easy to ﬁnd that the
crossing number n(0.02) is much larger in Fig. 13b than in
Fig. 13a. Introducing the crossing rate k(X) which is deﬁned as the
ratio of the crossing numbers n(X) to the corresponding time
interval T, Eq. (33) can be rewritten as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtRT ð34Þ
Therefore, the cylinder bore wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be
expressed as
_hbðXÞ ¼
hb Xð Þ
T
¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtR ð35Þ
The values of k(X) along the cylinder bore are given in Fig. 14
for the two cases; one neglects the ﬂuid compressibility and only
considers low frequency motion, the other includes the effect of
the oil compressibility and the induced HFO. Generally speaking,
the crossing rates along the cylinder bore are larger when
considering the ﬂuid compressibility than with the assumption
of incompressible oil, but the difference is small far from the
cylinder midpoint. On the contrary, a large difference is observed
around the midpoint of the cylinder (X¼0), which indicates that
most of the HFOs occur in this region.
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corrosion can be reduced by the choice of material for various
hydraulic ﬂuids (Mu¨ller and Nau, 1998). Adhesion is common
during the running-in period because of the surface roughness of
both contact surfaces. Once running-in is complete, the system
would attain a steady state and abrasive wear is generally
considered to be a dominant wear mechanism for the reciprocating
hydraulic system (Tung and Huang, 2004). Whatever the main
wear mechanisms are for a speciﬁc piston ring and cylinder bore
system, the total wear loss for both the ring and bore is the sum
of the contributions from each mechanism that is observed.
Detailed analysis of the piston ring and cylinder bore wear can
be seen from Yang and Moan (submitted for publication).
The most commonly used model for wear on sliding contact
surfaces states that the wear volume loss WeV is proportional to
the normal load N and the sliding distance s, according to
WeV ¼ kNs ð28Þ
where k is the wear coefﬁcient. This model is often referred to as
Archard’s wear law (Archard and Hirst, 1956). The wear
coefﬁcient, k, is a function of the interacting materials, their
surface topography, the lubricant and operating conditions. For
lubricated tribo-pairs (here are the piston ring and cylinder bore),
the wear volume loss also depends on the lubrication regime and
surface roughness as described by the Stribeck curve, which is
deﬁned by a dimensionless ﬁlm thickness l (the ratio between the
oil ﬁlm thickness and the composite surface roughness). Assum-
ing a pressure P(t) uniformly distributed along the interface with
area A, the total normal load N on the contact region is
NðtÞ ¼ PðtÞA ð29Þ
Combining Eqs. (28) and (29), the wear depth h can be written as
h¼ k PðtÞ s ð30Þ
For the cylinder bore, the sliding distance sb can be calculated
considering that during one ring crossing any segment of the bore
is slid by a distance equal to the ring thickness, tR (Fig. 4). If we
assume that there is a linear damage accrual rule, the total wear
depth hb(X) of the cylinder bore at position X for a reciprocating
motion during a time interval T with n(X) crossings can be
expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼
XnðXÞ
i ¼ 1
kiðXÞPiðXÞtR ð31Þ
For a ﬂat faced ring (Fig. 4), the contact pressure P(t) between the
ring and the bore can be approximated by using the sealed
pressure Pcyl (Nikas, 2003). This sealed pressure is assumed to be
the larger of PA and PB. Therefore
PðtÞ  Pcyl ¼max PA, PB
  ð32Þ
Since our system has only been deﬁned on a conceptional level
(the material, lubricant and operational conditions are unknown),
we assume that the wear coefﬁcient k is independent of time t.
Eq. (31) can then be expressed as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞtRnðXÞPðXÞ ð33Þ
where PðXÞ is the average pressure at piston position X.
Eq. (33) shows that the cylinder bore wear depth is propor-
tional to the crossing times n(X). We again study the simulation
results obtained in Section 3. Using the buoy excursion X(t), which
neglects the HFO shown in Fig. 7a, a sample of the ring crossings
at the level of X¼0.02 is given in Fig. 13a. Fig. 13b shows the
corresponding ring crossings at the same level for simulation
results including the HFO (Fig. 7c). Fig. 13c is a detailed plot of the
crossings in a time interval with HFOs. It is easy to ﬁnd that the
crossing number n(0.02) is much larger in Fig. 13b than in
Fig. 13a. Introducing the crossing rate k(X) which is deﬁned as the
ratio of the crossing numbers n(X) to the corresponding time
interval T, Eq. (33) can be rewritten as
hbðXÞ ¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtRT ð34Þ
Therefore, the cylinder bore wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be
expressed as
_hbðXÞ ¼
hb Xð Þ
T
¼ kðXÞPðXÞkðXÞtR ð35Þ
The values of k(X) along the cylinder bore are given in Fig. 14
for the two cases; one neglects the ﬂuid compressibility and only
considers low frequency motion, the other includes the effect of
the oil compressibility and the induced HFO. Generally speaking,
the crossing rates along the cylinder bore are larger when
considering the ﬂuid compressibility than with the assumption
of incompressible oil, but the difference is small far from the
cylinder midpoint. On the contrary, a large difference is observed
around the midpoint of the cylinder (X¼0), which indicates that
most of the HFOs occur in this region.
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A ring with a thickness tR¼3 mm is used for case study. If the
bore wear coefﬁcient k(X) is assumed to be equal to 11018 m2/N,
the wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be predicted by using Eq. (35).
Fig. 15 gives the distribution wear damage rate for the two cases
with and without considering the ﬂuid compressibility in the WEC
model. According to the results, the wear damage of the cylinder
bore will be underestimated if we neglect the ﬂuid compressibility.
This effect reaches maximumwhen X¼0.02 m. (The wear damage
rate at this position is 1.581014 m/s with ﬂuid compressibility
included, while it is equal to 1.071014 m/s with incompressible
ﬂuid as shown in Fig. 15.) In practice, for the wear of cylinder bore,
local wear damage is usually dominating. Cylinder repair is generally
carried out when the maximum wear of the internal surface
approaches a speciﬁc limit. To predict the position of the bore
where the maximum accumulated wear occurs is a critical issue.
Fig. 15 shows that HFO induced by the ﬂuid compressibility not only
affects the amount of wear damage but also the repair position.
Fig. 16 gives the relative wear difference for the two cases. The
largest difference occurs around the middle of the cylinder and can
reach almost 50%. This increment could lead to a reduction in life of
the cylinder bore. To sum up, HFO contributes signiﬁcantly to the
bore wear damage in this WEC system and it should therefore be
given thorough consideration.
Since the amplitudes of HFOs are usually very small (Figs. 7c, d,
9a, c and 10a), it is difﬁcult to catch all the oscillation cycles by
using discrete crossing levels. Additionally, as indicated by
Giorgio et al. (2007), the severe wear usually occurs at or near
the positions when the piston velocity is equal to 0. Hence, zero-
crossing rate of the velocity is an important index for the bore
wear. In order to estimate the contributions of these HFOs to the
wear damage, we consider the velocity response _X ðtÞ instead of
the position X(t). At the turning points of X(t), we have
_X ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ
We can count the number of zero-crossings (the crossing level
is equal to 0) for the time series of the velocity. This zero-crossing
number (we can also use a corresponding variable named zero-
crossing rate) includes all the motion periods along the cylinder
bore. The zero-crossing rates for different cylinder designs are
shown in Fig. 17. The rates decrease with increase in cylinder
length. In addition, based on the simulation results of Falc~ao
(2007) for a ﬂoating heaving buoy equipped with such a power
take-off, the maximum value of average power was found to occur
for a machinery force with a certain value Fm,opt in each sea state.
For a WEC system, the main function is to convert power. From
this point, we should choose the optimum force Fm,opt as the main
parameter for this system. Eq. (7) shows that Fm is related to the
piston area and pressure difference. For a constant value of Fm,opt,
a larger piston area means a smaller pressure difference, i.e., a
smaller PðXÞ in Eq. (34). Fig. 17 also gives the variation of PðXÞwith
cylinder length L. As opposed to k, the mean pressure PðXÞ is an
increasing function of L. In order to ﬁnd a minimum cylinder bore
wear damage, we need comprehensive consideration of all the
parameters mentioned in Eq. (34), including the crossing rate k
and average interface pressurePðXÞ. Alternatively, we can choose
the cylinder length ﬁrst and then adjust the other variables of the
cylinder, e.g. the cylinder volume V. The performances of WEC
system for different cylinder volumes with ﬁxed L¼2.5 m are
given by Fig. 18. We can follow the same path as we did for Fig. 17
to analyze these obtained results. We do not elaborate this any
further here.
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Fig. 16. Plot of relative wear difference along the cylinder bore for Hs¼4.25 m,
Tp¼9.5 s and L¼2.5 m. Calculations are carried out for a same case as for Fig. 15.
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A ring with a thickness tR¼3 mm is used for case study. If the
bore wear coefﬁcient k(X) is assumed to be equal to 11018 m2/N,
the wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be predicted by using Eq. (35).
Fig. 15 gives the distribution wear damage rate for the two cases
with and without considering the ﬂuid compressibility in the WEC
model. According to the results, the wear damage of the cylinder
bore will be underestimated if we neglect the ﬂuid compressibility.
This effect reaches maximumwhen X¼0.02 m. (The wear damage
rate at this position is 1.581014 m/s with ﬂuid compressibility
included, while it is equal to 1.071014 m/s with incompressible
ﬂuid as shown in Fig. 15.) In practice, for the wear of cylinder bore,
local wear damage is usually dominating. Cylinder repair is generally
carried out when the maximum wear of the internal surface
approaches a speciﬁc limit. To predict the position of the bore
where the maximum accumulated wear occurs is a critical issue.
Fig. 15 shows that HFO induced by the ﬂuid compressibility not only
affects the amount of wear damage but also the repair position.
Fig. 16 gives the relative wear difference for the two cases. The
largest difference occurs around the middle of the cylinder and can
reach almost 50%. This increment could lead to a reduction in life of
the cylinder bore. To sum up, HFO contributes signiﬁcantly to the
bore wear damage in this WEC system and it should therefore be
given thorough consideration.
Since the amplitudes of HFOs are usually very small (Figs. 7c, d,
9a, c and 10a), it is difﬁcult to catch all the oscillation cycles by
using discrete crossing levels. Additionally, as indicated by
Giorgio et al. (2007), the severe wear usually occurs at or near
the positions when the piston velocity is equal to 0. Hence, zero-
crossing rate of the velocity is an important index for the bore
wear. In order to estimate the contributions of these HFOs to the
wear damage, we consider the velocity response _X ðtÞ instead of
the position X(t). At the turning points of X(t), we have
_X ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ
We can count the number of zero-crossings (the crossing level
is equal to 0) for the time series of the velocity. This zero-crossing
number (we can also use a corresponding variable named zero-
crossing rate) includes all the motion periods along the cylinder
bore. The zero-crossing rates for different cylinder designs are
shown in Fig. 17. The rates decrease with increase in cylinder
length. In addition, based on the simulation results of Falc~ao
(2007) for a ﬂoating heaving buoy equipped with such a power
take-off, the maximum value of average power was found to occur
for a machinery force with a certain value Fm,opt in each sea state.
For a WEC system, the main function is to convert power. From
this point, we should choose the optimum force Fm,opt as the main
parameter for this system. Eq. (7) shows that Fm is related to the
piston area and pressure difference. For a constant value of Fm,opt,
a larger piston area means a smaller pressure difference, i.e., a
smaller PðXÞ in Eq. (34). Fig. 17 also gives the variation of PðXÞwith
cylinder length L. As opposed to k, the mean pressure PðXÞ is an
increasing function of L. In order to ﬁnd a minimum cylinder bore
wear damage, we need comprehensive consideration of all the
parameters mentioned in Eq. (34), including the crossing rate k
and average interface pressurePðXÞ. Alternatively, we can choose
the cylinder length ﬁrst and then adjust the other variables of the
cylinder, e.g. the cylinder volume V. The performances of WEC
system for different cylinder volumes with ﬁxed L¼2.5 m are
given by Fig. 18. We can follow the same path as we did for Fig. 17
to analyze these obtained results. We do not elaborate this any
further here.
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Fig. 16. Plot of relative wear difference along the cylinder bore for Hs¼4.25 m,
Tp¼9.5 s and L¼2.5 m. Calculations are carried out for a same case as for Fig. 15.
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A ring with a thickness tR¼3 mm is used for case study. If the
bore wear coefﬁcient k(X) is assumed to be equal to 11018 m2/N,
the wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be predicted by using Eq. (35).
Fig. 15 gives the distribution wear damage rate for the two cases
with and without considering the ﬂuid compressibility in the WEC
model. According to the results, the wear damage of the cylinder
bore will be underestimated if we neglect the ﬂuid compressibility.
This effect reaches maximumwhen X¼0.02 m. (The wear damage
rate at this position is 1.581014 m/s with ﬂuid compressibility
included, while it is equal to 1.071014 m/s with incompressible
ﬂuid as shown in Fig. 15.) In practice, for the wear of cylinder bore,
local wear damage is usually dominating. Cylinder repair is generally
carried out when the maximum wear of the internal surface
approaches a speciﬁc limit. To predict the position of the bore
where the maximum accumulated wear occurs is a critical issue.
Fig. 15 shows that HFO induced by the ﬂuid compressibility not only
affects the amount of wear damage but also the repair position.
Fig. 16 gives the relative wear difference for the two cases. The
largest difference occurs around the middle of the cylinder and can
reach almost 50%. This increment could lead to a reduction in life of
the cylinder bore. To sum up, HFO contributes signiﬁcantly to the
bore wear damage in this WEC system and it should therefore be
given thorough consideration.
Since the amplitudes of HFOs are usually very small (Figs. 7c, d,
9a, c and 10a), it is difﬁcult to catch all the oscillation cycles by
using discrete crossing levels. Additionally, as indicated by
Giorgio et al. (2007), the severe wear usually occurs at or near
the positions when the piston velocity is equal to 0. Hence, zero-
crossing rate of the velocity is an important index for the bore
wear. In order to estimate the contributions of these HFOs to the
wear damage, we consider the velocity response _X ðtÞ instead of
the position X(t). At the turning points of X(t), we have
_X ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ
We can count the number of zero-crossings (the crossing level
is equal to 0) for the time series of the velocity. This zero-crossing
number (we can also use a corresponding variable named zero-
crossing rate) includes all the motion periods along the cylinder
bore. The zero-crossing rates for different cylinder designs are
shown in Fig. 17. The rates decrease with increase in cylinder
length. In addition, based on the simulation results of Falc~ao
(2007) for a ﬂoating heaving buoy equipped with such a power
take-off, the maximum value of average power was found to occur
for a machinery force with a certain value Fm,opt in each sea state.
For a WEC system, the main function is to convert power. From
this point, we should choose the optimum force Fm,opt as the main
parameter for this system. Eq. (7) shows that Fm is related to the
piston area and pressure difference. For a constant value of Fm,opt,
a larger piston area means a smaller pressure difference, i.e., a
smaller PðXÞ in Eq. (34). Fig. 17 also gives the variation of PðXÞwith
cylinder length L. As opposed to k, the mean pressure PðXÞ is an
increasing function of L. In order to ﬁnd a minimum cylinder bore
wear damage, we need comprehensive consideration of all the
parameters mentioned in Eq. (34), including the crossing rate k
and average interface pressurePðXÞ. Alternatively, we can choose
the cylinder length ﬁrst and then adjust the other variables of the
cylinder, e.g. the cylinder volume V. The performances of WEC
system for different cylinder volumes with ﬁxed L¼2.5 m are
given by Fig. 18. We can follow the same path as we did for Fig. 17
to analyze these obtained results. We do not elaborate this any
further here.
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Fig. 16. Plot of relative wear difference along the cylinder bore for Hs¼4.25 m,
Tp¼9.5 s and L¼2.5 m. Calculations are carried out for a same case as for Fig. 15.
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A ring with a thickness tR¼3 mm is used for case study. If the
bore wear coefﬁcient k(X) is assumed to be equal to 11018 m2/N,
the wear damage rate _hbðXÞ can be predicted by using Eq. (35).
Fig. 15 gives the distribution wear damage rate for the two cases
with and without considering the ﬂuid compressibility in the WEC
model. According to the results, the wear damage of the cylinder
bore will be underestimated if we neglect the ﬂuid compressibility.
This effect reaches maximumwhen X¼0.02 m. (The wear damage
rate at this position is 1.581014 m/s with ﬂuid compressibility
included, while it is equal to 1.071014 m/s with incompressible
ﬂuid as shown in Fig. 15.) In practice, for the wear of cylinder bore,
local wear damage is usually dominating. Cylinder repair is generally
carried out when the maximum wear of the internal surface
approaches a speciﬁc limit. To predict the position of the bore
where the maximum accumulated wear occurs is a critical issue.
Fig. 15 shows that HFO induced by the ﬂuid compressibility not only
affects the amount of wear damage but also the repair position.
Fig. 16 gives the relative wear difference for the two cases. The
largest difference occurs around the middle of the cylinder and can
reach almost 50%. This increment could lead to a reduction in life of
the cylinder bore. To sum up, HFO contributes signiﬁcantly to the
bore wear damage in this WEC system and it should therefore be
given thorough consideration.
Since the amplitudes of HFOs are usually very small (Figs. 7c, d,
9a, c and 10a), it is difﬁcult to catch all the oscillation cycles by
using discrete crossing levels. Additionally, as indicated by
Giorgio et al. (2007), the severe wear usually occurs at or near
the positions when the piston velocity is equal to 0. Hence, zero-
crossing rate of the velocity is an important index for the bore
wear. In order to estimate the contributions of these HFOs to the
wear damage, we consider the velocity response _X ðtÞ instead of
the position X(t). At the turning points of X(t), we have
_X ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ
We can count the number of zero-crossings (the crossing level
is equal to 0) for the time series of the velocity. This zero-crossing
number (we can also use a corresponding variable named zero-
crossing rate) includes all the motion periods along the cylinder
bore. The zero-crossing rates for different cylinder designs are
shown in Fig. 17. The rates decrease with increase in cylinder
length. In addition, based on the simulation results of Falc~ao
(2007) for a ﬂoating heaving buoy equipped with such a power
take-off, the maximum value of average power was found to occur
for a machinery force with a certain value Fm,opt in each sea state.
For a WEC system, the main function is to convert power. From
this point, we should choose the optimum force Fm,opt as the main
parameter for this system. Eq. (7) shows that Fm is related to the
piston area and pressure difference. For a constant value of Fm,opt,
a larger piston area means a smaller pressure difference, i.e., a
smaller PðXÞ in Eq. (34). Fig. 17 also gives the variation of PðXÞwith
cylinder length L. As opposed to k, the mean pressure PðXÞ is an
increasing function of L. In order to ﬁnd a minimum cylinder bore
wear damage, we need comprehensive consideration of all the
parameters mentioned in Eq. (34), including the crossing rate k
and average interface pressurePðXÞ. Alternatively, we can choose
the cylinder length ﬁrst and then adjust the other variables of the
cylinder, e.g. the cylinder volume V. The performances of WEC
system for different cylinder volumes with ﬁxed L¼2.5 m are
given by Fig. 18. We can follow the same path as we did for Fig. 17
to analyze these obtained results. We do not elaborate this any
further here.
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Fig. 16. Plot of relative wear difference along the cylinder bore for Hs¼4.25 m,
Tp¼9.5 s and L¼2.5 m. Calculations are carried out for a same case as for Fig. 15.
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effect of ﬂuid compressibility is considered for different cylinder types.
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Similar to bore wear depth, ring wear depth can also be
obtained from Eq. (30). The sliding distance of the ring can be
obtained by
sring ¼
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð37Þ
The ring wear depth is:
hring ¼ kPðtÞ
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð38Þ
A comparison of Fig. 7b and d shows that the HFOs cause an
increase in the sliding distance, leading to increased wear as the
result. Combined with the risk of poor lubrication at turning
points mentioned before, it is clear that HFOs should be a matter
of concern also for the piston ring wear.
5. Conclusions
A dynamic model, with the assumptions listed at the end of
Section 2, has been presented for a heaving axisymmetric ﬂoating
buoy, with a high-pressure hydraulic system for energy conversion. In
particular, the compressibility of hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder is
included in the mathematic Wave Energy Converter (WEC) model.
This hydraulic ﬂuid acts likes a very stiff spring and, therefore
inﬂuences the dynamics of the buoy. This work presents the effect of
this type of ﬂuid stiffness for an asymmetric cylinder (aa1) in
different designs of the same volume. The minimum natural
frequencies caused by ﬂuid stiffness are presented for the different
cylinder designs. The motion response of the ﬂoating buoy exposed to
irregular waves is shown in time series where high frequency
oscillations (HFOs) are observed. From an analysis of the power
spectra, we can see that the main power of the HFOs resides beyond
the estimated minimum natural frequency omin, which is reasonable
for this system due to the variation of the piston position.
The wear model for piston ring and cylinder bore in the WEC
system developed in Yang and Moan (submitted for publication)
based on Archard’s wear equation is applied to exemplify the
contribution of the HFOs to the wear by numerical simulation of the
heaving buoy model under a sea state characterized by Hs¼4.25 m
and Tp¼9.5 s. Numerical results show that HFO strongly affects the
wear of the cylinder bore, especially at the domain around the
midpoint of the cylinder in the longitudinal direction. Simulation
results combined with the analysis of Falc~ao (2007) indicate that
there exists an optimum cylinder size which has minimum bore
wear damage. As for the cylinder bore, the piston ring wear will be
affected by the HFO. The HFOs can increase the sliding distance of
the ring, which will lead to more ring wear. Although the increment
of the sliding distance is not large, the surface to surface contact
under this condition can also make a serious wear damage to the
ring. To sum up, not only the low frequency motion, but also the
high-frequency one can cause the ring and bore wear. Therefore, oil
compressibility should be included in the mathematic model of this
WEC system for the purpose of wear prediction. Otherwise, the wear
damage of the ring and cylinder will be underestimated, which
should be avoided both because of safety and durability reasons.
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Similar to bore wear depth, ring wear depth can also be
obtained from Eq. (30). The sliding distance of the ring can be
obtained by
sring ¼
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð37Þ
The ring wear depth is:
hring ¼ kPðtÞ
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð38Þ
A comparison of Fig. 7b and d shows that the HFOs cause an
increase in the sliding distance, leading to increased wear as the
result. Combined with the risk of poor lubrication at turning
points mentioned before, it is clear that HFOs should be a matter
of concern also for the piston ring wear.
5. Conclusions
A dynamic model, with the assumptions listed at the end of
Section 2, has been presented for a heaving axisymmetric ﬂoating
buoy, with a high-pressure hydraulic system for energy conversion. In
particular, the compressibility of hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder is
included in the mathematic Wave Energy Converter (WEC) model.
This hydraulic ﬂuid acts likes a very stiff spring and, therefore
inﬂuences the dynamics of the buoy. This work presents the effect of
this type of ﬂuid stiffness for an asymmetric cylinder (aa1) in
different designs of the same volume. The minimum natural
frequencies caused by ﬂuid stiffness are presented for the different
cylinder designs. The motion response of the ﬂoating buoy exposed to
irregular waves is shown in time series where high frequency
oscillations (HFOs) are observed. From an analysis of the power
spectra, we can see that the main power of the HFOs resides beyond
the estimated minimum natural frequency omin, which is reasonable
for this system due to the variation of the piston position.
The wear model for piston ring and cylinder bore in the WEC
system developed in Yang and Moan (submitted for publication)
based on Archard’s wear equation is applied to exemplify the
contribution of the HFOs to the wear by numerical simulation of the
heaving buoy model under a sea state characterized by Hs¼4.25 m
and Tp¼9.5 s. Numerical results show that HFO strongly affects the
wear of the cylinder bore, especially at the domain around the
midpoint of the cylinder in the longitudinal direction. Simulation
results combined with the analysis of Falc~ao (2007) indicate that
there exists an optimum cylinder size which has minimum bore
wear damage. As for the cylinder bore, the piston ring wear will be
affected by the HFO. The HFOs can increase the sliding distance of
the ring, which will lead to more ring wear. Although the increment
of the sliding distance is not large, the surface to surface contact
under this condition can also make a serious wear damage to the
ring. To sum up, not only the low frequency motion, but also the
high-frequency one can cause the ring and bore wear. Therefore, oil
compressibility should be included in the mathematic model of this
WEC system for the purpose of wear prediction. Otherwise, the wear
damage of the ring and cylinder will be underestimated, which
should be avoided both because of safety and durability reasons.
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Similar to bore wear depth, ring wear depth can also be
obtained from Eq. (30). The sliding distance of the ring can be
obtained by
sring ¼
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð37Þ
The ring wear depth is:
hring ¼ kPðtÞ
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð38Þ
A comparison of Fig. 7b and d shows that the HFOs cause an
increase in the sliding distance, leading to increased wear as the
result. Combined with the risk of poor lubrication at turning
points mentioned before, it is clear that HFOs should be a matter
of concern also for the piston ring wear.
5. Conclusions
A dynamic model, with the assumptions listed at the end of
Section 2, has been presented for a heaving axisymmetric ﬂoating
buoy, with a high-pressure hydraulic system for energy conversion. In
particular, the compressibility of hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder is
included in the mathematic Wave Energy Converter (WEC) model.
This hydraulic ﬂuid acts likes a very stiff spring and, therefore
inﬂuences the dynamics of the buoy. This work presents the effect of
this type of ﬂuid stiffness for an asymmetric cylinder (aa1) in
different designs of the same volume. The minimum natural
frequencies caused by ﬂuid stiffness are presented for the different
cylinder designs. The motion response of the ﬂoating buoy exposed to
irregular waves is shown in time series where high frequency
oscillations (HFOs) are observed. From an analysis of the power
spectra, we can see that the main power of the HFOs resides beyond
the estimated minimum natural frequency omin, which is reasonable
for this system due to the variation of the piston position.
The wear model for piston ring and cylinder bore in the WEC
system developed in Yang and Moan (submitted for publication)
based on Archard’s wear equation is applied to exemplify the
contribution of the HFOs to the wear by numerical simulation of the
heaving buoy model under a sea state characterized by Hs¼4.25 m
and Tp¼9.5 s. Numerical results show that HFO strongly affects the
wear of the cylinder bore, especially at the domain around the
midpoint of the cylinder in the longitudinal direction. Simulation
results combined with the analysis of Falc~ao (2007) indicate that
there exists an optimum cylinder size which has minimum bore
wear damage. As for the cylinder bore, the piston ring wear will be
affected by the HFO. The HFOs can increase the sliding distance of
the ring, which will lead to more ring wear. Although the increment
of the sliding distance is not large, the surface to surface contact
under this condition can also make a serious wear damage to the
ring. To sum up, not only the low frequency motion, but also the
high-frequency one can cause the ring and bore wear. Therefore, oil
compressibility should be included in the mathematic model of this
WEC system for the purpose of wear prediction. Otherwise, the wear
damage of the ring and cylinder will be underestimated, which
should be avoided both because of safety and durability reasons.
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Similar to bore wear depth, ring wear depth can also be
obtained from Eq. (30). The sliding distance of the ring can be
obtained by
sring ¼
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð37Þ
The ring wear depth is:
hring ¼ kPðtÞ
Z
t
9 _X ðtÞ9 dt ð38Þ
A comparison of Fig. 7b and d shows that the HFOs cause an
increase in the sliding distance, leading to increased wear as the
result. Combined with the risk of poor lubrication at turning
points mentioned before, it is clear that HFOs should be a matter
of concern also for the piston ring wear.
5. Conclusions
A dynamic model, with the assumptions listed at the end of
Section 2, has been presented for a heaving axisymmetric ﬂoating
buoy, with a high-pressure hydraulic system for energy conversion. In
particular, the compressibility of hydraulic ﬂuid in the cylinder is
included in the mathematic Wave Energy Converter (WEC) model.
This hydraulic ﬂuid acts likes a very stiff spring and, therefore
inﬂuences the dynamics of the buoy. This work presents the effect of
this type of ﬂuid stiffness for an asymmetric cylinder (aa1) in
different designs of the same volume. The minimum natural
frequencies caused by ﬂuid stiffness are presented for the different
cylinder designs. The motion response of the ﬂoating buoy exposed to
irregular waves is shown in time series where high frequency
oscillations (HFOs) are observed. From an analysis of the power
spectra, we can see that the main power of the HFOs resides beyond
the estimated minimum natural frequency omin, which is reasonable
for this system due to the variation of the piston position.
The wear model for piston ring and cylinder bore in the WEC
system developed in Yang and Moan (submitted for publication)
based on Archard’s wear equation is applied to exemplify the
contribution of the HFOs to the wear by numerical simulation of the
heaving buoy model under a sea state characterized by Hs¼4.25 m
and Tp¼9.5 s. Numerical results show that HFO strongly affects the
wear of the cylinder bore, especially at the domain around the
midpoint of the cylinder in the longitudinal direction. Simulation
results combined with the analysis of Falc~ao (2007) indicate that
there exists an optimum cylinder size which has minimum bore
wear damage. As for the cylinder bore, the piston ring wear will be
affected by the HFO. The HFOs can increase the sliding distance of
the ring, which will lead to more ring wear. Although the increment
of the sliding distance is not large, the surface to surface contact
under this condition can also make a serious wear damage to the
ring. To sum up, not only the low frequency motion, but also the
high-frequency one can cause the ring and bore wear. Therefore, oil
compressibility should be included in the mathematic model of this
WEC system for the purpose of wear prediction. Otherwise, the wear
damage of the ring and cylinder will be underestimated, which
should be avoided both because of safety and durability reasons.
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